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2006 CRF

HIGHLIGHTS

The year 2006 was a busy o ne for the
Cave Research Foundation. The CRF Annual
Mee ting was held October 6-8th at the new
Res ea rch faci lity at Lava Beds Natio nal
Monument. C hris Groves stepped down as
CRF President, and Scott House stepped
up to fi ll the position. The new position of
Vice President was created in order to foc us
on public relations and management. Joel
Despain has bee n tapped to fill this new role.
It was duly noted that 2007 wou ld be the 50th

anniversary of the CRF, an d preparatons had
already begun for the gala event to be held at
the Hamilton Va lley facility in Kentucky.
The ac hi evem ents of the CRF would
not be possible without the efforts of the
multitude of vo lunteers that comprise the
organization. The reports in this volume
outline many of the major proj ects, and
illustrate well the goals and ideals of the Cave
Research Foundatio n.

2006 FELLOWS

2006 CERTIFICATES OF

Aaron Addison
Frank J. Everitt
Kevin Glover
Tim Kohtz
John DeLong
Cheryl Pratt

2006 CRF

MERIT
Frank J. Everitt
Ed Knetsch
Georganne Payne
William Payne

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS AND GRANTS

Katie Schneider

Megan Curry

$2,500 Ph .D. Fellowshi p

$1,300 Gra nt

Department of Biology, University of

Department of Earth and Environmental

Maryland

Studies, New Mexico Institute of Mi ning

n1e Stoichiometry of Cave Invertebrates:

and Technology

Adnptation to a Lirniting Environrnent.

A Geomicrobiological and Geochemical
Approach to the Biogenicity of Moonmilk

Matthew Medeiros

Formation : Spider Cave and Pahoehoe

$2,000 G rant

Cave, New M exico; niUrsday Morning Cave,

Department of Integ rative Biology,

Colorado; TI-Irush Cave, A laska .

University of Ca lifo rnia -Berkeley
Evolution ofca1'e-li1 ing in Hawaiian

Jennifer Lippmann

Schmnkin (Le pidoptera : Noctuid ae) with

$1,300 Gra nt

description of"n re111nrknble new cave species.

Department of Earth and Planetary

1

Sciences, Washington Univers ity
Reworked Loess and Red Clays in Missouri
Caves.

X
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2007

CRF HIGHLIGHTS

trul y uniqu e orga ni1.ation. Th e C RF An nu a l

TlJC \\Iindy Citv Speleone 1vs, The Nnlion{{/
SjJe!eo!ogiwl Socictr News a nd th e Crn ·c
Rese{{ rc/J Foundation Qu{{r/erlr Newslel/ er,

Meeting wa s h e ld on O c tob e r l9 -2lst in

arc re produ ce d h e re on th e fo ll owing page s

Fifty years ago in 1957 the Cave Research
foundation was otlicia ll )' la un c he d as a

50th i'\ nn ive rsar}'

\V hi k it was wond e rful to revi ew th e

Celebration at th e Hamilto n Va ll ey Rese a rch

achi eve m e nts of the C R l: over the last 50 yea rs ,

facility

0Jational

it was also clear tha t th e CRF is still a very

Park. Ove r 150 p eo pl e attended th e event

ac ti ve and d yna mic organ i1.a tion. \\ 'c lo ok

and were treated to var iou s tours, both

for wa rd to the n ex t SO years of cave rese<trch ,

conjunction with the
n ea r

M a mmoth

Cave

in -c ave and on th e surfa ce. It was a g reat

exp lo ratio n , man age m e nt and resto ration .

opportunit}' to meet old friend s and make

Read on for more detailed d escriptio ns of

new o nes , and was tru ly a n eve nt n ot to be

CRF proj ects a 11d ac: hicve lll c nts.

mis sed . Two rep orts, origina ll y published in

2007

FELLOWS
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A ndv h ee

Fd Khwsner
t-:dwin Knetsch
Tracev Knetsch
Dan L11nping
Jimmie D. \\'orrdl

2007 CRF
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S:3,000 Ph .D. Fell owship

S-3,000 Ph.D. Fe ll owship

Depa rt111cnt of Eco logy and Evo lutionar y

De partment uf Cico logy,

Univer~ it y

ol

Biology, Un ive rs it y of Tennessee, Kn oxv ille

C dif(mJi a, Da vis

Linking Hahital Dislllrhrtncc to

Sicrm Ne!'(/d(l .Sj;e/eoli! CJ/Is.· Potc11li{{/ rrs

J-!yiJ ridi zntion bdlvecn Swfrice (/1/d Crl! e-

1 li,~!J-Resollllion Archii •cs o/AIIIJO.\jJI!cric

Ad(lplerl Sa/{{lnruzdcrs.

Circ ulntion m •c r \\-'cslcr11 No rtlr A lll criur.
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XI

CELEBRATING

50 YEARS OF THE CRF

Ralph Earlandson

Gro11p on Tom
Po11lson 's biology trip to
Great Onyx.

l'<"l< ·r

.\"((

<lllfiA1111

HAMILTON VALLEY RESEARCH
STAT ION, greeted participants as th ey
mad e the fin al turn towa rd th e ce nter. A
large white tent had bee n erected on th e
grounds for th e Sa turday night banqu et.
Rath er than spend two out of the three

days driving from Chicago, I booked a
cheap flight to Nashville and rented a car,
leaving only a 90-minute drive to Hamilton
Valley. As the bunk houses and camping
space at HV had already filled by the time I
registered, I took advantage of a special CRF
rate at the Park Mammoth Hotel in Park
City.
I got to HV in tim e to go to Caverna
Elementary School in Cave City for the
exhibition of the 50-by-60-foot master map
of the Mammoth Cave system, showing
all known passages of the 370- mile-long
system, th e world's longest. It was all laid
out on the gym floor, and everyone was
required to re move their shoes before
stepping out on the map. It was quite a
scene, with cavers milling about on the cave
map. This map was first displ aye d, in the
same mann er, at this year's NSS Convention
in Indiana .
Friday evening was a time for
socializing, and there was plenty of food.
In addition to many peo ple I've known
from CRF expeditions over the years, I saw
several I hadn't seen in 30 years or mo re.
Atte ndance by Windy City Grotto members
was light, however. In addition to myself,
only Laura Lexander and her daughter
Evelyn, plus Don Kerouac, were there.
On Saturday morning I joined a tour
group that visited the historic Collins
House and ticket office near th e entrance
to Floyd Collins Crystal Cave, one of the
majo r entrances to th e Flint Rid ge part of
the Mammoth Cave system . These two
buildings had been restored and re -painted.
For a long tim e th e Collins House served

Cave Research Fou11dation
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Ove r 150 people co nverged o n the Cave
Resea rch Foundation Ce nter at Hamilton
Valley for th e CR F 50th Anniversary
Celebration. Th e main eve nt ran Friday
to Sunday, but there were caving trips to
the Mammoth Cave system beginning
on Wednesday. Trips included th e New
Discovery, th e Flint Ridge to Mammoth
connec tion, and Rapp el. The goal of th e
co nn ec tion trip was to re-enact the original
1972 Flint-Mammoth co nnection, but the
Tight Spot proved too much for several
people, and th e nearby seco nd co nnection
ro ute was done instead.
I arrived at Hamilto n Valley on Friday
aft ernoo n. A new sign, o nl y a month old and
reading C AVE RESEARCH FOUNDATION

Ho s ted

Peter and Ann Basted

as the bunkhouse for CRF expeditions,
with the kitchen and meeting rooms in the
nearby Austin House, which has since been
removed. It was here that I stayed during the
first few years after I first became involved
with CRF in 1987. We then walked about a
quarter mile down the road to the site of the
Spelee Hut, where CRF was first based. The
Spelee Hut has been moved to Hamilton
Valley and restored.
The tour group next went on a short
tour of Floyd Collins Crystal Cave, but I
was signed up for the afternoon CRF tour
of Mammoth Cave, so I caught a ride back
to HV to get a quick lunch before joining
the first group at the Historic Entrance. Due
to park policy limiting group size, there
were two groups of CRF members of about
60 each. The trip was a three-mile lantern
tour starting at the Historic Entrance and
ending at Violet City. There were stops that
featured short talks by CRF members on
their specialties in research or exploration.
This was intended to replace an afternoon
of speeches and slide presentations, while
giving people an opportunity to see an
impressive section of Mammoth Cave.
We first saw the saltpeter works dating
back to the \Var of 1812, and then we
stopped at the Methodist Church, just
beyond the saltpeter works. There, geologist
Art Palmer gave a short presentation
on the cave system's geology. At Booth's
Amphitheater, Rick Olson talked about
saltpeter mining.
At the Star Chamber we took seats
on long benches, while several presenters
gave their talks. Patty Jo Watson talked
about cave archaeology. At Wright's
Rotunda, Mick Sutton and Sue Hagen
spoke about the Mammoth Cave Gazetteer
as a repository for place names. At St.
Catherine's City, Tom Brucker, Bob Osburn
and Aaron Addison gave an overview
of the evolution of CRF cave surveying.

Because many of the original surveys did
not meet current standards, much of to day's
activity is devoted to re-surveying. Most
notably lacking in the early surveys were

Scott House giving
the CRF 50th Annual
President's Report in
Historic Mammoth
Cave.

clinomenter readings and backsights.
We saw some very large and impressive
rooms, including Chief City and the 100foot-high Elizabeth's Dome. At Violet City,
just before we exited the cave, we saw a large
flowstone display.
Once everyone had returned from the
cave, we all converged on the great tent for
the banquet. There were two serving lines,
and entrees included pork and chicken.
There was plenty of wine. Following dinner,
CRF president Scott House gave a speech

Tommy Brucker
lighting a lantern in
Historic Mammoth
Cave.

Peter and
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and Ann Basted, two of the most famous
cave photographers in the country. Their
first show was about Mammoth Cave itself,
and their photos really gave life to the cave's
passages, and gypsum flowers appeared to
literally pop out of the screen. Then they
gave a show on New Mexico's Lechuguilla
Cave. The three-dimensional views of
the cave's unique formations were truly
awesome. Following the Bosteds' program,
historical (2-D now) slides of CRF activities
were shown. Here we could see some of the
old timers when they were much younger.
Partying continued well into the night.
Sunday morning was a time of saying
good-byes and beginning the various
Red Watson entertains
Margaret Crothers, his
youngest and best fan
with his scary children's
hook In the Dark Cave.

and presented awards, including the naming
of several new CRF Fellows. Then he called
on about a dozen prominent CRF members
to give short talks on their experiences in
CRF.
Following the banquet we adjourned to
the main hall for a 3-D slide show by Peter

journeys home. ll1e weather for the
weekend was very good, and was conducive
to a great celebration. This was certainly the
largest event of its kind for CRF, dwarfing
the 40th Anniversary in 1997. A great time
was had by all!

CRF 50TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
Laura J. Lexander

Xil'

The Cave Research Foundation
celebrated its 50th year anniversary the

while she slept, which was for several hours,
I found myself with ample time to think. For

weekend of October 19-21 at the Hamilton
Valley Facility just outside Mammoth Cave
National Parle llwugh I didn't go caving,

every expedition I go to, on the way there
my anticipation grows to the point where
it's barely containable by the time I exit the

I still thoroughly enjoyed visiting with my
friends and meeting several prominent
figures of the organization's past.
\Vhat can a person do during an 8
hour drive? Physically, not much besides
controlling the car, but mentally ... well,
that 's a lot of time for a mind to wander. I

highway onto the winding, narrow roads
of the rural Kentucky countryside. On the
way home I am usually overwhelmed with
mixed emotions because while I hate leaving
I know I'll be back again. During that long
stretch of time, I am usually able to resolve
the turmoil in my head.

didn't have the entire time to myself since
my II month old daughter was with me, but

The weather for both days was perfect,
the air cool and crisp, with the sun's
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rays warm. Soon after I arrived Friday
afternoon, we headed over to a nearby
elementary school where the huge map of
the Mammoth Cave System was spread out
across the gymnasium floor. Friday evening I
learned about the history of the Hoffmaster
House and Saturday morning I saw it and
the Spelee Hut for the first time!
On Saturday afternoon, for about 5
hours, two large groups of us went into
Mammoth Cave a half hour apart through
the Historic Entrance and walked the
tourist paths to the Violet City Entrance. We
listened to several people talk about their
respective research in areas such as geology,
archeology, and cartography. We even heard
Roger Brucker's story about his first visit
to Mammoth Cave. He told us about it at
the very place where he became enraptured
with cave's mysteries. By the time we left
the cave, instead of being tired, I was full of
energy.
That evening we all banqueted together
under a huge white tent erected on the
grounds. I've never seen so many people
gathered together at the Hamilton Valley
Facility! During the banquet, several people
were recognized and awarded, especially
those who were fundamental elements of
the CRF. Scott House was the main speaker
and he also told us some short caving stories
that had everyone wildly laughing.
I found myself overpowered by the
camaraderie that was palpable in the air.
Afterward, two amazing 30 slideshows were
played in the main building and everyone
conversed late into the night.
Meeting and spending time with some
of the people responsible for the existence
of the organization and who over the years
were essential to its survival was an amazing
experience. It was also wonderful to spend
time with the friends I already have, getting
to know a few of them a little better. When
I saw how that mix of people interacted I

realized that the rich history of the Cave
Research Foundation is interwoven into the
present. But more than that, I saw how the
organization is a family. And while I've only
been attending expeditions for 2 years, it's
already become an integral part of my life.
The Hamilton Valley Facility is a second
home to me and I feel like I am also part of
that family.
For more information about the
Cave Research Foundation, please visit
http://www.cave-research.org and /or read
The Caves Beyond, The Longest Cave,
and Beyond
Mammoth
Cave.

Above:
The A1111iversary cake.

Below, ji·om left; Ly1111
Brucke1; Ed Klaus11er
a11d Charles Fox
admire the Mammoth
Big Map.

Pat I<a111!Jesis
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Bill Frantz

Elen11or Hurtt in tlze East Stream Passage, Lilburn Cave, Sequoia/ Kings Canyon National Park.
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EASTERN OPERATIONS 2006
Dave West
October 7, 2005- September 30, 2006

During this period, Eastern Operations
at Mammoth Cave National Park fielded 140
parties, devoting over 11,554 hours to the
park, and another 1,663 to the Biosphere
Reserve outside the park in suppor t of
various projects as follows:

In Park

M iA ,· F rct! l/ 11111

MCNP Cartography- 93 parties
Small Cave Inventory- 27 parties
Cave Art Documentation - 5 parties
Photo Documentation - 2 parties
Geo logy- 6 parties
Archaeology - 5 parties
Biology - l party
Hydrology - 1 party
Sediment Study - l party
Safety Video - 1 party

/c[f'(Spikc) Crc ll's in Grund Trail o_ffo(
/.oll'cr Gral'l'l A1•cnue in L/nknOII'/1 Cave .

2
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Biosphere Reserve
Rappel Cave- 19 parties
Hamilton Valley - 1 party
Hidden River Survey - 1 party
Stan's Well- 3 parties
James Cave Cleanup - 1 party
Side's property ridge walk - 1 party
Many trips supported multiple
objectives. Aaron Addison has agreed
to coordinate the continuing Small Cave
Inventory, relieving Scott House, whose
efforts have set a high standard. Parties
have inventoried and mapped Cathedral
Domes Pit, multiple caves in Cotton Gin
Hollow, Doyel Cave, Hunt Sinks Pit, Pardue
Cave, Saucer Cave, and Jam Cave. Work
continued with two parties in Wilson Cave,
one in White Lightening Cave, and no less
than twelve parties worked in Great Onyx
Cave. Fifty parties worked in Mammoth
Cave, as efforts to complete all sheets for
the main tourist routes continue to be a
focal point. In other parts of the system,
fifteen parties worked in Unknown Cave,
ten in Crystal Cave, six in Salts Cave, four
in Colossal Cave and two in Proctor Cave.
Efforts are continuing to move the database
into Walls, the currently preferred data
reduction software for th e Cartography
project, as it more easily complements the
increasing use of Adobe Illustrator in map
production. The February expedition was
dedicated to consolidating data from the
various cartographers into a single standard

2oo6-2007 Annual Report

format to ensure compatibility. Elizabeth
\Xfinkler continues to make progress on
the Trip Report Database consolidat ion
effo rt. Michael Carter has taken the lead
o n the photo documentatio n to support
cartography. C harl es Fox co ntinues work on
the Safety Video for use as a training tool
by CRF and the park. Charles Swedlund
a nd G eo rge Crothers co ntinue their work
documenting historic and pre- historic cave
a rt throughout the system.
Outside the park, support for the CI<I<C
survey in Rappel Cave has co ntinued.
Work also continues in the caves owned by
Hamilton Valley neighbor and CRF m emb er
Stan Sides . Another unnamed small cave in
Hamilto n Valley was mapp ed as well.
Much work remains in Hidden River
Cave, site of the ACCA Museum in Horse
Cave, I<Y, and one membe r took tim e from
the Labor Day expedition to assist in th e
ACCA coordinated cleanup at Ja mes Cave,
located at Park Mammoth Resort. This cave
is an important site for th e Rafinesque bat,
a nd debris was removed to permit reliable
access for continuing bat counts this coming
winter.
CRF Cumberland Gap Project
Cartographer Bob Gulden has updated th e
Gap Stat spreadsheet and it is posted on
his website. Make sure you click through
th e sheets b eyo nd the individual survey
stats. We can be particularly proud of th e
volunteer tim e (more than 4,000 hours) and
driving distance (more th an 125,000 miles)
invested with our partners Cumberland
Gap National Historical Park and Lincoln
Memorial University.
We ca n also be proud that th e project
has bee n open to a wide range of cave rs.
The leading di sta nce survey party me mb er
to date is Cheryl Pratt. She is hardly typical.
She grew up nea r Oak Ridge and started
cav ing as a Girl Scout. Since raising seve ral
children to beyo nd th e age o f consent she

Cave Research Foundation

has taken up caving with added passion a nd
has openly said her goa l is to see "the whole
cave" ... a nd that applies to almost a ny cave
she enters. At Cumb erland Gap she shows

Andy Free in
Safety Dome, Sides
Cave.

up for nea rly eve ry eve nt and supports her
survey party. She is well kn ow n for her
ag ility a nd stamina. She also has an eagle
eye for inve ntory and loves photography.
The spreadsheet is ev idence that C heryl
has bee n joined by oth ers in this effort a nd
should read like a roll of ho no r. We need
more like them.
TI1e August 2006 Expedition
information is not yet included on the
sp readshe et . On August 26, 2006 a survey
team led by Dan Henry and Scott McCrea
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that included Andy Shoun a nd Cheryl Pratt
connected the survey line brought down
from the Big Saltpeter Cave entrances to
th e survey line brought upstream from th e
Gap Cave entrances. The team entered at
Big Saltpeter Cave and exited at Gap Cave.
The through trip should take about 6 hours
from entrance to entrance if a lunch break is
included . After the initial drops no vertical
gear is ne eded. A shallow slosh through the
stream is req uired along with a few short
stretches of crawling. The Big Saltpeter Cave
entrances are now closed for the season but
tea ms can continue the survey by coming up
fro m the Gap.
There is still plenty of cave to survey.
About half the o ld lineplot survey has been
covered and th e total length stands at 8.254
miles. A co upl e of miles of virgin cave
have been found. It is worth noting that
the distance surveyed during this project
is deceptive. The project has restrictive
sta ndards for ca rtography and operations .
The nature of the cave adds to the level
of difficulty. Many passages are large and

complex by any comparison and more
difficult to map. We also invest in inventory
and photography.
But it is not always so hard. Sometimes
we find the "easy" button. During the
August 2006 Expedition Mike Crockett,
Stuart Daw and Carrie Crockett surveyed
off into going virgin passage. Checking leads
near Hell Hole the tea m went up to the top
wall then took off down a breakdown slab
"backcrack" to the south. After passing some
exceptional flow formations they turned
around after reaching a room (60' L x 40' W
x 20' H) with several going leads to the NW,
SE, and S. They reversed field after booking
only 225 feet having run out of paper, tape
for trail and fragile marking, and sketcher
skill. Survey and photo in this area is on tap
for September.
Hell Hole is close, a little over an hour
from the Gap Cave entrance. There are
many leads just a couple of hours or less into
the cave so support cavers of all endurance
levels are needed, especially those willing to
lea rn to sketch.

Dick lv/nrket climbs
ncar Roppel/unction,
Roppcl Cave.

Peter and Ann Basted
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HAMILTON VALLEY 2006

Pat Kambesis

Management of CRF's Hamilton Valley
property is conducted by an Operations
Committee (Pat Kambesis, Janice Tucker,
Joyce Hoffmaster, Daniel Gregor and Rick
Hockstetter), and the Land Management
Committee (Roger McClure, Dave Hanson
and a host of CRF volunteers) .
The Operations Committee does the
scheduling of the facility, takes care of
stocking basic supplies, completes minor
repairs and maintenance in the main
facility and bunkhouses, and completes a
walkthrough of the facilities after each use.
The Land Management Committee does
the major upkeep, maintenance, repairs of
the building, utility shed and bunkhouses,
and also manages, does upkeep and
preserves the property. This includes trail
maintenance, gate and fence maintenance,
and mowing in the valley and areas that
can't be mowed with the small mower.

Land Management/ Facilities
Maintenance Report (ji··om Roger
McClure)
The Land Management Committee
continues to actively work on the upkeep,
management and responsible preservation
of our Hamilton Valley property.
The entire HV property is classified as
"Highly Erodible Land " (HEL). Over the
years, efforts were made to use the land
for farming, but the results were not very
successful, and a lot of erosion and loss of
topsoil resulted. In a number of areas the
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soil is so thin that the underlying rock is
showing through. We continue to work
on reducing areas of erosion, and are
attempting to renew and add soil to the land
by a "grow and cut, grow and cut plan:· TI1e
decaying mulched vegetation will begin to
build the soil base if erosion is not induced.
In an effort to derive some income from
the property, programs with the USDA
Farm Service Agency, the Conservation
Service, hunting leases as well as tobacco
payments have produced over $3,000 this
past year.
All of the expenses encountered
by the Land Management Committee
in maintaining the property have been
provided by Cave Books. All income from
the property as noted above has been turned
over to the CRF Treasurer for disposition.
\X!e have had two work weekends this
past year, one in the spring and one in
the fall. Each was attended by a very hard
working devoted core of about 20 people
interested in the health and preservation
of our HV property. Work projects and
maintenance was accomplished on both
the land and the buildings. Cave Books
supplied the cost of food and supplies for
these work weekends. In addition to the
work weekends, approximately 25-30 person
workdays have been expended maintaining
CRF property.
A few of the projects /type of work
accomplished this year include:
the removal of an "out building" in front
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of th e trailer.
a co ntinuing proj ec t to renovate the
Spelee Hut in preparation for the 50th
Anniversary of CRF in 2007. All the
siding has bee n replaced and painting is
near completion. Interior renovation is
about to start and interior photos from
th e ea rly days are needed.
new floor mats and mirrors have been
added to the bunkhouse rooms as well
as some new mats to th e main building.
/1 . Swtt 1/uuse

•

supplies for this project.
we co ntinue general building
maintenance, repair and cleaning.
trailer maintenance and security
enhancement (installation of dead bolts,
additional fen ces and gates).
maintenance of a boundary fence
and trail, and interior trails were kept
mowed for the pleasure of hikers.

Pat Kamb esis does the mowing around
the buildings in exchange for trailer rent.
Mowing "season" is from April through
October on a we ekly basis . It takes 5-6
hours each mowing session to do all of
the mowing around the buildings (for a
total of at least 150 hours of mowing each
year). Many additional hours are expended
by members of the Land Management
Committee on mowing/ bush-hogging the
open areas in the valley and throughout the
property. Well over 650 person hours have
been expended on care and feeding of our
property this past year.
I can't say enough about the Land
Management Committee and the core of
workers that have given of their time, effort
and money to care for the HV property.
TI1ey are to be commended and encouraged.
With your support, we will continue to
maintain and manage your property in an
environmentally responsible manner.
--Roger E. McClure, Chair
Land Manage ment Co mmittee

Operations Management

A bunkhouse at
Ha111ilton Valley.
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water has bee n co nnected to the
refrigerator ice makers, and work has
continued on a proj ec t to replace /
upgrade some main building lighting.
1lw workers donated mu ch of the parts/

Cm•e Research Fotmdation

Operations Management has set
up a calendar on the Yahoo web site so
that Janice Tucker and Pat Kambesis can
effectively schedule facility use. So far, the
use of the calendar has bee n invaluable.
Janice Tucker, who has been th e main
scheduler of the fa cility, plans to resign as
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soon as we find a replace ment for her.
Rick Hockstetter has been wo rking on
changing out the light bulbs in the main
building and repairing the alarm system. He
also takes care of minor plumbing issues.
In the year 2006, the Facility has seen
monthly use as follows:

Mammoth Cave

CRF Expeditions

Other Users

Monthly, November 2005-0ctober 2006

Bat Conservation International (Jan -Feb,
April, August)
Western Kentucky Un iversity classes
(month of june)

CRF Work Weekends
December 2005, March 2006

The park continues to use our facility
for so me of th eir workshops and for
researchers.
Workshops (Feb, july).
Researchers: May, june, july

Central Kentucky Karst Coa litio n (Marc h,
May, july)

University Field TI·ips
Archives/ Books Initiative
Morehead College (February)
Miami University (March)
University of Florida (April)
Clemson University (May)
University of Illinois (May)

Pat Kambesis

Cave Research Foundation

Roger McClure is pressing for us to
co nsider co nstru cting a nother building on
site to house a CRF library and archive and
to serve as the future o peratio ns center of
Cave Books. No action has ta ken place on
this initiative as of yet.
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Th e Hamilton \Ialley
facility is a welcoming
place for cavers of all
generations. Roge r
Brucker chats with
Laura Lexander after
breakfast, while Evelyn
ponders whether she
should play witlz h er
blu e bug.
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LAVA BEDS OPERATIONS 2006
Janet M. Sowers and William C. Deveraux
November 2005- September 2006

This past year 49 people worked on
different proj ects in over 30 expeditions
while contributing 1,416 hours of work in
th e Monument. There were 118 person /trips
compared to 78 th e prior year. Additional
hours were logged by those drafting cave
maps and coordinating the CRF Board of
Directors meeting . Also not included in
thes e numb ers are travel time, time to repair
equipment, Research Center upkeep, report
writing, phone calls and e-mails.

that is recorded in the files or database
receives a LABE numb er by lava flow and
sequential number. That number is stamped
on the marker and the cave entrance is
photographed.
This year we did 14 new GPS fixes. We
installed three monuments, compared to
16 the year before. There are no 'stamped'
monuments left to install. The newly
discovered caves of the last several years
have not been numbered, and therefore
monuments are not made for them.

CRF Projects
Cave Mapping
Below are brief summaries of CRF's
projects listed with the National Park
Service. TI1e attached report by field
operations manager Bill Devereaux provides
more detail on the status of each project, as
well as some additional activities.

Lee\ by Bill Devereaux, in this proj ect we
install a brass marker at the cave entrance
and locale it with GPS . Each cave or 'feature'

Led by Iris Heussler and Janet Sowers,
work continues on our backlog of drafting,
but there was also time for a few new
cave surveys. Bill Broeckel also continued
to survey small caves. TI1is Project year
brought more opportunity to concentrate
on completing cave surveys and working
with exciting data to finish cave maps.
At this point the backlog has decreases
substantially, numerous surveys have been
completed and with the help of Bruce
Rogers and John Tinsley, several more cave
maps have been finished and filed in the flat
drawers at the Monument.
One major accomplishment was the
remapping effort in Catacombs Cave. The
re -survey took 8 days in-cave and 14 people,
who worked 305.75 hours, to map 8,435.9
feet of passage. Liz Wolff led the effort, and
has drafted the map. John Tinsley worked
on the digital cartography. TI1e map won
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Cave Reconnaissance Inventory
Led by Bill Devereaux, the purpose of
this project is to provide reconnaissancelevel docum entation of every cave, no
matter how small. Data include a sketch
map and profile of the cave and a checklist
of contents and features . TI1is year we made
three new cards, and fix ed 32 older ones.

Cave Location and Monumenting
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an Honorable Mention ribbon in the Map
Salo n at the 2006 NSS Convention! Bill
Broeckel has continued with the survey of
caves in The Modoc National Forest outside
the Monument boundaries.

Ice Level Monitoring
In eight caves that contain permanent
ice, we are monitoring the height of the ice
floor. Since 1988 Bill Deve reaux and crew
have taken these measurements twice a
year. We measure with a fiberglass tape
the distance from a stainless steel screw
mounted in the cave wall to the surface of
the water and to the ice surface in 1/lOOth of
a foot. David Haskell recently compiled all
the ice level data into an Excel spreadsheet
with graphs so that we can begin examining
and analyzing the data.
Data show a net loss of ice since 1988,
though some caves gained ice. Between the
two Labor Day expeditions, the ice floors in
Merrill, Frozen River, Incline, Big Painted,
Caldwell, Cox, and Crystal have declined
or disa ppeared, while the floor in Skull has
held steady for 3 years. Heppe returned after
being water /iceless for exactly six years. As
of March, the pool is 26'x 33: Cpt Jack's is
still iceless. In Merrill the hole has gotten
bigger. Ice is now only on two sides of the
hole, pin #1 is above the brea kdown and is
10' overhead. The catwalk has been moved,
and the cave is open to visitor traffic. The
two ice rivers have largely disapp eared. In
Frozen River, the floor and pool are gone.
'TI1e pin is directly above th e breakdown
now.

2004, the simulation is now install ed at th e
new Visitor Center. Visitors ca n manipulate
the joystick to move through the cave, turn
around, choose passages, or zoom in o n
objects of interest. Meanwhile, an electro nic
tour guide (Peri's voice) describes the
geology, biology, and history at each station.

Research Center
The Resea rch Center is operational and
habitable. In February 2005, we occupied it
for the first time. \Xfe, and other resea rchers
across several disciplines and organizations,
have used it throughout this year. They
have expressed surprise and delight at the
utility of the fa cility. This refl ects well on
the vision, determination, persistence, and
teamwork by th e CRF volunteers and th e
Monument staff to bring th e building into
existence and operation. 'TI1e lab has actually
been used as a lab, and the meetin g room
has been us ed for meetings and classes for
groups not associated with CRF or caving.
\Y/e also hosted th e CRF Board for its annual
meeting in 2006.

Because of the many
skylights in Tichnor
Cave, the fauna and
flora of this tube is
extensive. 1Jzis brown
millipede with black
"fender skirts" is
usually found in th e
dry for est litte1; but
plentiful food supplies
in the cave encourages
visits. Being at the join
between the Cascade,
Sierra-Klamath, and
Great Basin provinces,
Lava Beds ha s an
unusually varied flora
and fauna, both above
ground and below.

Valentine Virtual Cave Tour
Touring Valentine Cave without having
to actually enter it is the objective of this
co mputer-simulation proj ec t co ndu cted by
Bill and Peri Frantz. Completed in June of
llmce Rogers

Cave Research Foundation
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LAVA BEDS OPERATIONS 2006
William C. Deveraux

Selected Projects

J()

Our proj ec t year begins October 1st
and ends Septemb er 30th of eac h year.
ll1is allows us to make our ann ual report
to th e Lava Beds NM (LAB £) staff for the
Tha nksgiving weekend annual mee ting.
The period also coincides with the weather
pattern s that dictate our resea rch rhythms.
This report wi ll detail the projects
for which I am responsible or worked on
this year, plus th e Mapping project, and
detailed numb ers from a spreadsheet that
I usc to kee p trac k of people, projects,
and expeditions. This year, I expanded the
sheet back to 1990. I expanded the sheet to
trac k peo ple who ca me here to work, and
qu a ntifi ed the numb e r of trips for which
th ey we re prese nt. I have numb ers for 19902006.
The year we call 2006 saw 49 people
work on 7 dift'ere nt projects o n 30
exped itions whil e contribu ting 1,416
hours of work in th e Monument. l11ere
we re 118 person / trips compared to 78 th e
yea r before. Those hours do not include
the hours th e people spend getting to and
from LABE , and at home drafting maps,
working on COMPASS fil es, building or
repairing equ ipment, attending to the
Research Center's needs, writing reports,
and co mposin g o r responding to e- mail
messages from each other, the CRF or LAB£
staH·s, or attend ing C RF Board mee tin gs.
Thos e hours do not reflect the hours spent
by Park staf-f (both permanent and seasonal),
SC:A's, and vo luntee rs who went on trips
with us to support our work. There are

also local NSS cavers (principally from the
Shasta Area Grotto) who gave us mate rials
and assistance. The success of this project
belongs to people who care about this
Monument and the caves herein. We have
begun to log travel and offsite hours on
time sheets and in the journal. I do not have
those totals built into the matrix that I keep.
The projects that I worked on this
last year were Ice Level Monitoring,
GPS Location and Monument
Installation, General Inventory, and Cave
Reconnaissance Inventory (which includes
the cave entrance photography proj ect). I
completed a partial fil e review of the cave
files by updating the Book of Caves.

Cm'e Resenrclt Foundation
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Ice Level Monitoring
This project has bee n going on since
the 1970's under th e guidance of Mike
Sims . I have help ed him since about 1988
when it became a CRF project. I have now
taken o n the job of Principal Investigator,
with Mike ass isting me in the fin al report
writing for the year. This last year we made
17 measurements in 9 caves during 3
exp editions. We use a digital thermom eter
that measures in 1/ lOths of a deg ree. We
measure with a fib erglass tape the distance
from a stainless steel screw mounted in the
cave wa ll to the surface of the water a nd
to th e ice surface in l/100th of a foot . We
record the date, th e measurem ents and brief
rema rk s on quality of the ice, dead critters,
or condi tio ns of the room at each measuring

Report

Bruce Rogers

station. Between
the two Labor
Day expeditions,
the ice floors in
Merrill, Frozen
River, Incline, Big
Painted, Caldwell,
Cox and Crystal
have declined
or disappeared,
while the floor
in Skull has held
steady for 3 years.
Ice returned in
Heppe after being
water/iceless for
exactly six years.
As of March, the
pool is 26 feet by
33 feet. Cpt Jack's
is still iceless. We
have two pins in Upper Ice Cave but can
only find one. In Merrill the hole has gotten
bigger. Ice is now only on two sides of the
hole, pin #1 is above the breakdown and is
10' overhead. The catwalk has been moved,
and the cave is open to visitor traffic. 'TI1e
two ice rivers have largely disappeared. In
Frozen River, the floor and pool are gone.
The pin is directly above the breakdown
now. The spreadsheet and graphs created by
David Haske! show the trends in ice levels
and water going back to 1990.

.~

'TI1is project has been going on since
the fall of 1994. Each cave or 'feature'
that is recorded in the files or database
receives a LAB£ number by lava flow and
sequential number. The staff marks a brass
monument, and then we install it at the
cave entrance. The location is written and
drawn on the Reconnaissance Card. The

cave monument becomes the site for the
GPS location session. We record three
different sessions at a point two meters
above the brass monument. We use a tripod
for the sub-meter antenna that is connected
to the Magellan "rover" unit. We have the
base station running simultaneously with
the rover unit. 'TI1e file name on the rover
session is labeled one, two, and three for
the cave name. Later, the three files are
compared with the base station to get a
differential location. The software makes
a scatter plot, and a printout is viewed to
see if the diagram is tight enough to make
the location within a 1 em circle. If the
answer is yes, then we declare it good. If
not, we go back and start over. \X!hen the
UTM coordinates of the three sessions
are accepted, then the Monument statl·
put the location into the GIS system. One
of th e new wrinkles in both GIS data
gathering and cave mapping here is to tie
the brass monument and the GPS location
one meter above it to the published cave
map. Many cave maps are dated from the

Cave Research Foundation
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GPS Location and Monument
Installation

-

0
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Farfrom being barren,
black holes in the
ground, lava tubes
are often heavily
decorated with
secondary minerals.
These coralloids,
flowstone, and
draperies in Hopkins
Chocolate (Cup) Cave
in Lava Beds National
Monument are highly
colored with both
organic soil compounds
and iron oxides. Tlze
calcite or cristobalite
speleothems cover
basalt speleothem-like
forms on the ceiling of
Penny Lane, named
for a one cent piece
dropped by a previous
visitor.
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1930's to last year. They obviously don't
have the monument or GPS location on
th em. We are trying to do that as we go.
This year we did 14 new GPS fixes. We
installed 3 monuments, compared to 16
the year before. There are no 'stamped'
monum ents left to install. The newly
discovered caves of the last several years
have not been numbered, and therefore
monuments are not mad e for th em. GPS
locations for those caves have been made by
a handh eld Garmin 76S unit, and not by the
Magellen/3-session protocols with printed
sheets placed in the file folder.

Cave Reconnaissance Inventory
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document. It is filled out in pencil, and is
updated as new information comes to light.
This year we made three new cards, and
fixed 32 older ones.
One component of the Cave
Reconnaissance project that saw no activity
this year was the entrance photo piece. The
idea is to take a digital photo of each cave
entrance with at least one person at the
entrance pin, the 'meter' sticks for scale,
and the cave number written in large black
letters on a white board. The location of the
photo is at the brass monument with one
stick placed on it so you can see where it is.
The location of the camera operator is noted
on the recon card so that it can be replicated
later if needed.

TI1is project also started long before
CRF became a player at Lava Beds NM. In
1988 when the project and its standards
were defin ed, a card/form was created.
Our people were trained to use the form,
and we worked with the Monument staff
to apply it. Many of the other projects use
the 'card' as a starting point for their work.
It is the most basic document that must be
completed when a cave is found, recorded,
studied, or marked. Mike Sims created the
project, invented the form, and trained
most of us (both CRF and park staff) in its
usc. TI1e form is a joint form called LABE,
CRF 5/93. TI1e "card" comes in two forms.
TI1e two-sided card is S"xT TI1e one-sided
version isH w· X 11': We found that the ca rd
version often did not get the flip side fill ed
out, so the single sheet with both ca rd sides
on the front meant that all the data got filled
in the first time to the cave. TI1e "short"
inventory co nsists of 19 specific items in
four categories that the field researc her
looks for in the cave during th eir first visit.
ll1c y ca n circle the Yes or No symbol, and
make remarks to the side of the entry. ll1ey
look for bats, pictographs, access problems,
formations, icc, etc. ll1e ca rd is a living

No General Inventory was requested or
completed this year.
I did not conduct an annual cave
file review. This project came out of an
agreement early in CRF's relationship with
the Monument. We agreed that certain
items must be in the file folders, with
corresponding consistency of information
recorded on forms, in surveys, on maps,
and annotated on photos. There are a total
of at least 10 items that I look for in every
folder. TI1ere is an annotated cave printout
from the database that I use to record notes
of missing items. I also make notations in
reel pen in the Book of Caves as we update
material. As maps get made, recon cards
get completed; GPS and monuments get
validated and installed; and entrance photos
get taken, printed and inserted into files.
ll1e list of shortfalls gets shorter each year.
I spent one weekend updating the Book of
Caves with this last year's information.
Another unofficial project is the security
check we make of the gates at Upper Post
Office and Lower Post Office entrances.

Cave Research Fou11dation
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General Inventory

We check the gates for signs of molestation
or tampering, and report the results to the
Chief Ranger after the trip. This year the
gates showed no sign of tampering. This is
both good and unusual. I hope the trend
continues. Bats are intensively using the
lower entrance gate, based on evidence
of moth wings and guano deposits at the
nearside of the gate. The upper gate shows
no such traffic evidence.
No report would be complete without
credit given to some of the CRF JV's who
make the projects happen. Dr. Janet Sowers
is the overall PI who makes the projects
stay on track and keeps me focused. Dr.
Bill Broeckel and his family have stepped
forward and taken on a lot of mapping and
recon duties. He established a CRF /USFS
MOA with the Modoc National Forest to
study the caves on their lands. Bill and Peri
Frantz have completed their virtual cave
tour for the new Visitor Center. Last, but
not least, Dr. John Tinsley was essential to
get the Research Center project completed.
He attended meetings, made phone calls,
and wrote countless e-mail messages to us,
Superintendent Dorman, and the contractor
to make the building happen.
The Research Center is operational and
habitable. In February 2005, we occupied it
for the first time. We, and other researchers
across several disciplines and organizations,
have used it throughout this year. They
have expressed surprise and delight at the
utility of the facility. This reflects well on
the vision, determination, persistence, and
teamwork by the CRF volunteers and the
Monument staff to bring the building into
existence and operation. The lab has actually
been used as a lab, and the meeting room
has been used for meetings and classes for
groups not associated with CRF or caving.
Minor access or operational problems are
fixed or solved as time goes along.

Cave Research Foundation

Cave Mapping
Iris Heusler is Co- PI for the mapping
project. The Mapping Project reports that
this year brought more opportunity to
concentrate on completing cave surveys
and working with exciting data to finish
cave maps. At this point the backlog has
decreased substantially, numerous surveys
have been completed and with the help of
Bruce Rogers and John Tinsley, several cave
maps have been finished and filed in the flat
drawers at the Monument.
One major accomplishment was the
remapping eftort in Catacombs Cave. The
re-survey took 8 days in-cave by 14 people,
who worked 305.75 hours, to map 8,435.9
feet of passage. Liz Wolft'led the eftort, and
has completed the map. The eftort also took
many offsite work hours by her, with the
cooperation of Iris Heusler, John Tinsley,
Janet Sowers and Bruce Rogers. Dr. John
Tinsley worked on the digital cartography
and produced the map you see hanging on
the Research Center laboratory wall. TI1e
map won an Honorable Mention ribbon in
the Map Salon at the 2006 NSS Convention.
Dr. Bill Broeckel has continued with
the survey of caves in the Modoc National
Forest outside the Monument. As in
previous years, his efforts will be described
in a separate report.
Iris would like to thank all the members
of the Cave Research Foundation who spend
countless hours and many holiday weekends
surveying above and below ground. \Vithout
them, the mapping project would not be
possible.
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OzARKS OPERATIONS 2006
Scott House and Mick Sutton
Cave Inventory, Mapping and Management

In 2006, CRF made progress on a wide
variety of ongoing projects, and added
several new projects to our work list.

TI1e Mark Twain National Forest
consists of 1.7 million acres of land,

mostly in southern Missouri . Work by
the Foundation on the Forest, primarily
mapping and biological inventory, has been
ongoing since 1986. There are nearly 570
known caves on MTNF land.
Nearly thirty CRF trips were taken
on the Mark Twain in 2006. Trips were
scattered throughout the forest, with no
particular area of emphasis. On the Ava
District, Yount Hollow Cave was mapped
(40 feet). On the Cassville District, the map
and inventory of Carter Cave (1,700 feet)
were completed. Carter Cave is unusual for
the Ozarks, consisting of two distinct levels
joined by a 100 foot deep pit. It is also the
site of mining activity - in common with
other nearby caves, there was a futile search
for radioactive ores in the early to mid 20th
century. The cave contains many artifacts
from that industry. A surface reconnaissance
resulted in Breadtray Cave being relegated
to the realms of the mythical. On the Eleven
Point District, two small caves - Sidewinder
and Pyramid - were found and mapped.
A trip to Little Hurricane Creek resulted
in one small new cave but no sign of the
missing Little Hurricane Cave. The same
party found that in dry conditions, Sand
Cave extends somewhat beyond the limits
of the CRF map. On the Fredericktown
District, Avon Cave (40 feet) was mapped
and inventoried.
On the Rolla / Houston District, App le
Dumpling Cave was mapped in two trips
(450 feet), Boiling Spring Saltpeter Cave,
overlooking th e Gasconade River with an

Cave Research Foundation
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Buffalo National River- Fitton
Cave Survey

M icha el Cart er

S11rvey crew in Fitton
Cave. From lefl: Andy
Fre e, fames Corsentino,
Sco tt llo11 se, and
l\.ristir111 Llndenvood.

TI1e goal at Fitton Cave is to create a
new detailed map series showing all the

presently surveyed passages, an effort
that has been underway since 1985. TI1ere
were two expeditions in 2006, one for
photography and one for survey. A small
amount of new survey was done ott' of the
\Vest Crystal area.

JV/ark T!vain National Forest

Jllicilael Carter

excavated back entrance, was mapped (250
feet) and inventoried. Bowlman Cave, a
relatively new find, was relocated. There
were three trips to map and inventory
Hamilton Cave - a pit and some small
leads remain to be completed. Follow-up
inventory was done in Onyx Cave, the
former show cave recently acquired by
MTNF. The long muddy southern passage,
off the old tour route, was examined and
found to be rather sparsely populated.
Pederson Cave, a small tectonic feature,
was mapped, and Bushwhacker Cave was
mapped (180 feet) and inventoried. On
th e Salem/Potosi District, Bounds Branch
Cave was inventoried. The fauna included
abundant millipedes, which appear not to
be one of the common Ozark cave adapted
species- follow-up work is needed on this.
On the Willow Springs District, surface
reconnaissance resulted in four new caves
near the large and well-known Turnbull
Cave. The survey of Sloan Cave was
completed with two trips (1,300 feet), and
the survey of North Fork Bear Cave, which
features a small-scale upper level maze,
continued with two trips .
Coldwater Spring is a privately owned
cave on property adjoining the Greasy
Creek tract of the Fredericktown District.
'TI1e cave was of interest because an Indiana
bat had been trapped nearby within the
Fredericktown district, a long way from
any known hibernaculum, and the cave
was known to have a pit entrance. District
biologist Lynda Mills speculated that the
cave might therefore be an Indiana bat site.
'TI1e cave was examined on 2/6/06, at which
tim e approximately 250 Indiana bats were
present in a series of small clusters , the
largest with about 30 bats. 'TI1e cave was
revisited in early September for mapping
and general bioinventory. At that tim e, a
cluster of bats of about 0.1 square mete rs
occupied a high dome but was too distant to

Cave Research Foundation

identify. The map was completed - the cave
is about 45 feet deep with a non -tec hnical
pit-like entrance, and a total length of 400
feet.
In addition to the maps noted above,
there was cartographic work on several
other caves from the Rolla-Houston District.
Drafts were co mpleted for Peninsula Cave
(450 feet), Beauty
Cave, Old Fort Pit,
Hidden Crevice Cave,
Scenic Lair Cave, and
Log Ladder Cave.
Considerable progress
was made on the
map of Still Spring
Cave on the Willow
Springs District,
the longest cave on
the Mark Twain
National Forest. A
draft map consisting
of wall outlines
was co mpl eted as a
small -scale draft, and
drafting has begun on
a full-scale detailed
map.
One innovation, which has been applied
to several maps, tak es advantage of the
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Above: ]on Beard
Looking in a small
Forest Service cave
in Christian County,
MO.
Below: the l'iew ji·om
the entrance of the
USFS Peninsula Cm,e,
in Pulaski County, MO.
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TWIN CAVES
Mark Twain National Forest
Barry County, Missouri
Surveyed August 2002 by
S House , B. Osbu rn , A Croskrey
Cave Research Foundation
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layering feature of the drafting program
to establish a se parate layer for biological
information. Maps can be printed with this
feature either turned on or off. Depending
on the particular cartographer, some maps
are also being produced as color versions,
which are somewhat easier to interpret than
orthodox black and white maps- trad itional
black and white versions of these color
maps are also provided, as they are more
co nveni ent for certain purposes, such as
copying for field-work drafts. This again
takes advantage of the layering featur e in the
drafting software - a color overlay ca n be
either switched on or off
Funding from the Mark Twain National
Forest supported these efforts.

from 80 in 1980 to over 300 today, ove r 250
of which have also been surveyed.
A shorter-ter m project was co mpl eted establishing baseline biological surve ys for a
set of caves receiving relatively heavy public
Micha el Carter

Ozark National Scenic Riverways
The Ozark National Scenic Riverways
co nsists of approximately 80,000 acres
along the Current and Jacks Fork Rivers in
southeast Missouri. A long term CRF and
Missouri Speleological Survey proj ec t here
has increased the numb er of known caves

use. Each cave was visited over multiple
seasons. To complete the project, follow -up
trips were taken to Jam-Up, Round Spring,
Bluff, Bunker Hill, Lost Man, and Branson
Caves. The most interesting result was th e
discovery in Round Spring Cave of th e
rare troglobitic trechi ne beetle that we had
previously discovered in Branso n Cave. Two
specimens were found in Rou nd Spring,
together with an add itional specimen in
Branson Cave. Until these collections,
trechine beetles (Pseudanophthrzlrnus sp .)
were believed to be absent from Oza rk
caves.
CRF personnel also helped with a
one-time gray bat hib erna culum ce nsus
don e by US Fish and Wildlife Service and
state age ncy perso nn el. This is part of a reevaluatio n of th e gray bat's status.
CRF also participated in a weeklong
cave ecology co urse from Southeas t
Missouri State Uni versity. Over twenty
caves in the park were inventoried and

Above: Mick
Sutton p e1j'orming
bioinventory.
Left: George Bilbrey
stands outside th e
finished Nill Ca ve Gate,
Ozark National Scenic
Revierways.

R. Sco tt 1-fou se
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students were ab le to participate in real cave
management activiti es.
CRF was again contracted to provide
certain cave management services to the
NPS in the Riverways . Scott House was
employed approxi mately half-time over the
year, with othe rs either employed or having
expenses paid for performing certain types
of management work. Duties range from
writing management plans, to performing
biotic surveys, to installing cave signs,
and so forth. The funding also allows us to
help attract volunteer groups to the park.
Volunteers throughout the year monitored
numerous park caves .
As a result of some active fieldwork by

CRF members and partners a number of
new caves have been found across the park.
Most of these were in areas not previously
checked. Some of the active partners
include Meramec Valley Grotto, Springfield
Plateau Grotto, and Mid-Mississippi Valley
Grotto. Due to the law of diminishing
returns the new caves found were the result
of hard work and detailed searching. One
of the most impressive of the new caves was
named Sextus Mille in honor of Missouri
reaching 6,000 documented caves. Although
less than 200 feet in length, the cave features
a variety of delicate formations in pristine
condition.
Survey work began on new maps for
Bluff Cave and Branson Cave, both
of which are gated public permit
caves. CRF and partners surveyed
MARHOLTZ CAVE a number of smaller caves, such as
TI"·IY 083
Cedargrove Cave.
MARl< TWA II'i NATIOI,IAL FOREST
TANEY COUNTY, MISSOURI
CRF co ntinued to support
Cave length 94 ff I 29 111
the
Powder
Mill Research Center.
Vertrc al range 14 ff I 4.3 111
Mapped 12111/2004 by
Numerous CRF and affiliate
Mtck Sutton & Sue Hagan
Cartography · M Su lton
groups have used the facility for
20
40 fl
conducting cave related work in
~
and around the park.
0
10m
Scott House and Mick
Sutton contin ued to participate
LEG EhiD
in the OZAR Cave Management
Team, which guides management
decisions for the park.
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CRF provides some
logistical and files supp ort for a
long-term project on this private
forest. Meramec Valley Grotto and
other cooperators of the Missouri
Speleological Survey are doing
most of the work.
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Missouri Department of
Conservation
CRF continues to map and help
inventory caves owned by the Missouri
Department of Conservation, an agency
that manages state forest lands and wildlife.
We also continue to provide services to the
Department in the form of cooperative data
management and consultation.
Two survey trips and a photography and
inventory trip were taken to Marvel Cave,
a complex bat cave within Ozark National
Scenic Riverways, but owned by MDC.
Two new MDC-funded projects were
undertaken in Perry County, home to th e
largest caves and the largest number of
caves in Missouri, all of them in private
ownership. The first is a project headed by
Scott House to generate GIS data for the
densely packed caves. As part of this project
a number of new and greatly revised cave
locations were obtained. CRF partners
with members of Little Egypt Grotto
and Southeast Missouri Grotto in doing
fieldwork, providing support in the form
of expenses and equipment. The revised
locations will be one aspect of GIS cave
layers. Another series of layers will show
cave maps, digitized and projected into
place.
The second project, headed by Mick
Sutton, is to develop a detailed biological
inventory for Missouri's longest cave,
Crevice Cave (ca. 28 miles). The notion
is to examine as much as the cave as
practical, and to tie biological information
to geography. The cave is home to a diverse
fauna, including a population of grotto
sculpins. One preliminary trip was taken in
2006, to examine the First Mile stream from
the historic entrance.

Cave Research Foundation

Missouri Department ofNatural
Resources: Division of Geology and
Land Survey
CRF continues to work with the DNR /
DGLS and the Missouri Speleological
Survey on cooperative cave files, and
R. Sco tt Hou se

with the MSS and DGLS on updating the
computer database of state caves. Scott
House heads up this project and is in charge
of modifying and coordinating the state
cave database. Additional help is provided
by such CRF members as Bob Osburn, Jon
Beard, Ben Miller, Andy Free, Mick Sutton
and Jeff Crews .

Blt~ifCave

gating crew,
ji"om left: Leonard
Butts, Charles Putnam
(NPS), Jim Kaujinamz,
le.if Crews, and Scott
House.

State Parks Division
CRF continued its survey of Fisher Cave
with one survey trip. Fisher Cave is a large
show cave in Meramec State Parle

Education/ YMCA
For the past several years, CRF has
been providing an educational experience
for participants in YMCA's "Becoming
an Outdoor Woman" program. Seven
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fl. Scotl 1louse

We continue to financially support,
maintain, and house the state cave
database.
CRF members continue to contribute
maps and reports in great quantity.

Personnel and Management
We continue to work hard at attracting
new talent. This year, as last, funding from
Ozark National Scenic Riverways and Mark
Twain National Forest enabled us to do a
great deal of work.
Statistical summary of work:
Trips/parties:
>49
People/days:
>152
Taney County, MO
swface work: fames
Corsentino in a typical
glade looking for a
cave.

participants were taken to Susan Cave, a
large muddy stream cave, with the emphasis
on cave biology and conservation.

Nlissouri Speleological Survey
'The MSS works to collect all cave
information in the state. We cooperate fully:
Maps and reports are turned in to the
MSS and are archived by the Missouri
Department of Natural Resources.

Ozarks Operation Area
Operations Manager, MTNF Project,
Crevice Cave project - Mick Sutton
MSS liaison, cave files, Perry County GIS
project, ONSR projects - Scott House
Geologist - Bob Osburn
Fitton Cave Project - Andy Free
Cave Gater- Jim Kaufmann
Michael Carter

Pi t1 /lUll/ Ca1•e Crew.
From !eli: Kim Chiles,
Bob Lerch, fames
Corsentino, Dan
J.amping, Bonnie
Howard, Bill l-lcim,
Jon Beard and /-leather
l .l'I'Y·
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SEQUOIA-KINGS (ANYON OPERATIONS 2006
John C. Tinsley

Jamie Lintemood in the
Bacon Room.

This past year has been extremely
fruitful for CRF SEKI Operations. Despite
the Operations Manager blowing out his
knee in March, project personnel carried on
and have successfully put 2006 in the record
books. Below is a summary of the project
during 2006.

Cave Passage Location and
Documentation
A new CRF project was approved this
summer, and quickly bore great fruit, as
Mark Scott, long-time CRF JV at Lilburn,
saw his Cave Exploration (Digging) proposal
approved by the Superintendent. An initial
four exploration sites were approved, two
in Redwood Canyon, one in the Yucca
Creek karst area, and one in Mineral King.
Success came disgustingly quickly. In the
Yucca Creek area, a fabulous new cave (Ursa
Minor Cave) was dug open near Crystal
Cave, following the able noses of Scott
McBride, Mike White, Allen Hager and
Tom LeFrank. Thanks to Joel Despain's able
management of the news releases, the CRF
has gotten excellent press and the NPS is
busily proceeding to manage their new find.
The outstanding biological discoveries of
the past couple of years, this new cave and
the excellent prospects for more to come
have put the cave management program
on the NPS administration's front burner.
Exploration activities have been initiated
in Lilburn Cave and at one surface locality
in Redwood Canyon and at Eagle Creek
Sinkhole in Mineral King. At the latter site
more than 160 cubic feet of rock and soil
were pulled from a prominent sinkhole, and
the site is quite promising. A cave system
ranging in length from 1.5 to maybe 4.5
miles awaits beneath the surface there.

Bill Fra11tz
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Fire Ecology
This project under the direc tion of Dan
Docto r, John Tinsley, and Jo el Despain is
proceeding well. All instrum entation is now
in place and samples are being obtained
and frozen for future analysis. We have
one more year of funding from the initial
grant of$146,000; after that, Joel expects
that the Cave Management Program will
be able to pick up the costs of continuing
the study another three yea rs as more of
Redwood Canyon is progressively burned
and we continue to observe th e impacts of
thos e co ntrolled burns on karst features of
Redwood Canyon. Dan Doctor has taken a
job with the USGS in Reston, VA, helping
to compile the national karst map with
Eastern Earth Surface Processes Team.
He'll be flying out to SEKI periodically to
take charge of equipment tweaking and so
forth, but Tinsley has agreed to take over as
nominal head of the resea rch project during
its final NPS-USGS-funded year. Of special
value to this project has been and continues
to be th e availability and te chnical expertise
of Ben Tobin, who is Jo el's aid ede -camp at SEKI, and who has
expended much time and energy
visiting the samplers, sc hlepping/
swapping batteries, and hauling
samples from the canyon to the
freezer at Ash Mountain. Ben
probably knows more about
automated data collection than
the rest of us put togeth er; we are
delighted to have his expertis e at
hand.

parts of Lilburn Cave and other Park caves
as time and opportunity permit.

Cartography
jed Mose nfeld er has don e an exemplar y
job as Chief Cartographer, hav ing taken
over from Peter Bosted in 2004. Lilburn
continues to grow in the dimension of
length, and is approaching 21 surveyed
miles.

Sedimentology ofRedwood Canyon
Karst
John Tinsley has rolled his sediment
study into the fire ecology proj ec t, and likely
will keep it there for the next seve ral yea rs.
No point in having to fill out more than th e
requisite numb er of Investiga tors Annual
Reports .

Elaine Garvey at the
Lake Room.
Bill Frant z

Cave Restoration
Bill Frantz has renewed his
Cave Restoration Proj ec t and will
be un -do ing the impacts of cave r
trafftc in selec ted well-decorated

Cave Research Foundation
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Facility and Research
Instrumentation lvlaintenance

Redwood Canyon at
sunset .

Maintaining the cabin facility and the
research project instrumentation has bee n
a major undertaking. The cabin's roof is
about at th e end of its natural life, and the
area around the chimney is beginning to
leak with distressing profusion. A trio of
electronic nerds, specifically Howard Hurtt,

Paul Nelson, and Dan Doctor, has been th e
principals active in the installation of new
equipment, new and larger photovoltaic
panels and testing and maintenance of the
cabin infrastructure during the past year
and a half. They've had much help from
many individuals and many quarters. We
still have a couple of expeditions yet to
happen in 2006, and we anticipate further
achievements between now and the end of
the calendar year.

New Projects
Several additional prospects for future
projects remain under evaluation and a
couple of ideas are nearing the proposal
stage. I am not at liberty to elaborate on
these at this time, but our future prospects
seem quite bright, given that this is a small
and therefore rather fragile undertaking.

Iii//
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SouTHWEST REGION 2006
Guadalupe Escarpment & Fort Stanton Range

Barbe Barker
November 2005- October 2006

C RF Southwest has had a very
productive ye ar thus far, working on a
variety of areas and projects .

National Park Service
Carlsbad Caverns National Park
Four Expeditions were held at CCNP

Cave Research Foundation
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this last year during the usual three and
four day holiday weekends. The breakdown
of survey and restoration projects is
determined and planned according to the
expertise of the group on each expedition.
Survey has continued in Lower Cave
with ongoing projects headed by the
approved sketchers of the Pari<. We are
still in Lower Cave and, not surprisingly,
continue to find virgin passage as we check
tie-in and loop closures . Future survey
projects will be awarded to approved
sketchers rather than groups.
Restoration projects continue in Lake of
the Clouds, The Guadalupe Room and The
Dome Room. Longfellow's Bathtub is 95%
finished and a presentation of the completed
project will be presented during the 50th
Anniversary Celebration of CRF next year.
We also began a new project, "Rookery II';
which is an extension of a 5-year project
finished over a year ago.

Bureau ofLand Management
Fort Stanton and Torgac Caves
Restoration, photo monitoring,
combination changes, guide training,
leading trips and conservation/restoration
training of groups has been the main focus
of work in Fort Stanton as well as Torgac
Caves.
The last of our Challenge Cost Share
funds, $2,150, was turned in on 9/29 /06,
before the end of their fiscal year. The BLM
has req uested $12,500 for the upcoming
year but have not heard whether it has been
approved. They also requested $15,000 for
the next year.
Bill Murray has been appointed
Recreation /Cave Specialist within the
Roswell Field Office and we have an
excellent relationship with him. Frank
Everitt, CRF Restoration Manager for
the BLM, RFO, has continued to do an

Cave Research Foundation

outstanding job of representing CRF and
both of us continue to work with Bill
Murray and Paul Happel with regard to
administrative as well as long term planning
for FSC and Torgac.

Summary
Things are great at CCNP. We work well
with Dale Pate and Stan Allison in the Cave
Resource Office. They continue to have faith
in our ability to carry out the tasks we have
been entrusted.
We continue to have a good working
relationship with the BLM, Roswell Field
Office. They are very appreciative of our
efForts and volunteer hours.

CRF Southwest Region
Area Manager:
Barbe Barker
CCNP Survey Manager:
Kevin Glover
BLM, RFO, Restoration Manager:
Frank). Everitt
Total volunteer hours for the SW Region of
CRF for this year: 4,700.
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Michael Carter

Scott House in West Crystal Room, Fitton Cave, Buffalo National River.
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EASTERN OPERATIONS 2007
Dave West
October 1, 2006- September 30, 2007

During this period, Eastern Operations
at Mammoth Cave National Park fielded 133
parties, devoting over 10,888 hours to the
park, and another 2,389 to the Biosphere
Reserve outs ide the park in support of
various projects as follows:

Small Caves work co ntinued with one
party In \XIi lson Cave, one in Haunted,
one in Dennison, and nine parties in
Great Onyx Cave. Forty-four parties
worked in Mammoth Cave, as efforts to
co mplete all sheets for the main tourist
routes continue to be a focal point. In
other parts of the system, seven parties
worked in Unknown Cave, three in Crysta l

Cave, five in Salts Cave, fifteen in Colossal
Cave, four in Proctor Cave, and one in
New Discovery. Exciting new discoveries
were made in the Bishop's Pit area near
the Carmichael entrance. Tom Brucker's
adoption of the Colossal Cave map sheet
has brought about a flurry of activity in that
area . Efforts are continuing to move the
database into a single Walls database, the
currently preferred data reduction software
for the Cartography project, as it more
easily complements the increasing use of
Adobe Illustrator in map production. The
February expedition was again dedicated
to consolidating data from the various
cartographers into a single standard format
to ensure compatibility, and still more
was accomplished to this end during the
July week-long expedition. An enormous
map sheet compilation was assembled
for presentation at the annual NSS
convention. Eli zabeth Winkler continues
to make progress on the Trip Report
Database consolidation effort, now nearing
completion. C harles Fox contin ues work on
the Safety Video for use as a training tool
by CRF and the park. Charles Swedlund
and George Crothers continu e their work
documenting historic and prehistoric cave
art throughout the system.
Outside the park, support for the CKKC
survey in Roppel Cave has continued.
During the July expedition, support
was provided to a major diving effort in
upstream Logsdon River. \XIhil e much
survey was accomplished between Sump 1

Cm'e Research Fou11dation
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In Park
MCNP Cartography- 76 parties
Sma ll Cave Inventory- 12 parties
Cave Art Documentation - 3 parties
c;eology - 1 party
Hydrology - 1 party
Archaeology - 2 parties
Trail Lighting- 2 parties
Narrative Description - 1 party

Biosphere Reserve
Roppel Cave - 23 parties
Hidden River Survey- 5 parties
Stan's Well - l party
Diamond Caverns - 3 parties
Wildcat Hollow - 3 parties
C hurch's Pit - l party
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and Sump 2, the divers were unab le to full y
penetrate Sump 2. Work also co ntinues
in the caves owned by Hamilton Valley
neighbor and CRF member Stan Sides.
Church's Pit is located on another of our
neighbor's properties. Much work remains
in Hidden River Cave, site of the ACCA
Museum in Horse Cave, KY.
1he project at Gap Cave in Cumberland
Gap National Historical Park is now in
yea r 5 with the length of the surveyed cave
at 12.6 miles . Production of the map has
stayed current. Travel to primary objectives
is challenging. The round trip time is
approaching eight hours . Much of the
passage is large and complex. Virgin passage
co ntinues to be found off old survey lines.
There have been no significant accidents,
injuries, or incidents. Survey co ntinu es
the last weekend of each month. Capable
cavers, particularly skilled and experienced
sketchers, are needed.
An exc iting development in Eastern
Operations is the beginning of work in West
Virginia, where CRF is leading the way in

the explora tion and mappin g of th e Cave
Hollow - Arbogast Cave System, situated
in the Monongahela National Forest. 1he
system is used as a hibernaculum and
maternity site by th e fed erall y endan gered
Virginia Big-Eared bat, and is also used as a
hib ern ac ulum by the fed erally endangered
Indiana bat. 1his project is being co nducted
in cooperation with the U.S. Forest Service,
the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, the West
Virginia Division of Natural Resources, the
West Virginia Association of Speleological
Surveys, the Baltimore Grotto of the
National Speleological Society, and other
local groups active in the survey and
mapping of West Virginia caves. As of
this writing, a draft agreement is in hand,
three weekends of surface work have bee n
co nducted, and work is expected to begin
in earnest this yea r prior to the end of the
access season of mid-Septemb er to midNovember. Of course, CRF will support
other research effo rts at th e site as th ey are
developed.
Peter and Ann Basted

Ann Basted climbing
through a wate1jall in
Salts Ca11e.
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LAVA BEDS OPERATIONS 2007
Pat Helton, Bruce Rogers and William Deveraux
October 7, 2006- September 30, 2007

.30

Major expeditio ns in National Park
Service (NPS) fiscal year 2007 were held
over Columbus Day, Thanksgiving Holiday,
President's Day, Memorial Day, July 4th,
and Labor Day with shorter trips over
other weekends . In all, 18 trips were made
to Lava Beds. During the l l l person-day
visits, 2,583 hours were logged by CRF at
Lava Beds. A total of 57 CRF members
were present on these trips. In add ition,
many more hours were spent offsite in
administrative duties and map drafting
by the Operations Managers Pat Helton
and Bruce Rogers, Onsite Manager Bill
Devereaux, Chief Cartographer Rich Steiger,
and cartographer Liz Wolff.
ll1e Annual CRF meeting was held at
Lava Beds over the Columbus Day holiday
in October of 2006; 24 people were in
attendance. In addition to the CRF meeting,
there was a meeting with NPS staff and the
retiring Superintendent Craig Dorman.
Dorman was singled out as having been a
steadfast supporter of CRF operations at the
Monument, particularly in the construction
of the Research Cen ter (commonly referred
to as the "RC"). Survey parties were
fielded to several newly discovered caves
and substantial progress made towards
new maps for these caves. Judged by the
comments overheard, the meeting and
mini-tielcl camp were a success.
In recognition of constant support
and encouragement by out-going
Superintendent Dorman, o n the
Tha nksgiving Exped ition a large format

black and white photograph taken by CRF's
Bill Frantz was presented to Craig on behalf
of all CRF personnel, present and past.
CRF has several ongoing projects at
Lava Beds as well as several short-term
projects. The following is an abstract of each
project; individual reports may be found
elsewhere in this volume.

Led by Bill Devereaux, the purpose of
this project is to provide reconnaissancelevel documentation of every cave, no
matter how small. Data include a sketch
map and profile of the cave and a checklist
of contents and features. Only perhaps
10% of the Monument has been adequately
covered so we look forward to many more
caves being located, GPS'd and an initial
Reconnaissance Information card filled
out. Devereaux's cave inventory project
still is making steady progress. Whenever
possible, an inventory person is added to
each survey party entering the Monument's
caves. Again, relatively few of the caves have
been inventoried since the initial effort in
the 1980's and 90's led by Bill Devereaux and
Janet Sowers. A revision of the inventory
form is underway as a cooperative effort
with Shane Fryer of the NPS staff. l11e need
to have inventory personnel identify features
in a uniform manner has necessitated an
illustrated gazetteer showing those features.
Marc Hasbrouck and Brian "Beej" Hall are
in the initial stages of designing a compact
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Cave Reconnaissance Inventory

photo album of cave features for use with
the inventory form.

Cave Location and Monumenting
In this project, led by Bill Devereaux,
CRF installs a bronze marker at the cave
entrance and locates it via GPS. Each cave
or 'feature' that is recorded in the files or
database receives a LABE number, assigned
by lava flow and sequential number. That
number is stamped on the marker. The cave
entrance is also photographed. Devereaux's
other project consists of installing a bronze
hub at the upstream entrance of each
Monument cave.

Cave Mapping

This has proved to be a most productive
arrangement since a considerable number of
caves in adjacent Forest Service land closely
border on or lap over into the Monument.
Bill's report may be found elsewhere in this
annual report.

Ice Level Monitoring
In eight caves that contain permanent
ice, we are monitoring the height of the ice
floor. Since 1988 Bill Devereaux and crew
have taken these measurements twice a
year. We measure with a fiberglass tape
the distance from a stainless steel screw
mounted in the cave wall to the surface
of the water and to the ice surface in
hundredths of a foot. David Haskell recently
compiled all the ice level data into an Excel
spreadsheet with graphs so that we can
begin examining and analyzing the data.
A paper by former NPS Cave
Specialist Kelly Fuhrmann chronicling the
disappearance of the major ice deposits
(ice rivers and pond) in Merrill Cave was

Rich Steiger took over this major project
as manager as we continued to work on our
backlog of map drafting. We also surveyed a
few new caves as training exercises for new
cave surveyors. Bill Broeckel continued to
survey small caves in both the Monument
and adjacent Modoc National
=:-----~

Mammoth Crater
at upper leji center
was the source of the
Mammoth Basalt,
a 36,000 year-old
unit that many of the
lvionument's caves have
formed in. The partly
collapsed trench angles
down from the crater
to bottom centet: The
Heppes Caves group
can be seen as large
black holes.fi"om this
aerial photo taken
about 5,000 feet
above the terrain. The
irregular colors of the
woodlands are due to
prescribed burning
undertaken to reduce
the number of invasive
juniper trees that have
flourished as a result
of wild fire suppression
over the last 80 years.
As of the beginning of
2008, the Monument
had 752 known lava
tubes, the majority of
them found by CRF
cavers.

Forest. This project year
brought more opportunity to
concentrate on completing
cave surveys and working
with exciting data to finish
cave maps. At this point
the backlog has decreased,
numerous surveys have been
completed, and several more
cave maps have been finished
and filed with the Monument.
We continue to cooperate
with Bill Broeckel's Modoc
National Forest cave location,
survey, and inventory project,
providing such field support
as we can and holding his
maps and files in secured
storage at Lava Beds itself.
Br11ce Rogers
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Pre-lava now
land surface

Gently Sloping Ground
Center of lava now remains nuid and becomes
channelized as outside cools while
now continues nowing downhill.

Pre-lava now
land su rface

Successive pulses of
lava overtop channel

lava "toes" break out along now
front thus length ing lava now

thu s building up levees.

lava also erodes noor of
channel deeper into
underlying soil, vo lcanic
cinders, and older lava.

~
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c
c

~

Tube roofs form

10

when horizontal crusts
build out from channel
walls and meet.

c
c

~

Other tube roofs
form when top edges
of spatter and overnow
levees build up and toward
channel center and meet.

~

·~
......

tube

~
......

Tube roofs may
also form when
plates of cooled
lava jam at channel
bends and weld together.

....

~

~
~

s

Over time, parts
of the roof may
co llapse to form
trench (see fig._;

Evolution of a typical lava tube in
lava Beds National Monument

~

c::c
~
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Although these drawings outline the stages of formation of
a typical lava tube. the Park visitor should not expec t to see
caves exac tly like these because lava flows and the enclosed lava
tt,bes are typically much more complex in layout and development.

u

As lava drains from tube.
crusts may form on the
surface of the interior
now and form an interior
"roof': thus dividing the
tube into two, smaller tubes

Br11ce Ro ~ers

~~
~

published in the August 2007 Journal of
Cave and Karst Studies (v. 69: 2, pp . 25665).

Cave and Cave Features Names
Project
Pat Helton continues with her cave
names project. Perusing the Monument files
has led to a wealth of information about
how caves got their names, when they were
named, and who named them. Future plans
include visiting the Shaw Library at nearby
Southern Oregon University in Klamath
Falls, more archived file searches at the
Monument itself, and research in the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) Library on the
Menlo Park, California, campus.

Valentine Virtual Cave Tour
Touring Valentine Cave without having
to actually enter it is the objective of this
computer-simulation project conducted by
Bill and Peri Frantz. Completed in June of
2004 and despite initial operating problems
that were quickly resolved, the simulation
is now installed at the new Visitor Center.
Visitors can manipulate the
joystick to move through the cave,
turn around, choose passages, or
zoom in on objects of interest.
Meanwhile, an electronic tour
guide describes the geology,
biology, and history at each station.

projects on which CRF partners with the
NPS, such as Bill Devereaux's annual cave
file review. This year he did not conduct
an annual cave file review. This project
came out of an agreement ea rly in CRF's
relationship with the Monument. CRF
ag reed that certain items must be in the fil e
folders, with corresponding consistency of
information recorded on forms, in surveys,
on maps, and annotated on photos. There
are a total of at least 10 items that Bill looks
for in every folder. There is an annotated
cave printout from the database that we use
to record notes of missing items. Bill also
makes notations in red pen in the Book of
Caves as we update material. As maps get
made, Reconnaissance Cards are completed,
GPS and monuments are validated and
installed, and entrance photos are taken,
printed and inserted into files . The list of
shortfalls gets shorter each year. Bill spent
one weekend updating the Book of Caves
with this last year's information.
Another unofficial project is the security
check we make of the gates at Upper Post
Office and Lower Post Office entrances.
\X/e check the gates for signs of molestation
or tampering and report the results to the

Near the middle of
Tichnor Cave tire
passage is blocked
with huge boulders
dumped into a skylight
in the cave to allow a
logging road to pass
over the cave. Rich
Steige1; Lava Beds
Chief Cartograpl~e~;
stands under one of
several adjacent, large
skylights. Tlze lava flow
that the cave formed in
is about 10,500 years
old. Note the more or
less intact ceiling that
is covered with short
lavacicles. Also 11ote
the thick be11ches alo11g
both sides of the tube,
relics of a thick lava
flow that partly coated
the existi11g tube late i11
its history. A car-sized
pad of lava partly
covers the floor i11 this
area and is covered
with several ki11ds of
lichens, algae, a11d
//lOSSeS.

General Cave Inventory
No general inventory was
requested of Bill Devereaux or
completed this year.

Other Projects
There are other unofficial
Bruce Rogers
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/!m ce Nogers

As part of our continuing
e/fiJrts to operate in concert
with the Ltu•a Beds staff,
th e CR F cavers provided a
welcome lunch to the 2007
seaso1wl Nl'S employees
w/10 arrived at Lava Beds
in mid-lHay c~/'200 7. It
app ears everyone was well
ji·d. Sharp eyes will pick
out CRF Co-Ops mwwger
Pat Helton (low erlt~/l), Peri
Frantz (leji side of rear
table), and Ray Beach (on
leji end of' sofa}. The R esea rch
Cc· 11ter was th e site o(the
\Vestern Reg ion, NSS, spring
Speleo-Ed seminar held the
weekend IJelore lvlemorial
Day weekend. Note th e
large aerial color photo of
the tH01111m e/lt 0/1 the north
wall o(lhe Research Cente1;
a Clll•crji111ded and iJHilt
jiiCility 11011' operated by the
NI'Sfor all kinds of' research
ill the tHOilllmC/lt and
sutTOitllding Klamath Basin.

C hief Ranger after the trip. This year
the gates showed no sign of tamp ering.
l11is is both good and unusual; we
hope the trend continues. Bats are
intensively using the lower entrance
gate, based on evidence of moth wings
and guano deposits at th e near side of
the gate. l11e upp er gate shows no such
traffic evidence.

Research Center
While not a CRF LABE Project,
the Research Center continues to be
another major fo cus of CRF activity
in Lava Beds National Monument. In
Feb ruar y :2005, C RF occupied it for the
first time. \XIe, and oth er resea rch ers
across several dis ciplines and
organizations, have used it throughout
this year. llwy have expressed
surprise and delight at th e utility of

Cave Research Fou11dation

the facility. This reflects well on the vision,
determination, persistence, and teamwork
by th e CRF volunteers and the Monument
staff to bring the building into existence and
operation. The lab has actually been used
as a lab, and the meeting room has been
used for meetings and classes for groups not
associated with CRF or caving.
Work on the Research Center
Operations Manual by Helton and Rogers
proceeded slowly due to the nearly
overwhelming need to field cave survey
parties . A Trip Leader and Expedition
Leader Manual were also started. Rogers
and Helton also donated two Weber
BBQs for use at the Research Center.
Many other CRF "regulars" provided
cookware, crockery, flatwar e and dishes to
th e RC. Helton and Rogers also provided
another 4-drawer filing cabinet and
finished wood secured storage cabinets
for C RF administrative supplies and cave

2oo6-2007 Annual Report

survey gear. They are also completing the
co nstructio n of a co mputer sys tem and
finished a wooden workstation for the RC.
The NPS staff provided secured storage in
one of the RC's closets so that esse ntials for
CRF expeditions can be stockpiled in the RC
and not need to be carried up and then back
for each expediti o n. The front bathro om
shower was partially altered by the NPS staff
to minimize water splashing out onto the
bathroom floor and creating a hazard. This
will eventually be corrected with installation
of a new, handicapped-accessible, less
"floodprone" shower stall this next year.
A start on obtaining a printer, copier, and
digital proj ector for the RC was also set in
motion.
In the spring, the RC was the site
of the Western Region of th e National
Speleological Society Speleo-Ed seminar.
More than 160 cave rs showed up at Lava
Beds for seminars, field trips, and mapping
trips supported and partly led by CRF
personnel during this event. Several NSS
cavers stayed over the following week,
assisting with C RF cave and ove rland
surveying until th e Memorial Day

Expedition took place.
At the invitation of Helto n and Rogers,
Dr. Julie Donnelly-Nolan of the USGS
stopped over for a short visit betwee n the
Speleo-Ed seminar and the Memorial Day
Expedition. Juli e geologically mapp ed the
Mo nument (w ith Dr. Duane C hampio n, also
with the USGS) and is now co mpl eting a
map of the entire Medicine Lake Volcano,
the largest volcano in the Cascade Range.
Hopefully this publication, which was
co mpiled with infor matio n provided by
many CRF perso nn el, will be published by
the spring of 2008.
We would like to thank all of the CRF
members who spent an extensive number of
volunteer hours and many holiday wee kends
surveying above and below ground,
co mpleting inventory form s, working on the
RC, and the many other tasks in and about
the Monument. Without th eir ded ication to
these proj ec ts, th e efforts towa rds location,
mapping, and study for the now more than
750 caves in Lava Beds would not have been
possible.

Bmce Rogers
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During th e CRF 2007
Memorial Da y week end
expedition, D1: julie
Donnelly-Nolan of the
USGS was our guest at
th e Research Center.
julie had previously
not only geologically
mapped the Monument,
but also the entire
Medicine Lake Volcano
with USGS colleague
Dr. Duane Champion.
Here she shows th e CRF
folks her on -going work
at Newberry Volcano
National Volcanic
Monument n ear Bend,
Oregon (site of the
1982 NSS Convention).
Clockwiseji·om left
foreground: jim Wo(ff,
Beej jorgen sen, Ben
Robertson (hidden), Bill
Frantz (hidden), Peri
Frantz (barely visible),
Lava Beds Co- Ops
Manager Pat Helton,
Rich Steiger (Lava Beds
Chief Cartographe1),
julie Donnelly-Nolan
(sitting), Liz Wo(ff, and
Gale Beach at right
for eground. 71ze la va
tube mapping efforts
of the CRF cavers
continue to a ssist Dr.
Donnelly -Nolan in her
efforts to detail ju st
how the extensive lava
tube systems conducted
molten rock across
th e landscape to form
Medicine Lake Volcano
between 36,000 and
10,000 years ago.
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SEQUOIA-KINGS (ANYON OPERATIONS 2007
John C. Tinsley

Donut caused by water
drip in Curl Passage.

Iii// !"rtl nl :

016

The CRF minions mounted ten major
expeditions to Redwood Canyon, two
expeditions to the Mineral King area, and
the Fire Impacts on Karst Project has made
a monthly excursion to maintain batteries
and sampling equipment and recover
samples all year. We have a coupl e of more
expeditions to go, weather permitting.
Indications are for an early onset of winter,
based on our unseasonably wet weather
in late September and early October. Joint
Venturers have donated more than 400
person-days this year
to date (includes
travel as well as onsite time). Tinsley
will have a more
precise accounting
when final tabulations
for the year are
•• j
completed. With
the ab le assistance
of our doughty CRF
Treasurer, we "passed
the hat" and raised
more than $2,000
' to defray the costs
of roofing materials
and transportation
via pack train.
Projects and
activities included
Cave Mapping and Cartography (Jed
i'vlosenfdcler), Fire Impacts on Karst
study (Doctor, Tinsley, Despain, Tobin),
Structura l Geo logy of Redwood Canyon

Cal'e Research Fou11dation

(Marek Cichanski), Restoration (Bill
Frantz), Exploration (Mark Scott), and
Infrastructure/ Maintenance (Howard Hurtt,
Paul Nelson, John Tinsle y).
I believe that Scott House will be
exhibiting a poster we prepared earlier this
year to convey the scope of our activities
this year. Look for it to be displayed on a
wall somewhere near you.

Structural Geology near Lilburn
Cave
Marek Cichanski has been examining
deformational structures in the marble and
in the non-carbonate rocks of the Redwood
Mountain roof pendant which comprise
part of the so-called "Kings terrane;' a band
of genetically related rocks that was swept
into western North America and accreted
to the continent prior to intrusion by the
Mesozoic plutonic rocks that comprise the
Sierra Nevada granitic rocks so prominent
in the range today. Lilburn Cave affords a 3D perspective on the marble and exposures
of non-carbonate rocks are available along
valley margins, bottoms of drainages, and
scattered former prospect pits and quarries.
Marble makes up a small percentage of the
metamorphic rocks, but as it contains the
cave, it is of primary interest to the cavers.
The structural geologists, in contrast,
marvel at the deformation preserved in the
non-carbonate rocks, not only because these
rocks are more widespread but also because
they contain rock types that show contrasts
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in ductility and hence preserve better and
more complete deformational records
than do the marble lithologies. Marek has
detected four stages of deformation and
will be looking to expand his analysis on
the basis of structural analysis of many
rocks in thin section analyzed under the
petrographic microscope.

Cartography
Despite the exigencies wrought by
becoming a new father, Jed Mosenfelder has
spearheaded the cartography program and
the Lilburn Survey now exceeds 21 miles in
length. See jed's forthcoming Inves tigators
Annual Report to the National Park Service
and his submittal to the CRF annual report
for the gory details. Most of the additional
survey has come from quadrangle checking,
with significant additions in survey co ming
from the Alto Stream area, th e Attic,
Blue Passage, the Triangular Ladder area,
the Canopy, River Pit and R-1 areas, and
Thanksgiving Hall area.

more like 15-20 years, on the basis of fire
scarred tree ring data from logged stumps
in Redwood Canyon, as I recall). During
much of the year, the entire discharge of
Redwood Creek flows through Lilburn Cave
and emerges at Big Spring; only during pea k
flows do surface flows by-pass the cave
at all. As many of the caving areas in the
Parks are in fire-prone areas, the results of
this study ca n be extended to other karst
areas. Ben Tobin has shouldered most of
the instrument maintenance duties and has
been rewarded by authoring an abstract for
presentation at the Geological Society of
America meeting in Denver next week. \X!e
are applying for renewal of our grant, which

Chuck Lee at \Vhite
Rapids.

Fire Impacts on Karst
Dan Doctor, John Tinsley, Joel Despain
and Ben Tobin continue collecting data
to learn the full impacts of prescribed fire
on nutrient loading and sediment yield
on SEKI karst areas. As the burning has
progressed slowly, we have collected a
decent set of background (pre-burn) data
and those samples are being analyzed
at this writing. The NPS has done some
burning in the headwaters areas of Redwood
Creek, but the areas are not extensive and
are not particularly proximal to the karst.
The next few burns should dump more
directly into the cave and provide some
signifi ca nt signals. After nearly a ce ntury of
fire suppression, fuel loads are approaching
critical loads (natural fire frequency is
Bill Frant z
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expired September 30th, but as yet we have
no news as to the fate of the proposal.

Exploration
The purpose of this project is to remove
loose rock and dirt from cave passages and
thereby to extend knowledge of the nature,
contents, and extent of the Parks' karst
resources. The work is carried out under
the guidelines of the Cave Management
Plan as implemented by Joel Despain,
Cave Management Specialist at SEKI.
1he project has flourished, despite the
13ill

Fm11I Z

the approval of the project. The plot has
thickened considerably, for the bear skeleton
in Ursa Minor Cave has turned out to have
obsidian projectile points associated with
the posterior of the ursa skeletal remains!
Work continues on other prospective dig
sites. Stay tuned for additional new finds
which doubtless will be coming! Exploration
intensified at Mineral King and some
headway was gained in Eagle Sink. That
will be a major find when it breaks through.
In Redwood Canyon, we have been reevaluating our surface exploration options,
and are likely to next try to explore a dig
located by Boris Galitsky that lies above no
known cave, but is between the South Seas
and Big Spring, a linear distance of about a
kilometer. Stay tuned!

Restoration
Bill Frantz continues to administer this
key activity aimed at mitigating or erasing
the impact of caving parties on the karst
resources of the Parks. Bill also experiments
with new techniques of removing traces of

Above: Jed Mose1~je/der
and Fo{o Gonzalez
clean near the Canopy.
Uiglzt: Bear damage to
tlze cabin.

untimely relocation of the PI Mark Scott
by his employer to the east coast last year,
and this year to Denver. However, he has
managed to cheerlead and organize, as well
as make a few weekend trips to join the
digging parties. TI1e project can be active
at no more than four sites at one time.
Currently, two sites are in Redwood Canyon,
one is in Mineral King, and one is in the
Yucca Creek karst area near Crystal Cave,
the show cave operated by the Sequoia
Natural History Association. Success has
been impressive, with the finding of Ursa
Minor Cave occurring within weeks of
Bill Frant z
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human passage through the caves as may be
required to achieve optimum results. The
poster shows some of the recent results.
There is little trouble attracting the requisite
labor for this project. Trips typically are a
half-day or so in duration, and thus folks
who don't care to cave hard two days in a
row are willing to journey to pretty areas
of the cave and help restore them after
one hard day of caving. The PI maintains a
"lead list" of candidate sites and annually
reviews the list so that any impacts wrought
by ongoing survey teams can be reversed
quickly, before continued calcite deposition
entombs rock and soil particles in secondary
deposits, rendering the removal much more
difficult.

shingles and 500 fe et of lx4x8 boards (skip
sheeting) for a new cabin roof a distance
of 8 km from th e trailh ead at Redwood
Mountain Saddle to the Lilburn field station.
This required a long day to finish, as the
loading of the animals was a prolonged
exercise and a co uple of loads required
being re-tied en route. All was successful,
except that the ea rly onset of storms will
cause us to postpone the actual re-roofing
until the next dry season. It is okay though,
as the cabin only leaked a little bit last
winter, he said hopefully!
Howard Hurtt repairs
an in-cave phone
connection as Fofo
Gonzalez provides
assistance.

Bill Frantz

Infrastructure
Howard Hurtt has spearheaded the
effort to maintain the infrastructure
required to support the research efforts at
the field station in Redwood Canyon. This
effort is complicated in certain respects
because the area is managed as wilderness.
Thus, any movement of materiel is by biped
or quadruped or teams thereof. With the
upgrades to the solar panel array required to
charge the batteries to power the automated
sampling equipment, the installation of
two remote sampling arrays (one above the
karst, one below Big Spring), the rotting
out of the cedar shingle cabin roof after 26
years of minimal maintenance, a giardia
infestation of the water supply, the need
to maintain the impoundment structure
that contains our water supply, and the
maintenance of the 6,000+ foot long data communications lines in Lilburn Cave,
there is no shortage of things to do to ke ep
the cave research projects humming and
the field station maintained. Arguably the
year's logistical highlight was an 18-a nimal
pack train that moved 37 bundles of cedar
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OzARKS OPERATIONS 2007
Mick Sutton
Cave Inventory, Mapping and Management

Buff'alo National River

Fitton Cave.

Fitton Cave Survey: The long-term
proj ec t to complete a detailed map of
Fitton Cave advanced with three field
trips in january, April and September. A
complication arose owing to loss of the
Steel Creek building. For the first field trip,
participants stayed instead at the privately
owned Beckham Creek Cave House. For
the second and third trips, accommodation

addition, there was a survey trip to a satellite
cave, Devils Den Pit. In September, work
in Gypsum Flats continued, and a survey
was started down the drain in Lost Passage
towards Lower East Passage. Andy Free took
over from Bill Steele as project manager. The
problem with accommodation for survey
crews has not yet been solved, and the
project is temporarily on hold. A resolution
seems likely in the near future.

Mark Twain National Forest

40

was at the Chestnut Cabin and a privately
owned Broadwater Hollow campsite. In
January, the four survey crews worked on
profiles along existing survey lines in Crystal
Passage and Gypsum Flats . In April, four
survey parties focused on doing profiles and
upgrading sketches in th e Gypsum Flats
and Schemerhorn Shortcut sections. In

Cave gating: Jim Kaufmann continued
a project to gate or re-gate caves on the
Mark Twain. Bat Cave (Ozark County),
a gray bat maternity cave, received a
new gate to replace an inadequate and
deteriorating rebar contraption. Knife Cave
(Pulaski County) was gated to protect a
small Indiana bat hibernaculum recently
discovered by CRF crews.
Survey and biological inventory: Thirty
field trips took place, covering 22 caves
over a broad geographic area but with the
main efforts on the Ava and Rolla/Houston
Districts. On the Ava District, survey and
inventory were completed for Blowing
Spring Cave and Guthrie Glade Collapse
(Taney Co.). There were follow-up biological
surveys in Cowdry Cave and Huffman Cave
(Ozark Co.). Eric Herzler started a survey
in Hercules Lookout Cave (Taney Co.)
and David Ashley's classes from Western
Missouri State University carried out a
detail ed biological survey. Maps were also

Cm'e Research Foundation
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started by Scott House in Heuszel
Cave (Taney Co.), by Bob Taylor in
BOILING SPRING SALTPETER CAVE
Mark T\'-.'alfl National Forest
Zoo Cave (Taney Co.), and by Jon
Pulaski Coun ty. MISSOlHI
PUL-1 43
Beard in Math Branch Cave (Ozark
EJ
Co.). Zoo and Heuszel Caves
received biological inventories.
Zoo Cave is a well-known
Nm
paleontological site, but also
contains a wide diversity of living
-~e,c;'~- fauna. By contrast, neighboring
Heuszel Cave is extremely muddy
and is very sparsely populated. On
the Cassville District, Fairy Cave
911 6/2006 by
J.
J
J
0 _lamprng. E. McDonnell, J Laws & S_ House
was relocated.
Mi:-.:.ourr Spo.;leologic.J l Sur.·cy
Map dr.Jwn by S HouS(!
On the Rolla / Houston
District, Little Bowlman Cave
was mapped and inventoried
by Jeffrey Crews and a map was
started for Bowlman Cave (Texas
Co.); a biological survey was
done in Onyx Cave (Pulaski Co.)
in concert with restoration trips
(see below); Western Turkey Cave
was relocated and assessed. Two
determined to be most likely in Carter
survey crews led by Dan Lamping and James
County, hence on Ozark National Scenic
Corsentino and a biology crew worked on
Mick Sutton at the
Riverways, not MTNF land. On the Salem/
entratzce ofHeuszel
Pittman Cave, a long stream cave in Laclede
Potosi District, there was a follow-up trip
Cave, Mark Twain
County. Earlier survey work was continued,
National Forest.
to collect additional millipede specimens in
resulting in completion of the main stream
passage and about half of the major right
hand side passage. The biological survey
focused on collecting specimens of the
stygobitic flatworms found during the
earlier survey, and of inventorying the right
hand side passage. Both of these objectives
were achieved. Flatworms were collected
for both standard taxonomy and for DNA
analysis. There was a survey trip to map
a dead-end pit and some other leads in
Hamilton Cave (Phelps Co.), leaving only
two small leads left to complete this rather
large cave.
On the Eleven Point District, a cluster
of caves at Tunnel Bluff, on the border
between Carter and Ripley Counties, were
Surv~yed

Corse:nt1no . A. SjXitm.

P.:~ge.

Crew::..
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Bounds Branch Cave (Shannon Co.) - this
is a potentially interesting species that
does not closely rese mble other troglobitic
millipedes of th e Ozarks. Nearby Bounds
Branch Spring Cave, low and wet, was
mapped for 170 feet and inventori ed. A
large crew led by Bob Osburn and Bob Criss
map ped and inventoried Twenty-three
Degree Cave (Crawford Co.). A resurvey of
Estes Cave (Washington Co.) was co mpleted
- this replaces an earlier map that looked
reasonably detailed for its era (1967).
Initially we planned to simply add detail and
profiles to the existing map until discovering
that the earlier effort had skewed the inner
half of the cave by 90 degrees!
On the Willow Springs District,
the survey of the moderately sized but
co mplicated North Fork Bear Cave was
co mpleted with thre e trips (for a total
of six survey trips). The total length was
1,106 fe et (337 meters). The low survey
length per trip ratio was accounted for
by a dense, tight upp er level maze that
required some persistence to co mplete.
Additional biological observations were
also made. The most unusual findings
were addition al occurrences of drowned
or drowning fir eflies deep into the dark
zone, a phenomenon we have not observed
elsewhere. Neighboring North Fork Bear
Cave Annex was mapp ed, inventoried and
ti ed into the main cave survey. Th ere were
two trips led by Ben Miller to begin a survey
of Turnbull Cave, a large (at least 3,000 feet)
st rea m cave. Although the entrance is on
private property, a large maj ority of the cave
underlies MTNF land. A total of 1,600 fe et
has been mapp ed so far.
Cartography: The main cartographi c
project for MTNF was co mpl etion of the
Still Spring map. At more than 3.6 miles,
Still Spring is the longest cave in the MTNF.
The survey was co mpleted back in 1993,
but ca rtogra phy had stopped at Doug
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Baker's highly detailed pencil draft. Mick
Sutton took a sca n of that draft together
with a newly ge nerated Walls lineplot and
co mpleted the map in Illustrator. 1l1e map
- at 50 feet per inch - occupies two 40- inch
wide sheets. A series of small maps were
also completed in 2007 for caves in Pulaski
and Taney Counties, mainly drafted by Scott
House.
Restoration : 1l1is is a new as pect of
our MTNF work . Jon Beard led a project
to do restorati on in Onyx Cave (Pulaski
Co.). Debris from the previous show cave
operation was removed, trash from furth er
alo ng the main passage was collec ted,
graffiti was cleaned up, and a start was
made on setting stepping-stones to mitigate
swa mpy and spreading stream crossings .

Kim Chiles and Tony
Schmitt in Pittman
Cave, Mark Twain
National Forest.

Ozark National Scenic Riverways
1l1e Ozark National Sce nic Riverways
co nsists of approximately 80,000 acres
alo ng th e Current and Jacks Fork Rivers in
southeast Missouri, and includ es 364 know n
caves within the statutory bo undary. CRF
and Missouri Speleological Survey crews
are responsibl e for locating and mapping
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Charley

)'rm llg

CRF ami Springfield
l'lat ca u Grotto
m cmbcrs.fill in large
pothole in Gra nite
Quarry Cave, Ozark
National Scenic
Rii 1C/'IVfiJS .

a large majority of these caves, and a good
deal of geological and biological work has
also taken place over th e years. CRF was
again contracted to provide certain cave
management services to the NPS in the
Riverways. Scott House was employed
app roximately half-time over the year,
with others either empl oyed or having

ex penses paid for performing certain types
of management work. Duties range from
writing manage ment plans, to performing
biotic surveys, to installing cave signs, and
monitoring caves. CRF also coordinated the
efforts of other voluntee rs in performing
cave monitoring work - ove r 1,200 hours of
volunteer cave work were clocked in 2007.
C RF also partic ipated in bat counts in
conjunction with NPS and MDC personnel.
So me of th ese are biannual visits to
hiberna c: ula, while others co nsisted of guano
measuring trips after the summer habitation
season.
There was one trip in frigid weather
to map a cluster of caves at Tunnel Bluff
Arch - two caves were co mpleted befor e
the survey crew froze o ut . There was a
monitoring trip to Round Spring Cave,
primarily to do a bat ce nsus, but we also
looked in va in for additional specimens of
the rare trec hine beetle we had di scovered
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there last year.
New caves were discovered in areas of
the park where conce ntrated efforts had not
been made before. Some of these are very
significant, including one vertical cave that
bottomed out at 80 feet and another with a
large spring flowing out of it. Local Missouri
Department of Conservation personnel
located one importa nt cave. One trip was
taken to begin a map of a large (2,600-t- feet)
spring cave on th e upper Jacks Fork River.
Various other trips were taken to park caves
in various locations to work on maps in
progress.
A new joint project with Springfield
Plateau Grotto under the leadership of
Jon Beard, calls for the restoration of a
group of caves that have been subjected
to heavy and sometimes abusive public
use. In Bluff Cave, which is now gated for
access control, good progress was mad e
on repairing a room full of badly smashed
columns and stalagmites. Lost Man Cave
is a gated permit recreational cave, but
the gate has been frequently breached. An
initial party worked on removing graffiti
and mud from speleothems and walls,
and ca rting out garbage - the crew also
removed graffiti from nearby Cave Spring
Cave. Cleaning trips to Bunker Hill Cave
and Big Spring Anastomosis Cave were
successful; and art ificial excavations (some
of them very large) in Granite Quarry Cave,
Bear Cave, Smokehole Cave and Meeting
House Cave were filled. CRF members
from California improved a trail (to ke ep
visitors on it) in Branson Cave, a permit
cave that is also gated. CRF continued to
support the Powder Mill Research Center
by doing min or maintenance and cleaning.
Numerous CRF and affiliate groups have
used the facility for co nducting cave related
work in and around the park.
Scott House and Mick Sutton
co ntinued to participate in the OZAR
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Cave Management Team, which guides
management decisions for the park. CRF
members led two environmental education
trips to Round Spring Cavern on behalf of
the park .

is funded by the Missouri Department of
Conse rvatio n, continued through 2007.
Crevice Cave is a major dendritic stream
cave draining a section of th e Perry Co unty,

Missouri karst plain. With a total passage
length of greater than 28 miles, it is the
longest cave in Missouri. Passages exist
on several levels. Headwaters of tributary
streams tend to have high gradients, while
there is also a parallel network of high and
dry abandoned drains. Water input is via
more or less ope n si nkholes. 1l1ere are
three humanly usable entrances, two of
them at the heads of major co mpon ents of
the stream, the other a pit that intersects
another major st rea m passage. Owing to th e
open si nkhol es, nutrient input - including
coarse forest and agricultural debris- is
high. The karst plain drained by the cave
con tains patches of woodland, but is

Cave Research Foundation
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Missouri Department of
Conservation
Crevice Cave Survey: A project to do a
detailed biological survey of Crevice Cave
was started in late 2006. The project, which
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primarily agricultural. The City of Perryville

flies . Earthworms (not yet ide ntified) form

ove rlies part o f the headwaters of one
bra nch of th e cave. With agricultural and
urban runoff at high levels, there is concern
for the cave's water quality and its effect on

another major component of the te rrestrial
community where banks of loamy silt

th e groundwater fauna .
The notion is to examine as much as
th e cave as practical, and to tie biological
info rmation to geog raphy. A total of
eight fteld trips took place in 2007, half
via th e Histori c Entrance and half via the
Pipistrelle Entrance. Each entrance leads to
the upstream reac hes of a different major
stream passage - Mile Stream in the case
of th e Historic Entrance, Merlin's Stream
in the case of Pipistrelle. The stream makeup was broadl y similar in both cases, and
bo th showed interes ting differences in
co mmunity from upstrea m to downstrea m.
Upstrea m reach es tended to be dominated
by a common stygo bitic isopod (Caecidotea
a ntricola) and stygophilic amphipods of
two species. Downstream, th e stygophilic
amphipods are gradually re placed by a
co mmon stygophile (C. brevicauda) and
grotto sculpins are e ncountered. The
latter are trogl o morphic forms of banded
sc ulpin (Co ttus caro lina e) . The y appear to
either constitute a distinct species, or are
populations in th e process of speciation.
Troglomorphic sc ulpins are known only
from Perry County, Missouri. Other major
components of th e stream co mmunity
include a common troglophilic snail
(Fonligens aldriclii) - tiny, but present
in vast numb ers - and a large stygobitic
flatworm (Splwlloplrzna evrzginata) .
Terrestrial wildlife initially seemed
surprisingl y sparse, considering the large
quantities of flood debris, but pitfall
trapping with baited traps revealed a
fairl y high diversity. ll1e cave's detritivore
community is dominated by a troglophilic
m iII ipede (A ustrotyla .)pews), together
with a high diversity of springtails and
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cover extensive areas of stream ba nk. Bat
use of the cave is relatively limited, and is
dominated by hibernating pipistrelles. We
have found only limited evidence of small
roosts attributable to colonial bats.
The inventory project is being done in
collaboration with Paul Hauck's C rev ice
Cave survey, and perso nnel are frequently
intercha nged between mapping and biology
components of each trip.
Perry County GIS Project: This is an
MDC-funded project headed by Scott
House, Jeffrey Crews and Aaron Addison
to generate GIS data for the densely- packed
caves in Missouri's most cavernous co unty,
hom e to not only the most caves but also the
1st, 3rd, 4th, and 5th longest caves. A good
deal of progress was made during 2007. The
entire list of cave locations was analyzed
and broken down into five categories of
exactitude. Those with GPS locations were
ranked first while those locations known to
be wrong were ranked as fifth. A number
of better and new cave locations were
obtained. Existing maps of priority caves
were digitized and placed into ArcGIS for
use by MDC and cave resea rch ers alike. The
layers will be used to analyze population
patterns for the rare grotto sculpin as well as
to help with other water quality issu es in the
county.
CRF is partnering with local cave groups
Little Egypt Grotto, Southeast Missouri
Grotto, and others from the Missouri
Speleological Survey in getting this work
don e.

Pioneer Forest
Pioneer Forest is a 160,000 acre
private forest in Misso uri with a mission of
sustainable forestry and land manage ment.
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The Forest has over 100 caves on it,
including a large number of significant
caves. CRF provides some logistical support
for volunteers, principally from Meramec
Valley Grotto, with cave mapping and
inventory work on the forest. Proj ec t
direc tor for this effort is Tom Panian of
MVG. A number of new caves were located
this past year and a number of maps and
reports were produced in this effo rt.

Missouri Department ofNatural
Resources: Division of Geology and
Land Survey
CRF continues to work with the DNR /
DGLS and the Missouri Speleological
Survey on cooperative cave files. CRF
continues to work with the Missouri
Speleological Survey and DGLS on updating
the co mputer database of state caves. Scott
House heads up this project and is in charge
of modifying and coordinating the state
cave database. Additional help is provided
by such CRF members as Bob Osburn, Jon
Beard, Ben Miller, Andy Free, Mick Sutton,
and Joel Laws.

for participants in YMCA's "Becoming
an Outdoor Woman" program. Fourteen
participants were taken to Susan Cave, a
large muddy stream cave, with the emphasis
on cave biology and conservation. YMCA
staff members were also recruited for
help with the survey of nearby Estes Cave,
as described above under Mark Twain
National Forest.
CRF members helped with the Ozark
Riverways' Heritage Festival by doing some
setup and logistical support .
A presentation on Ozark Riverways'
cave management was given at the National
Speleological Society convention.
Dan Lamping

Ben Miller surveys in
Polecat Pit, Pioneer
Forest and Ozark
National Scenic
Riverways.

Missouri Speleological Survey
1l1e MSS collects all cave information
in the state, with full cooperation from
CRF's Ozarks Operation. CRF-generated
maps and reports are turned in to th e MSS
and archived by the Missouri Department
of Natural Resources. CRF also provides
financial support for maintenance of the
state cave database; Scott House serves as
the database manager and coordinates work
on it.

Education
For the past several years, CRF has
been providing an educational experience
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Scott J/ousc (right) chats witlr Sue Hagan (left) and Mick Sutton (cente1) during th e survey of Cane Blu_ffCm
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RaPPEL CAvE 2006-2007
James Borden

The Pushing of the Boundaries
The familiar shape of the Rappel map
has generally remained unchanged for
twenty-ftve years. Although the length
of the cave has nearly doubled, this has
largely been due to surveying more of the
high -density passages for which the cave is
known. The boundaries of the cave remain
largely unchanged. To the Northeast, we
are still no closer to the Fisher Ridge Cave
System (and a connection is no more likely);
the eastern flank has only been penetrated
by the single, long passage Katie Jane Way
(part of Hoover Cave, since connected);
the southern flank is still tantalizingly close
to breaking into south Toohey Ridge; to
the southwest is Proctor Cave; and to the
Northwest lay the "gap" between Rappel
Cave and Salts Cave.
Reaching the frontiers of the system
requires very long travel times, and as a
result our "assault" style of trips continues
to evolve and be reftned. These trips range
from 24-30 hours in length - sometimes
longer - and have been successful with
the addition of carrying compact bivouac
equipment . Typical trip scenarios include
working to the "low energy time" (around
:HlO a.m.), having a hot meal (freeze dried
camp meals, hot chocolate, etc.), then a
power nap of three-to-ftve hours (utilizing a
small sleeping pad, space blanket, etc.). This
is enough to get past that low-energy period
and regain sufficient energy to be productive
for a few more hours before heading out of

so
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the cave later that next evening.
In 2006 and 2007, we had a number
of the "assault" style trips working the
system boundaries. However, there was a
lot of other good work going on supporting
cartography and in surveying some of the
complexity in the middle of the system.

Beyond the Northwest End
Pre-2006
In the early, grand days of Rappel
Cave exploration, some of our earliest
pushes were out the long Elysian Way,
which stretched out on the map like an
arm pointing toward Salts Cave. These
were heady times. Elysian Way was big and
spectacular, and seemed infinite; there was
nothing to stop us. Or so we thought.
After several kilometers, Elysian Way
"bottomed out" on the chert, and the grand
passage morphed into a baffling tangle of
overflow tubes, piracies, and distributaries
that halted our march west. Our furthest
penetration - the ftnger on the hand - was
Arrowhead Dome, just 850 m from the
eastern end of Salts Cave. We did not give
up, yet we were not successful either (this
was the time when we began to ftrst talk
about the real possibility of connections).
We would find that the chert was porous
and you could wiggle through below it to
lower levels. These lower level passages
were large and led to a nice segment of
river passage, but unfortunately it ended in
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a large sump pool (Grand Central Sump)
after just 200m (and, coincidentally, directly
below the base of Arrowhead Dome).
This long arm of Rappel Cave, with
its finger jutting out to the west toward
Salts Cave, was provocative to anyone who
looked at the map. Surely, you could bridge
that gap.

2006 Work
Well, like most places that are far afield,
we spent a lot of time talking, speculating,
and dreaming, but never went there. Finally,
in 2006, after many years, a party inspired
by Scott Bauer (he had been bitten by the
urge to extend toward Salts
Cave) and put together
by James Wells made the
long, long trek to the far
Northwest End- Arrowhead
Dome. This trip takes about
5V2 hours and covers about
7 km of cave, with much
of it walking. In the old
days, I had been known
to joke that we were like
sheep: we never seemed to
look up. The possibilities
of climbing leads eluded
us. Then, climbing was not
an arrow in our quiver, so
we never paid any mind.
No one wanted to drag the
gear necessary for climbing, and none of
us was that good at bolting anyway. But,
now, doing an aid climb deep in the cave
was not a big deal and, in fact, happened
frequently enough to the point of being
routine (thanks to the combined efforts and
talents of Dick Market, Peter Zabrok, Rick
Olson, and James Wells). On that trip, Dick
and James bolted their way across the top
of Arrowhead Dome to the continuation
of the passage (P-survey) that they entered
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from. Once over the lip, they were greeted
by a blast of air, and off to the west they
went. For the first time in 25 years, the
gap between Rappel and Salts Caves was
beginning to close.
The Northwest End was far in, but this
new cave was beyond that, hence the name
Beyond the Northwest End. Unlike the
bulk of Elysian Way which is protected by a
chert layer above, BNE is classic valley cave
- tall, narrow canyons, vertical shafts (some
collapsed) drilling through, flowstone, and
lots of mud. It was tough, cold cave, and
making headway to the west was slow; this
was in stark contrast to the long, clean
canyons that led from Arrowhead Dome

Arlie Way, Rappel
Cave.

Peter and Ann Boster/

back toward the entrance.
Through 2006 (and into 2007), we
fielded a number of trips to BNE, but the big
breakthrough still eluded us. Still, about 1.5
km of new cave was surveyed over multiple,
quite long trips. There are still good leads
to explore- and plenty of questions- but
the seven plus hour trip to the back wore
everyone out, and we are now taking a
pause. But we have halved the distance to
Salts Cave to just about 450m, and there still
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should be quite a chunk of cave in this noman's-land Beyond the Northwest End.

Wildcat Hollow Cave
Pre-2006
Wildcat Hollow is among the largest
of the hollows in the Mammoth Cave
area, as measured by surface catchment.
Wildcat Hollow begins at a point overlying
the Mammoth / Rappel Connection, and
drains to the north. At its lowest point, a
kilometer north of the connection is a poner
- a cave entrance actually- that drains
the entirety of the hollow. This is Wildcat
Hollow Cave. It is a low tube that takes an
incredible volume of water. We found it in
1974 (although it had been known locally
for many years) and had surveyed just 20
stations. Later that year, I had crawled
ahead to a pool and turned back, wind
blowing. 1his was a great lead (see "Beyond
Mammoth Cave'; by Borden and Brucker).
The cave ftlled in with silt in the 1980s,
and finally washed back open sometime
around 2000. We fielded one very strong
party in 2002 that ended the survey at a pool
(presumably the same one Borden had seen
in 1975); this pool was absurdly closer to
the entrance than the long estimate made
by Rorden thirty years earlier, and became
known as "Borden's Half-mile." James Wells
crawled ahead through the pool and made
it to a dome (Despair Dome), with the cave
continuing beyond and the wind beckoning.
Despair Dome is just barely 100
meters from the entrance, but traversing
it takes well over an hour. Fecal material,
sharp rocks, and low, wet crawling made
this a horror hole. And, it is a death trap,
necessitating trips be targeted to periods
when high-pressure systems dominate and
humidity and thunderstorm probability are
minimal.

Cal'e Research Foundation
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One trip was fielded to Wildcat Hollow
Cave in 2006. This trip pushed all the way
through the passages leading from the
Wildcat Hollow Entrance to the awaitedfor junction with a lower level, ending the
"entrance crawl" at about 400 m. Good cave
lay beyond (walking), so after a good day's
work (97 stations), the party kicked their
way back to the surface. James called this
long crawl "Son of Bob" after the entrance
crawl in nearby Sides' Cave, of which this
dwarfs.

2007 Work
Wildcat Hollow is a devilishly fickle and
dangerous cave. The opportunities to find a
strong party that is available when the cave
is not silted open or too wet, and also when
the weather is agreeable, are quite limited.
Finally, in mid-summer, James Wells
recruited visiting caver Stan Allison for a
return trip. The conditions were dry, the
weather perfect, and the entrance area dug
out the previous day by Peter Basted and
Daniel Chailloux. They quickly traveled
to the end of Son of Bob and continued
downstream, picking up another 580
m . Unfortunately, they were stopped at
a flowstone constriction downstream
(possible passable), but found several
excellent (and dry!) leads closer to the
entrance.
Wildcat Hollow Cave lies in the area
south of the Rift (west end of Yahoo Avenue)
and BVM, and north of the Connection
area. It is supposed that Wildcat Hollow
may have many miles of cave beneath it (if
it is anything like its sister hollow which is
above Elysian Way), and may be the path to
a whole lot of cave to the west in Hamilton
Valley.

2006-2007
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Passages in Wildcat Hollow Cave lay
very close to Rappel (near the BVM and the
Rift), coming within 70 m (although at a
different level).

Southern Flank
Pre-2006
The southern limits of Rappel Cave are
more-or-less defined by Logsdon River,
which flows from a sump near the Chester
Escarpment, in the southeast part of the
system, through the connection with
Mammoth (Proctor) Cave, and on to
Turnhole Bend. In Rappel Cave, Logsdon
River is relatively devoid of side passages;
any upper levels that lay above (e.g.,
Mexico), reached from elsewhere in the
system, all ended in collapse along ridge
flanks.
We had spent several years exploring
one of the few areas with leads (Coons
Room). A climb out of Coons Room led to
a very large dome (Green Eggs
Dome) and the Moltpad ("Maze
of little twisting passages, all
different" of the Adventure Game
fame). Working through the
Moltpad led to the top of Green
Eggs Dome and the Skywalker
Traverse (30m above the floor),
which led to a canyon system
called Dixie (the "south"). 1his
place ate rope: domes were
climbed, pits dropped, and
traverses crossed. Much was
surveyed, but the elusive big
break south was not found.
Nevertheless, many kilometers
of wonderful passages were
found, all were formed from local
drainage from the nearby valley.
Disappointed, but certainly not
defeated, we started working

our way down river to the next open leads,
which lay in the "Connection Area" with
Mammoth Cave.
CRF parties did the original work in
the area around the connection in the late
seventies and early- to mid-eighties, but
trips tailed off completely by 1990. CRF had
mapped about 1.2 km of higher-level cave,
typically canyons and domes that lie below
the upper (southern) reaches of Wildcat
Hollow. However, the area was far from an
entrance, and there were plenty of other
things to do.
We began our work in the stretch of
river upstream of the old sump near the
connection, surveying the low, wet crawl
discovered by Pete Crecelius during the trip
just prior to the connection in 1983. This
passage, Wounded Animal Avenue, was very
long, low, and wet and led to a mud nearsump that then opened up into a large upper
level canyon. Especially intriguing was a
strongly blowing collapse in the canyon's
southeasterly direction, suggesting that

Ann Basted in the Wells
Tube, entrance series,
Hoover Cave section of
Rappel Cave.

Peter a/1(1 A1111 Basted
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Second Upstream Sump
in rogsdon River. 71zis is
th e farthest penetration
upstrea m in Logsdon
River. Stunp is at least
(,()()feet long.

llrit~n
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the sought for cave of south Toohey Ridge
could be nea rby. This fact, coupled with
the relative abundance of cave fired up a
numb er of trips in 2006.
Indeed, there was a lot of cave - surveys
snaked through countless canyons and large
dom es, eve ntually connecting to the upper
levels surveyed earlier by CRF (validating
Roger Brucker's theory that the sump would
be bypassed in these upper levels and would
lead to a connection with Rapp el Cave).
We finally ran a survey line into the long
known "Tommy's Biggest Dome;' suggested
to be one of, if not the largest, vertical shafts
known in Mammoth Cave. However, as
seemed usual to us by this point, the cave
did not deviate far from the main line of
Logsdon River. This was frustrating, but it
was no t hop eless. The number of indicators
of southeasterly trending cave (toward

trips, as many do not go as do go, due to the
high flood risk.

2007 W'lJrk

the promised land of south Toohey Ridge)
climbed . The Co nnection Area's mysteries
have been barel y probed. Trips are long and
wet, and subject to flooding; among planned

Surprisingly, there were no trips in
2006 due to high water conditions and the
distractions of the Northwest End (Beyond
the Northwest End).
During summer 2007, a party returned
to a north -trending lead heading off just
west of the connection. Not visited since
1983, the trip reports detailed several
canyons and large domes, and several
good leads. These leads were heading
north, parallel and to the west of Wildcat
Hollow. Over two trips, nearly a kilometer
of nice walking passages and wide crawls
were surveyed, at one point getting within
160m of the entrance to Wildcat Hollow
Cave.Severalgoodleads
remain, but even by way of
the Doyle Valley Entrance,
trips to the back of this area
exceed seven hours of travel,
each way.
As described in the
preamble, Logsdon River
emerges from a sump near
the Chester Escarpment,
flows 500 m, and then
sumps again. After 100m,
this sump ("1st Upstream
Sump") emerges at the foot
of the ramp at Cumquat
Causeway (route from
the Weller Entrance) and
flows in open passage for
nine kilometers. The route
through the 1st Upstream
Sump was pioneered in
1984 by th e late Ron Simmons and th e late
Rob erta Swicegood, with one subsequent
trip in 1993 (Ron Simmons and John
Schweyen) . About a kilometer of cave
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was surveyed, evenly split
between river passage and a
ni ce, upp er level tube.
In Jun e, divers once
aga in revisited the
area beyo nd the sump
(Swicegood Avenue). Not
much was surveyed, but the
lines were re-established
and leads catalogued.
Several large domes and
ca nyons were found which
will require some vertical
work to co ntinue. There
are trips planned in 2008 to
return to survey and explore
these leads.

Other Efforts
A lot of work was don e in the middle
sections of the cave. Internal gaps were filled
in, resulting in added complexity, and long
forgotten leads were poked into.
Near Hobbit Dome along the old route
from the Rappel Entrance to Arlie Way
(S Survey), we continued our work in the
upp er levels here. During our search for a
connection to Hoover Cave (connected in
2005), we found that between the S64 Pit
and Hobbit Dome, there was a fair amount
of passage. Work continued in 2006 adding
several more levels and domes to the map,
including passages nea r Wildcat Dome at
th e Hoover Cave Connection area .
Several trips were made to va rious
parts of the cave to try to probe o ther leads
that might push the southern fl anks. Off
of Walter Way and Tumble Dome, Bill
Koerschner, as part of his cartographic work
in th e area, found deep pits tantalizingly
close to Swicegood Avenue (beyo nd the 1st
Upstrea m Sump), but more work remains.
Also, additional trips were mad e to the
upp er levels above the river (Tylenol Trail
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and Mexico); more co mplexity was surveye d
but routes further south were thwarted by
valley collapse.
Perh aps one of the oldest known leads
in th e cave, Crayfish River, was discove red
from th e Historic Entrance during th e
winter of 1977 (just nine months after
the cave's discovery) . It was very far in,
and then we discovered Arlie \Xfay, so we
never returned. In 2007, Peter Basted,
followin g up on leads on his quadrangle,
returned to Crayfish River and surveyed
the northwesterly lead to a sump just a few
meters away from the sumped end of the
Puddle Passage (below Arlie Way).
Between the Fleeceway and ce ntral
Year

Total
Survey

Cumquat Causeway
e11route to Logsdo11
Rive1; Roppel Cave.

New Survey
Total

Rappel

Wildcat
Ho llow
Cave

2006

3,368

1,260

920

340

2007

4,824

3, 123

2,563

560

137.96

1.01 km

(total)
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Jim Borden in the
Hoover Entrance to
Rappel Cave.

Freedom Trail, the connecting upper level
link was finally surveyed, adding another
survey path to better lock down the
northern part of the map (Lower Elysian
Way, BWOB, etc.).
Also in Freedom Trail (southern
section), near the connection to the
southern BWOB, more complexity was
surveyed in this already passage-dense area,
and more leads were uncovered. This area
abuts the BWOB map, being drawn by Bill
Koerschner.
Eel Klausner took cartographic
responsibility for the South Downey Avenue

Conclusion

quadrangle (also known as Central Core),
which includes the most commonly known
passages of the cave: Arlie Way, North
Crouchway, Lexington Avenue, South
Downey Avenue, Yahoo Avenue, Black
River, etc. In support of this, several trips
were made to Lower Level Arlie Way and
Pleiades Jun ction .
South Arlie \XIay was replaced in

Work in Rappel Cave in 2006 and
2007 continued its steady pace, with lots
of progress in the areas of cartography
and general survey improvements (some
replacement, clean up of loose ends,
survey of "internal" and
long-ignored leads, etc.).
Long ignored leads on the
outskirts of the system have
been paying dividends in
new cave discovered, and
this will continue to be a
focus area in the future: we
continue to be lured by the
promise of lots of cave in
south Toohey Ridge, and an
eventual connection to Salts
Cave to the west.
In 2008, we plan
on additional trips in the
Connection Area, plus other
areas on the southern front.
And one neglected area
where we plan on visiting
is Cosmodrome, which we
hope will help us push out
along the Eastern Flank into
Eudora Ridge.
The CKI<C wishes to acknowledge
the strong support of the Cave Research
Foundation in our efforts in Roppel Cave.
Without this support, we would have been
far less successful. CRF has generously
provided us access to facilities and
equipment, and have provided personnel
support for many of our trips .

Cal'e Research Foundatio11
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support of Peter Bosted's quadrangle (South
Arlie Way).
Mick Sutton and Sue Hagen also
continued their work near the Daleo
Entrance, in support of their map
quadrangle.

CARTOGRAPHY AND

GIS

REPORT
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MAMMOTH (AVE NATIONAL PARK

Aaron Addison and Bob Osburn

The Mammoth Floor Map
A project aptly named "The Big Map"
consumed most of the GIS resources
during 2006-2007. The project focused
on producing a 1:600 (1" = 50') map of
the entire known extent of the Mammoth
and Rappel systems. With a deadline
of displaying that map at the annual
NSS Convention, the project required
extensive coordination between all of
the cartographers and the
Mammoth Cave GIS. Bob
Osburn (Chief Cartographer
for Mammoth) worked with
the many cartographers to
get updated versions of their
maps. These maps were
then assembled in GIS and
georeferenced. Additional
layers were added to the map,
such as roads, contours and
aerial photos.
Aaron A. and Bob 0.
donated over 120 man -hours
in assembling and printing
the map. The map was
printed on banner vinyl material since the
map would be displayed on a gymnasium
floor and those viewing the map would
be allowed to walk around on it. The
completion of the map was just days before
the 2007 NSS Convention held in Marengo,
Indiana . The map was approximately 60' x

Cave Research Foundation

60' and required eight people two hours to
assemble. Many thanks to those that took
time out of their busy convention schedule
to help with the setup and takedown of the
map!
The map was unveiled to cavers midweek of convention and enjoyed heavy
visitation during the time displayed. Many
present and past CRF personnel commented
that it was not only great to see the entire
system at the large scale, but also a great

Cavers experience
the Mammoth Cave
map at the 2007
NSS Convention in
Marengo, IN.

Aaro11 Addiso11

public relations event for CRF in general. At
the end of the NSS Convention, the big map
was transported by Joyce Hoffmaster and
Daniel Greger to the Hamilton Valley facility
for storage until the CRF 50th Anniversary
event.
The second showing of th e Mammoth
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"big" map was at the CRF 50th Anniversary
held in October 2007. Pat Kambesis
arranged for CRF to use the gymnasium
at the elementary school in Cave City, KY
for display of the map. Several cavers made
the drive from HV to town to see the map
along with many NPS staff and locals. Many
thanks again to those that helped to setup
and take down the map.
The big map project would have never
been possible without the support of CRF
members. The world's largest cave map
comes with the bill for the most expensive
cave map ever produced. Several folks
stepped up in a big way to financially
support the purchase of the vinyl plotter
media and other assorted costs of the
map. We'll need your help again in 2009
when the map will be redone for the 15th
International Congress of Speleology to be
held in Kerrville, TX!
Thank you to the donors for the big map
project:
John Lovaas
Roger E. McClure
Joyce E. Hoffmaster
Tom Brucker
Stanley D. & Kay
Sides
Rickard A. &
Colleen Olson
Melburn R. Park
Alicia F. Henry
George R. Dasher
Edward Klausner
Matt Mezydlo

Douglas Hynes
Rickard Toomey
Elizabeth Winkler
Karen Wilmes
Gordon Birkhimer
Preston & Shari
Forsythe
Bob Osburn
Max White
Martin Sluka
Fred Schumann
John DeLong
Aaron Addison

Cartographers with one or more map
sheets or data sets used in the composition
of the Mammoth Cave map:
Aaron Addison
Doug Baker
james Borden
·rom 13rucker
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Jeff Crews
Kevin Downs
Charles Fox
Jim Greer
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Bob Gulden
Paul Hauck
Scott House
Pat Kambesis
Ed Klausner
Bill Koerschner

Bob Osburn
Art Palmer
Peg Palmer
Mick Sutton
Dave West
John Wilcox

Another interesting spin-off of the big
map project was an attempt to list everyone
that has assisted with the survey and
exploration of the Mammoth and Rappel
cave systems . A very big thanks must go
to Karen Wilmes for sifting through the
trip database to pull the bulk of the names.
Additionally, this list was posted at the NSS
Convention and the CRF 50th for additions
and corrections. The list is shown here
as a thank you to everyone that made the
map possible; if you have revisions, please
feel free to forward them to addison@
ca veresouce. com.
Over 2,000 people have contributed to
CRF and CKKC exploration and survey
ofMammoth Cave in the last SO years.
We would like to thank them along with
the many that contributed by managing
expeditions and facilities, providing
logistical support, by giving permission to
enter private land and in many other ways.

Peter Abrams
Ed Acree
Raphael Acuna
Jane Adams
Larry Adams
Russ Adams
Greg Adamson
Titfani Addington
Aaron Addison
Darrell Adkins
Marion Akers
Tony Akers
Gino Albert
Doug Alderman
Doug Alderman Jr.
Bob Alderson
Don Alexander
Jim Alexander
R. Alexander
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Amanda Alfred
Beth Alfred
Janet Alfred
Tom Alfred
AI Ghaithi
John Algor
John All
Shelley Allan
J. Allard
Tom Allin
Dave Allured
Lydia Alvarez
John Ammon
Carlene Amsbury
Wayne Amsbury
Bob Anderson
David Anderson
Eric Anderson
Jeff Anderson
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jennifer Anderson
Richard Anderson
Terry Anderson
Peter Anderton
Gary Andreas
Dale Andreatta
George Andrews
jeff Andrews
jerry Andrews
Brian Andrich
Mark Andrich
Gary Angermeir
Darylc Ansel
Brian Anthony
Darlene Anthony
Ken Apschunikat
Darell Armentrout
Charles Armstrong, Jr.
jason Arno ld
jay Arno ld
jeff Arp
Rich a rd Van Arsdel
Mike Artz
David Asch
Nan c y As c h
Gordon Atkinson
Hcike Atkinson
Lee Auckerman
Lisa Aurand
Bill Austin
jacqueline Austin
joe Austin
Virginia Austin
Kirk Babcock
Neil Bac kstrom
'l hor Bahrman
C. Baker
Doug Baker
Linda Baker
Robert Baker
Bill Balfour
Phil Balister
Alan Ball
Caro Ball
Lawre nce Ball
Katherine Ballantine
Carolina Ballmann
Hans - Ruedi Ballmann
George Banes
Jim Bankhead
1\tlarie Cathey Banks
Simon Banks
Rick Banning
Mike Banthcr
Anton Barbashin
Jan Haren
Tim Barker
Betsy Barnes
John Barnes
Keith Barnes
Scott Barnes
Tom Barr

Andrea Barrett
Peter Barrett
Vernon Barringer
Lance Barron
john Bartley
Hazel Barton
john Bassett
'lhom as Bastien
Scott Bauer
Bill Baus
S. Beakman
Bruce Beard
Ron Beatty
}essie Bc bb
Chris Beck
jenny Mirza Becker
Bud Beeson
Matt Beeson
Mike Beeson
Laura lki l
Melody Bei ler
Charlie Bcima
Mark Belding
Lori Bell
Richard Be ll
Bernice Bcnington
Fred Benington
Michael Benington
Phyllis Benington
Ke nt Bennett
R. Bennett
Steve Bennett
Tammy Bennington
Brian Benton
Gary Berdeaux
Donna Berglund
Frithjof Bergmann
Eri c lk rk
Ell en Berlin
Mark Bernstein
Bill Bersheim
Sarah Bettinger
Kcshab Bhattacharga
Lew Bic king
james Bigelow
Dic k Biggins
George Ri c hard 13ilbrey
Vin cent Bilello
Pat Bingha m
Fra nk Binney
Gordon Birkhimer
Bi ll Bishop
Cha rli e Bishop
Ed Bishop
Sarah Bishop
Steve Bishop
Stephen Bishop
Sue Bishop
Don Bittle
Kay Bittle
Scan Bittle
David Black
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Don Black
Greg Black
Herbert Black
Holly Black
Mary Black
Paul Black
Robert Black
Ruth Black
Tom Black
Bi ll Blackburn
Bob Hlackburn
Brad Blackburn
Audrey Blakesley
Diane Blankenship
Lee Blazek
George Bliss
M.G. Bloch
Di Blum
Tom Blum
Bi llB ockstiegel
Phil Bodanza
Bud Bogardus
Frank Bogle
Alfred Bogli
Phillip Bohl
Bob Bondurant
Bob Bonner
jim B01·den
Kath leen Borden
'Jhoma s Borden
Tracy Borgerding
C ha rlie Borin
jason Borror
Rachel Bosch
Ann Bosted
Peter Busted
Shelly Bougan
Carl Bouton
Aly Bowen
jerry Bowen
Ken Bowe rs
Dave Boyle
Frank Boyle
Lee-Gray Boze
Dixon Brackett
Paul Bradley
Shanna Bradley
Karla Bradshaw
)df Bradybaugh
Lacie Braley
jenny Bramstedt
Catherin e Brandel
John Branstetter
Mike Breiding
Richard Breisch
G. Bremen
Philip Von Bretzcl
Pat Brian
John Bridge
Ron Bridgemon
Hal Bridges
Derek Bristol
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I. Broer
Mark Brooks
Kenna Brophey
)eH Brotzgc
David Browman
Charles Brown
Michael Brown
Ray Brown
Scott Brown
T. Brown
C. N. Bruce
William Bruce
Ellen Brucker
Emily Brucker
jane Brucker
joan Brucker
Lynn \Vcller Bruc ker
Nathan Brucker
Roger Brucker
Tom Brucker
Dan Brunner
Kevin Bruno
Eric Buckelew
Ron Buckholtz
jean Buckley
Steve Buckmelter
joel Buc kner
Debbie Buecher
Robert Buechcr
Charles Hugh
Rob Bultman
Diane Bumgardner
Rick Burdin
Aylecn Burns
Bob Burns
Denver Burns
Noel Burns
Pam Burns
Richard Burns
Roberta Burns
Tim Burns
Dave Buthcrusk
Bonnie But ler
Jim Butler
Kathleen Butoryak
Leonard Butls
Doug Byers
Ken Byrd
Jonas Bystrom
Dona ld C a hall
Mama Cake
Stephen Cake
Joseph Caldwel l
Karen Ca ldw ell
Fra ncois Callot
Yann Callot
John Cameron
Frank Campbell
Jos hua Camvlos
Cameron Ca nna le y
Chris Canna ley
Monica Canna le y
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Paul Cannaley
Alan Canon
John Cantwell
Donna Capps
Steve Capps
Dawn Cardace
Mike Carey
Keith Carlton
H. Joseph Carmazzi
Scott Carm ine
Les Carney
Mary Carpenter
Doug Carroll
Vickie Carson
Ken Carstens
Jim Carter
Michael Carter
i'vlark Cartwright
Roy Carwile
janet Case
Jvlarc Cassiar
Chris Caswell
Kathyrn Caswell
William Cate
Rita Cates
Lou Catozzi
i'vlaureen Cavenaugh
Randy Cecil
Robert Ceters
Daniel Chailloux
Damon Chaky
Stu Chalin
Steve Cham hers
Richard Chappell
jeff Charez
Marty Charlet
Royce Charlton
Dale C hase
Tom C hesnick
james Chester
C hilclsworth
Kim Chi les
Kenner Christensen
Margaret Christensen
Andy Chr istianson
Carrie C hristopher
C. J{ob ert C lark
Chris Clark
john C lark
Cireg Clemmer
l'aul C lifford
Tom C lifton
Elkanah Cline
Fred Coates
CalL! Coc hner
Alexis Cochra n
Ford Cochran
1'. Coch ran
\Villiam Coe
). Coffman
!lob Co hen
!\like Co hen
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Mona Colburn
Nate Collier
Floyd Cullins
Gary Cullins
Steve Cullins
)as. Colson
john Colson
Peggy Colson
Stewart Colson
Colston
Edward Comes
Eric Com pas
Nick Cunard
Tony Conard
Tum Conlan
Martin Connally
Mike Connally
Russell Conner
Steve Conner
Chris Conway
Bob Cook
Holly Cook
)on Cooke
Don Coons
). E. Cooper
jeremy Cooper
George Corrie
Marco Corvi
Tom Cottrell
). Coulson
Rhoda Coulson
Donald Cournoyer
C. W. Cowan
David Cowan
julian Coward
Jenny Coyle
Ben Crace
Tom Craclick
Bill Crafton
Connie Craig
Diana Craig
Mike Cram
Todd Cramer
Benjy Van Cramon
Lynn Crankshaw
Owen Crankshaw
David Crann
Carl Craver
jim Crawford
Nick Crawford
Pete Crecelius
Amy Crews
)etfrey (Spike) Crews
Mike Crockett
Caspe r Cronk
jean Cronk
Andrea Croskrey
l~ay Cross
C indy Crossley
George Crothers
Cieorge Crowther
Laura Crowther
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Patricia Crowther
Sandy Crowther
Walter Crowther
Will Crowther
Dan Crutcher
David Culver
Naomi Culver
Cummings
Scott Cundiff
T. ). Cunningham
Rane Curl
Shirley Curl
Deborah Currens
)im Currens
Samantha Currens
Bob Currie
Bill Curry
Sue Curtis
William Curtsinger
Cushman
Lyman Cutliff
Dave Daily
M. Daily
Kimberly Dale
Renato Dale-Mule
john Danovich
George Dasher
Diana Daunt
Jonathan Daunt
Elizabeth Davidson
Jack Davidson
john Davidson
joseph Davidson
Scott Davidson
D. Davis
Don Davis
Doug Davis
E.T. Davis
jerry Davis
John Davis
judith Davis
Nevin Davis
Roy Davis
Samuel Davis
Patty Daw
Stuart Daw
Virginia Day
Dwight Deal
Sandra Deal
David Deamer
john Deamer
Lori Debarclelaben
Tom Debevoise
Suzanne DeBlois
Tom Dechurch
Laura Decker
Seamus Decker
Chuck DeCroix
Mark Deebel
B. Degross
George Deike
Ginger Deike
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Mickey Deike
Ruth Deike
Selena Deike
Nancy Delancy
Deland
john DeLong
Sophie Demaio
)ay Dennis
Carlene Denny
Don Denton
Duane DePaepe
Veda DePaepe
Mark Depoy
David DeH.oest
David DesMarais
Shirley DesMarais
Susan DesMarais
joel Despain
)im Detterline
Ed Devine
Gilbert Dewart
Billy Dial
Donald Dial
M.Diaz
Phil DiBlasi
Danny Dible
Lou Dickenson
john Dickerson
Robin Dickerson
Fred Dickey
Richard Dickson
Bud Dillon
George Distler
Mike DiTonto
M. Dittemore
Herbert Dobson
David Dockstader
Mike Doe
Dave Doerschuk
George Doggett
Toby Dogwiler
Donaldson
Dave Doolin
S. Doonan
)etf Dorale
Donna Doughty
Freel Douglas
Henry Douglas
Mike Dowden
Peter Downes
David Downey
Margaret Downey
Kevin Downs
john Drake
Miles Drake
Dennis Drum
Mary Drum
Ian Drummond
Andrew Dubois
Harvey DuChene
Kip Duchon
Bill Duemmel
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Lathe! Duffield
Andy Duft
Randy Dugh
L. Dukeman
Kevin Dumont
Pam D u ncan
Steve Duncan
Gary Dunkley
Anne Durica
Dave Dutton
M ike Dyas
David Dye
james Dyer
June Dyer
Robert Dyer
Lou is Dymond
jane Dyson
jenny Earlandson
Ralph Earl andson
Cheryl Early
Karen Early
Richard Easterday
john Eaton
R.Ebdon
Dave Ecklund
Sue Ecklund
jim Eckstein
Kevin Ecock
Judy Edmonds
Robert Eggers
Steve Eggers
Ted Eggleston
Burnell Ehman
Carol Ehman
Doris Ehman
Mich ael Ehman
M ickey Ehman
Linda Eichengreen
Donald Eidem iller
Bill Eidson
Tammy Eifert
Holly Einrich
David Ek
). Ekstein
jake Elberfeld
P. Gary Eller
Rick Ell ington
Ben Ell iott
Beth Elliott
Mark Elliott
)ames Ell is
Sonny Ell is
Anne Elmore
Stephanie Elmore
Michael Emerick
Diana Harter Emerson
Wa lt Emery
Jo hn Em len
Ca rl Von Ende
Annette Summe rs Engel
Scott Enge l
"! hom Engel

Gary Engh
Gwenne Engh
Shari Engler
Steve Ervine
S. Erwin
D. Essig
Lorlie Esterly
Beth Estes
Bill Estes
Gerry Estes
Ra lph Estes
Wayne Estes
Nina Etkin
Kerrylea Etter
Keith Evans
Ken Evans
Micaela Evans
Linda Ewers
Ralph Ewers
Stanley Fagerlin
Adolph Faller
jerry Fant
Bill Farr
jeff Farr
Glen Fa rrar
Howard Farris
Tab Farthing
Marshall Fausold
Burton Faust
Ned Fede r
Scott Fee
Thom Fehrmann
john Feil
Lee Feldman
C. Fenster
M. Fenster
M. Brook Fenton
Lee Ferguso n
Mark Ferguson
Mike Ficco
Ernie Finger
Amy Finke l
Don Finkel
Liza Finkel
Chris Fin lan
Lori Finney
Richard Firth
Dianne Fischer
Fred Fischer
johnnie Fish
Vern Fish
)ames Fisher
Larry Fisher
Alan Fiske
Robin Fitch
Jo h n Fitzsimons
Fizer
Bill Fletc her
Carl Fl iermans
Sandy Flint
Lee Florea
Floyd
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Alicia Flynn
Rich Flynn
Ward Foeller
Mary Follis
Ruth Foo te
Wayne Foote
jeff Forbes
Anna Ford
Derek Ford
Armand Forster
Preston Forsythe
Shari Forsythe
Charles Fort
Scott Foster
Darrin Fowler
Randy Fowler
Rick Fowler
Charles Fox
S. Fox
Shirley Fox
Don Fraley
Kirk Francis
Ed Frank
H. Franke
David Frazier
Andy Free
Arielle Freeman
jack Freeman
Mike Freeman
John Freemont
Veronica Friel
Robert Fries
Euge ne Friley
Richard Frit h
Tom Fritsch
Sam Frusho ur
Eric Fry
john Fry
Stephan ie Fry
Shane Fryer
Mike Fuller
Randy Fulli ng
D. Furru
Agnes Gajewska
joe Ga Jewski
Ben Ga llag her
Randy Ga lloway
Gamer
Doug Ganter
H. C. Ganter
Ann Gard iner
Tom Gard ner
Ron Gariepy
jason Garrett
Mike Garrett
Ernie Ga rza
Linda Gash
Grant Gatrell
Marti n Gedeon
John Gehring
Bob Geil
Earl Geil
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Albert Cieiser_)r.
Ju lia Gekeres
Steven Ge lf ius
). Geller
Steve Gentry
Angelo George
Diana George
Dona ld George
Chris Gerace
Mary Geraghty
Alan Gerecke
John Gerwig
Norman G ibbet
Leonard Gib ler
)ames G ieseke
Dave Gilfert
Tom Gilleland
Don Glasco
John G lascock
Roy Glaser
Gwenne Glasser
Alan Glenno n
Elizabe th G lock
Loretta Godfrey
Mike Godfrey
Keith Goggin
Paul Go ldberg
Haro ld Goldstein
Robert Goliki
Luis Gonzalez
Rodo lfo Gonza lez
Jim Goodbar
Fiona Goodchi ld
Michael Goodch ild
Co ll ier Good let
Margaret Goodman
Mark Goodma n
Mike Goody
Carol Gordon
K. Gordon
Tony Gorman
L. Gorski
Matt Goska
)ames Gosney
Mark Gott lieb
Robert Gourley
Tomaslav Graca n in
Fred Grady
B. Graham
Dick Graham
Larry Gram
Jon Gramp
Da rryl Gra nge r
)etf Grant
Stephen Grant
Tom Grant
Bev Graves
B. Gray
Peter Gray
Mindy Grayson
Paul Greaves
Edward Gree n
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Ernie G reen
Ri c ha rd G ree ne
Te rr y G ree n la y
An a Greer
Jim G ree r
Da n il: l G re ge r
Ra nd y Gres ham
Dav id G rifhth
Hug h G riflith
jean nett e G ritfith
Travis Griggs
Tim Grissom
lk th Ci rover
Bud G rove r
Bu z G rover
Ha rr y G rover
Henry Grover
jack Grover
joa n Ci rov e r
!{a nd y Ci ro ve r
l{ic ha rd Ci rove r
John Grove r, Ill
John Ci rove r, Jr.
C hris Groves
Da r w in G roves
Deana G ro ves
Tony G ro ve s
Ted G rudowski
·1hom as G runw ald
])a n Grupp
Ste ve Ci ue rc io
Bob G ulden
Dust y Ci u lclen
Irm a G uld e n
jani ce Ci ulcl e n
Russe ll G urne e
C hes te r G uy
Veda Hackell
C hri s Ha cke r
Alison Hadley
Sue Ha ga n
Mark Ha ggard
justin Hagger m a n
Barba ra Hain es
l{cne Hal de mann
1'vl. Hale
l{ick Haley
Brian Ha ll
De nis e Hall
james Hall
Nl. Hall
l{o be rt Hall
·1ho1na s Hall
W illiam 1( . Halliday
\Va lt er Hallm an
1\o bL· rt Ha lmi
Bill Hah·e rson
Br ia n Ham
1\ ic ha rcl Ham
l.i z Hamilton - Hyrd
Ne il Ha mmond
Terri Han1nwncl
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C hris Hampel
Cathy Ha nd
Con ni e Ha nd
Richa rd Ha nd
Robert H and ley
Robert Hane rs
Dav id Han na
Ca rl Hanson
Coy Ha nson
David Hanson
Eri k Ha nson
Roman H ap ka
Doug Ha rdin
John Ha rding
Richard Hardison
Jim Ha rdy
C. Ha rgrove
Euge ne Ha rgrove
Donald Harke r
Meta Ha rke r
Kare n Harmon
Russell Ha rm o n
Bria n Ha rri gan
Bob Ha rri s
Will Ha rri s
Marga rete H arri so n
\Xfay ne Ha rrison
M ike Ha rro d
Edward Ha rsha
Philip Hars ha m
Cat hy Ha rt
Scot Ha rter
Tim Harter
Andreas Hart le
Ralph Ha rtl ey
Ted Hartman
Ti m H a rtm a n
Dirk Haskin
Va le ri e Haskins
Bruce Ha tc he r
Eri c Hat lc be rg
R. Ha tten
Dec Hauc k
De nin e Hau ck
Doug Hauck
Pa ul Ha uck
!'etc Haue r
Bob Ha ugh
Sus a n Haugh
james Hause r
Wi lli am Hawes
Amo s Hawk ins
We ldon Hawk in s
Edward Haw kinson
llr ian Hayd e n
Ha ynes
Ton y Haywar
Car ter Ha yward
Co nor Hean ey
Sue Heazel
C hct Hedden
jam es Hedges
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je ff Hed ges
A. Hed o n sky
Scott Hedrickson
Donald Hein ze
jon H elfman
Sheldon Helfm a n
Kim Heller
Pa ul Heller
jimbo H elton
ja n Marie Hemberger
Grant Van He mm e rt
jon He nderson
Melissa He nd rickson
Thomas He nn essy
Mike Hennion
Alicia He nry
Dan H e nry
Daryle H e nsel
Ro be rt H enshaw
Kenneth He nsley
K. H e nson
R. He nson
H e rb ert
C harlotte H e rbst
Ca rolyn He re!
Edwa rd Here!
Dirk Hersh a n
john H ess
Letitia H ess
!. He witt
Alex Hi cks
john Hi e tt
Eric Higb ie
Charles Scoote r
Hild ebolt
Louise Hi ldcbo lt
Ala n Hill
Carol Hill
David Hill
Larry Hill
Linda Hill
Mike Hill
Kit Hillia rd
Bill Hinson
Hissong
Penny Hitc h co c k
Wa lter Hixson
James Hobbins
jerry Ho bbs
M . Hobbs
Susa n Hobbs
Horton Hobbs, Ill
Angelika Hodonsk y
Ch ris Ho ec hstettcr
Eel Hoe chstetter
Rick Hoec hst ette r
Kathy Ho ey
David Ho ffm a n
joyce Hoffmaster
Ri c hard Hoffm aster
Arlie Hoga n
Carol Hogan
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Kay Hoga n
Marilyn Ho h
Bob H oke
Greg H o lbrook
john H o lbr ook
Bill Holl and
Bob Holl a nd
john Holl a nd
M. Holland
Kato Holl e r
Ed Hollid ay
H enr y H o lm a n
Pa ul Homan
Robin H ook
Chip Hopp e r
Bob H o pson
Tem Horn aday
jessica Horne
Barbara Hoske n
William H osken
Tom Houchen
Roya H o ud ei
Robert H o ugh
Susan H o ug h
Pa tti H o u se
R. Scott House
Jer ry Houseman
Connie House r
Robert Houser
Alan Howard
Bill Howcroft
Dwight H ox ie
Janell e Hoxi e
Dorothy Hubble
Davi d Hubbs
David Hub e r
Chris Hudson
Steve Huds o n
judith Huffort
Lynn e Hug hes
Curt Hull
Alfred Hulstrunk
William Hulst runk
Bob Humm er
Cathy Hunt
Claude Hunt
Claude Hunt
Leo Hunt
Willie Hunt
Young Hun t
Karen Hunte r
Guy Huse
Ben Hutc hins
R. Hutten
Hong Huynh
Boris Hysek
Sylvia H ysek
H. Hyun g
Masafum i lai
Mickey In ge ls
K. In gham
Ho lly Iri c k
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Orlin Iruncloud
Steven Irvine
Ethel Irwin
R. Irwin
Sandra Irwin
Pat Jablonsky
Bernard jackson
David jackson
Gai l Jackson
Greg jackson
Randy jackson
C. jaco bsen
David )agnow
Rebecca )agnow
Cecilia )ames
Julia )ames
Mark )ancin
Issam Bou )aoude
Destry Jarvis
Jon Jasper
lv!att Jenkins
B.C. Jennings
Bruce Jennings
Dusty Jennings
K. jennings
Dennis )erz
C. )ian
Alan Johnson
Ben Johnson
Bob johnson
Brant Johnson
Clay Johnson
Steve Johnson
Tracy Johnson
Walter johnson
judy Johnston
David jones
Ellis jones
Greg Jones
jim jon es
Kenneth )ones
Mark jones
W. jones
Mark )oop
Charles Kacsur
Max Kaemper
joe Kaftl
Greg Kahre
Howard Kalnitz
Ng Kam
Pat Kambesis
Debra Kane
'[hom as Kane
jackie Kaplan
Robert Kaplan
S. Kaplan
)ames Kappeler
Last.lo Kardos
Ernst Kastning
Karen Kastning
Marjorie Kastning
Jim Kaufman

Ray Keeler
Kenneth Keester
)ames Ke ith
Thum Kellem
Ben Keller
Beth Keller
Robert Keller
David Kelley
Betsy Kelson
John Kenda ll
Dennis Kendrick
Kennedy
Mary Kenn edy
Ann Kens ler
Stephen Kenworthy
Dun Kerouac
Chris Kerr
Jennie Kerteston
Sandra Kessler
Thomas Kessl er
John Key
Marcus Key
Dav id Keys
Peter Keys
). Keyser
David Kezerle
Bob Khene
Ri chard Kibb ey
Chuck Kiefer
I<ier1Uc
Deane Kihara
Ben Kim
Ruth Kimpel
Keith Kirk
Randy Kissling
Logan Kistler
Ed Klausner
Hannah Klausner
Ralph Klawitter
Karen Klein
Marguerite Klein
C. Thomas Klekamp
Bill Kl imack
Alexander Klimchuuk
Ri ch Kline
Rolf Klippert
Anna Klis
Mariola Klis
Wieslav Klis
D. Kluth
jay Knapp
Richard Knapp
Andy Knight
John Knight
james Knudstad
Steve Knutson
Paul Koeneman
E. Koerlin
Bi ll Koerschner
Kathryn Ko erschner
Robyn Koers chner
Nick Koervaar
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jason Ko lbe
John Kolin
Kevin Kumisarcik
Martha Konadaris
John Korabik
John Neal Kurab ik
Nancy Korabik
Nick Korevaar
Jo hanna Kovarik
Ken Kramer
Ray mond Krauss
john Kreitzburg
John Krisko
Adrianne Kroll
Joseph Kulesza
Peter Kurz
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High Grade GPS Project
Another significant milestone project
occurred in late 2006. While compiling
survey data, it was realized that too many
survey stations throughout the Mammoth
system were "fixed" and causing potential

Aaron Addison and
Dick Market collect
a GPS location at
the Historic Rappel
En trance.
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errors in the processing of data. The
Mammoth-Rappel survey data is stored and
processed in a cave survey program called
Walls . Walls is the brainchild of Texas caver
David McKenzie and has been maintained
for over 30 years. David has gone to great
lengths to incorporate survey algorithms
to process data and isolate errors as best
possible. However, CRF was not allowing
the Walls program to manage the data in
this way, since there were many artificially
"fixed" survey points throughout the system.
Additionally, a local grid was being used
for the data - leading to uncertainty when
translating data acquired by GPS or from
other sources that typically use either UTM
or State Plane projections.
Scott House together with several
cartographers devoted the February 2006
expedition to data entry and processing.
At the expedition and over the next several
months various data managers worked
toward consolidating sections of Mammoth
into larger data sets. It quickly became
obvious that there were local problems.
Entrance locations were identified as one
problem area that now could be readily
addressed by GPS technology. Previous
entrance locations had relied on a variety
of data types including CRF transit surveys,
data from USGS, GPS locations, etc. These
data had been in several formats and all
been translated to the MACA local grid.
The data translations were a suspect source
of error and it was decided to adapt to the
UTM projection NAD83 datum commonly
used for GPS work and the standard for
the National Park system. This was now
practical with all current drawing done by
computer.
In the summer of 2006 it was decided
that high-grade (~5 cm-10 em accuracy)
GPS locations would be taken at as many
of the Mammoth and Rappel entrances as
possible. Since most of the surface around
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the entrances is characterized by either deep
valleys or wooded areas, it was determined
that winter would be the best conditions
for collecting the data. Between Christmas
and the New Year's expedition, CRF cavers
Bob Osburn, Dick Market, Aaron Addison,
Rick Haley and Preston Forsythe visited 26
entrances and several USGS control points
in a three-day period.
The results of the project were very
encouraging, as we now have the best
control ever between the entrances of
Mammoth and Rappel. The control
points have allowed data managers and
cartographers to focus in on several survey
anomalies that have haunted them for years.
Several observations can immediately be
made from the new entrance data.
Older CRF transit surveys had been
suspected of causing errors but
entrance locations by GPS were in fact
accurate, as the surveyors had always
maintained. In particular, the Woodson
Adair entrance plotted greater than
350 feet away from the surveyed point.
A reconsideration of the survey data
(forced by the new location agreeing
with the old) found a survey that most
likely had been recorded backwards
in the survey book (the party was
inexperienced and using a quadrant
Brunton).
The closure error between Proctor Cave
and the rest of Hawkins River, by which
it is connected to the system, decreased
from 350 feet to about 30 when new
locations were used for Doyle Valley and
Proctor entrances. An incorrect data
translation is suspected.
Rappel Cave and Logsdon River join the
survey lineplots but miss by about 250
feet. This error was unaffec ted by new
coordinates and a resurvey of a section
of Rapp el is underway as the most likely

Cave Research Foundation

remaining suspect.
At prese nt the Mammoth data is in
better shape than it has ever been. Over 340
miles of cave can be compiled as one Walls
project with confidence that the fixed points
are accurate. This line plot was the survey
line plotted on the big Mammoth Cave map
and the following diagram. There are still
several sections of the cave that are not part
of this set including Mystic River, a section
of SE Mammoth Ridge and east Salts Cave.
Thus we are still unable to give a precise
update of the actual length of Mammoth
Cave beyond saying that 365 miles - the
number currently handed around - is
possible. Sometime in late 2008 we should
have an updated and accurate value.
The data management had heretofore
been done by the cartographer drawing
individual area maps. The system is divided
into 64 sheets that are 2,000 x -4,000 feet in
size (40 x 80 inches at 50ft/ inch). Passage
loops often cover more than one map sheet
and during the work above the data was
consolidated into four main portions: Flint
Ridge under the management of Jeff Crews,
Mammoth Ridge under the management
of Ed Klausner, Hawkins River/ Proctor
managed by Bob Osburn and Rappel Cave
managed by Jim Borden. There are still 64
map sheets but only four data sets. The
expectation is that this arrangement should
ensure data integrity for the future.

Additional Projects
Both GIS and cartography contribute to
additional projects almost co ntinually. Some
requests come from cavers, some from the
research community, and many from NPS
staff working to manage the world-class
resource that is Mammoth Cave. Here some
of these projects are summarized.
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Historic Section Monitoring

Cotton Gin Hollow and a handful of others.
Survey continued in \Xfilson Cave and White
Lighting as well. Data from the small caves
project is continually updated to the GIS,
which creates a composite picture of all the
Park caves.

In November 2006 the NPS asked
for a plot illustrating the elevation of
various passages around the Historic
entrance to Mammoth Cave. The request
was in response to monitoring of water
contamination in the entrance area. CRF
GIS and Cartography worked closely
together to produce a map to meet the
request.

Ozarks

Small Caves
The survey and inventory of small caves
in the Park continued in 2006-07. Many cave
maps were also produced, including Martin
Cave, Saucer Cave, several small caves in

Several projects were supported in the
Ozarks operation area of CRF. Projects
included collecting improved GPS
locations for caves in Perry County, MO,
and scanning and geo-registration of cave
maps in conjunction with the above. Work
continued on the cartography of Fitton
Cave, located within the Buffalo National
River in Arkansas and some smaller caves in
the vicinity.

Facing page: Tile
Mammoth - Roppel
Line plot is now based
on high quality GPS
entrance locations
spread throughout the
system.

Below: Map produced
by CRF for NPS
resource managers to
help identify possible
source(s) for poilu tion
in the Historic section
of the cave.
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LAVA BEDS NATIONAL MoNUMENT

GPS

LocATION AND MoNUMENTING

William C. Devereaux
LABE/CRF Onsite Manager

Some lava tube
entrances are not
hard to find. This
large, west-fi:teing
entrance to Incline
Cavern is the result of
the tube's rooffailing
just after it cooled.
7his "master tube"
fed 3X,OOO-year-old
basaltfi·om Mammoth
Crater several miles
to the south. Sharp
eyes will note the
several violet-green
swallows (J"achycincta
thalassina) outlined in
the darkest part of the
entmnce shadow that
areflying back into the
wve t~/ier Rich Steiget;
"Beej" Jorgensen, and
Bruce l?ogers entered
Incline Caverll to check
Oil the ice .floor levels ill
the lowest part of the
Ull'e. Note the itll'asive
juniper trees that
spottily cover this cold
sage desert.
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TI1e GPS Location and Monument
Installation project has been going on in
Lava Beds National Monument (LABE)
since the fall of 1994. Each cave or feature
that is recorded in the files or database
receives a LABE number that includes both
the lava flow designation and a sequential
number for the cave or feature itself. The
National Park Service (NPS) staff stamps a
bronze monument, and then Cave Research
Foundation (CRF) personnel install it at the
cave entrance. TI1e location is written up
and drawn on the Reconnaissance Card. The
bronze monument becomes the site for the
GPS location session.
We record the location at a point a
meter above the bronze monument. We use
a tripod for the sub-meter accuracy antenna
that is connected to a Magellan portable
unit or a hand-held Garmin unit. We have
the Monument's GPS base station running
simultaneously with the portable unit. TI1e
file name on the portable session is labeled
for the cave
name. Later,
the file is
compared
with the
base station
to get a
differential
location.
Tiw
software
makes a

scatter plot, and a printout is viewed to see
if the diagram is tight enough to make the
location within a 1 em circle. If the answer
is yes, then we declare it good. If not, we
go back and start over. When the UTM
coordinates of the three data collection sets
are accepted, then the Monument staff put
the location into the GIS system.
One of the new protocols in both GIS
data gathering and cave mapping in the
Monument is to tie the bronze monument
(and the GPS location one meter above
it) to the published cave map. Monument
cave maps have been produced from the
1930's to present. The older maps obviously
don't have the monument or GPS location
on them. We are now using the bronze
monument as cave survey station "0" as
we go. TI1is year we did six new GPS fixes.
We installed no monuments, compared
to three the prior year. The reason no new
monuments were installed is there are no
stamped monuments in stock at LABE. Two
monuments were found to be loose and
were re-cemented in position. One bronze
monument was found to have been pried
out of its socket and removed by Monument
visitors. The newly discovered caves of the
last several years have now been numbered,
but monuments are not made for them
as yet. The newer GPS locations for those
caves have been made by a handheld Gamin
76S unit, and not by the Magellan/3-session
protocols, with printed sheets placed in the
file folder.
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LAvA BEos NATIONAL MoNUMENT
CAVE MAPPING
Rich Steiger
LABE/CRF Chief Cartographer

Cave mapping was the first of the Cave
Research Foundation (CRF) projects started
in 1988 when the CRF partnered with the
National Park Service (NPS) at Lava Beds
National Monument, California (LAB£).
This project year brought more opportunity
to concentrate on completing cave surveys
and working with existing data to finish
cave maps. At this point the backlog has
decreased, numerous and extensive surveys
have been completed, and with the help of
Bruce Rogers, Liz Wolff, Janet Sowers, Bill
Broeckel, Shane Fryer, and many others,
more cave maps have been completed and
filed at the Monument.
The most significant effort was put
into surveying and inventorying of The
Blue Grotto, South Labyrinth, Blue Grotto,
Hopkins Chocolate, Midden, and Golden
Dome Caves in Cave Loop. This was
accomplished over six major cave survey
expeditions. Additional cave surveys and
inventories were done in smaller caves in
the vicinity of Valentine Cave. There were
also several trips to the Hardin Butte area to
verify Reconnaissance Card data and look
for cave connectivity.
The major survey and inventory effort
was done within Cave Loop. There were
367 stations set within the 10,113 feet of
surveyed passage. The average survey shot
was 25 feet and the surveyed depth was 107
feet. The survey teams pushed several very
tight crawlways to connect various sections
of the cave system through the intervening

collapse trench areas. Several above ground
surveys were done between The Blue Grotto
and South Labyrinth Cave. The prime
purpose was to tie the numerous existing
bronze cave monuments to the cave surveys .
Additional above ground surveys were also
done in the Garden Bridges area to better
connect the previous surveys completed in
that specific area .
The main tasks requested of CRF by
the National Park Service (NPS) staff at
Lava Beds was the remapping of all the
caves on Cave Loop, the "downtown" of
the Monument. The production of a final
map of this work will take place after the
surveying is completed. The loss of Dr.
Aaron Water's 1974-77 mapping logs and
notes as well as prior mapping efforts by
many other investigators such as Dr. Stewart
Peck, was a severe blow to the Monument's
resource management work, necessitating
the re-survey. While many of the caves have
adequate maps - some indeed, are very

Parts of Hopkins
Chocolate (Cup) Cave
are less than roomy.
Here Brian "Beej"
jorgensen painfully
advances up a very low
and jagged passage
towards a pancakeshaped room that one
can actually sit up in.

Bru ce Rogers
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8ruce Nogers

In roomier environs,
Beej jorgenson takes
one more shot down the
far reaches of Hopkins
Chocolate (Cup)
Cave. T11e cave's name
cameji·om the milk
chocolate-colored mud
in its lower passages.
Because the remnant
magnetism in the lava
makes some compass
bearings suspect, many
shots lzad to be made
at the end of a one
Jiwt -long wooden stick
to space th e compass
away.fi·om th e walls,
ceiling, orfloors. Note
th e irregular coating
of"golden" lava tube
slim e 011 the floor and
upper right ceiling. T11e
gold (and also silver
colored) slimes are
actinomycetes growing
011 the cave sll/fa ces.
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accurate- they lack detailed co ntent and
feature infor mation. Since many of these
caves were surveyed over the last 70 years
to va rying standa rds , most lack adequate
vert ical co ntrol that is needed for eventual
inco rpo rat io n onto a Monument-wide GIS
document.
South Labyrinth Cave was the focus
of th e initial work. This soon expanded to
include other elements of the Labyrinth
Cave System including The Blue Grotto,
Midden Cave, Blue Grotto Cave, Hopkins
Chocolate Cave, Balcony Chamber,
Mitertite Hall, and Golden Dome Cave
as well as adjo ining passages in many of
the adjacent Garden Bridges caves. In the
I <J80's Bruce Rogers had co nn ected Blue
Grotto and Labyrinth Caves, then found a
terribly tight crawlway con nec tion, over a
so mew hat sta rtl ed packrat's nest, between
Go lden Dome and Hopkins Chocolate
Caves . In 2007, parties tried to co nnect the
Labyrinth-Blue Grotto and Hopkins-Golden
Dome seg ments to each other via Midden
Cave. Between these major segments lies a
wilderness of shorter, but significa nt, caves,
grottos, and natural bridges that still need to
be surveyed and, wherever poss ible, meshed
into th e prev io usly sur veye d passages.
Initially this proj ect see med si mpl e.
After seve ral ex peditio ns, howeve r, it

appeared that detailed mapping was
uncovering more seldo m visited and /or new
passage not indicated on the 1970's Waters
and earlier maps. Efforts will continue to
connect more of the middle and lower Cave
Loop caves into this network .
In addition to this work, parties have
been sent to the Harden Butte area of the
Monument. Caves abound in this area and
few trips return without reporting more
cave entrances. NPS -CRF rules only permit
entering about 40 feet into a new cave to
determine if fielding small, large, or multiple
parties would be needed for surveying. As
per CRF and NPS protocols, all caves are
surveyed as they are explored.
The final stages of the resurvey of
Merrill Ice Cave were started in 2007.
Requested by th e NPS, this work will tie
the cave and its ice monitoring station into
the Monument-wide GPS net. Eventually
this kind of data will allow a large-scale GIS
database map of th e Monument with all the
caves accurately located on it.
In addition to the survey work, five new
surveyors were trained. We at Lava Beds
see the need to train new cave surveyors
and cartographers to assist with the everincreasing load of new caves to map. Since
most Western cave surveyors are busy in
other project areas, we regularly run minisurvey co urses during the routin e mapping
trips to try to meet our needs .
I would like to thank all of the CRF
m embers who spe nt an extensive number of
volunteer hours and many holiday weekends
surveying above and below ground. Also to
be thanked are th e several cartographers
including Liz Wolff, Shane Fryer, and
others who have spent seemingly endless
hours drafting the final maps. Without
their dedication to this projec t, the efforts
towards co mpl eti on of maps and inventory
for the now ove r 750 caves in LASE would
not have been possible.
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LAVA BEDS NATIONAL MoNUMENT
(AVE RECONNAISANCE
William C. Devereaux
LABE/CRF Onsite Manager

This project started long before Cave
Research Foundation (CRF) became a player
at Lava Beds National Monument (LABE)
by Western cavers visiting the Monument.
At the start of the CRF presence at the
Monument in 1988 we defined this project,
created standards, designed a card/form,
trained our people how to use the form, and
worked with the Monument staff to apply it.
Many of the other projects use the card as a
starting point for their work. It is the most
basic document and must be completed
when a cave is found, recorded, studied, or
marked.
Mike Sims created the project, invented
the form, and trained most of us (both
CRF and park staff) in its use. The form is
a joint form called LABE, CRF 5/93. The
initial card was designed as a two-sided,
5"x7" card stock form. Because we found
the field investigator tended to forget to fill
out the backside of the card, we began using
a single-sided, 8.5" x 11" page-sized sheet
instead. Using the single sheet format meant
that all the data was filled on the first trip to
the cave. This short inventory consists of 19
specific items in 4 categories that the field
researcher looks for in the cave during their
first visit. They circle the Yes or No symbol,
and make remarks to the side of the entry.
They look for bats, pictographs, access
problems, de corations, ice, etc. TI1e card is
a living document. It is filled out in pencil,
and is updated as new information comes

to light. This year we made 6 new cards, but
fixed no older ones.
Another component of the Cave
Reconnaissance Proj ect was started a few
years ago. The concept was to take a digital
photo of each cave entrance with at least
one person over th e entrance pin, a meter
stick for scale, and the cave number written
in large black letters on a white board.
The location of the photo is at the brass
monument with one stick placed on it so
one can see where it is. The location of the
camera operator is noted on the recon card
so that the photograph can be replicated
later if needed. This facet of the project
saw only a little activity this year with a few
training photographs taken to familiarize
new CRF personnel.

Cave Research Foundation
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Bob Mark sits in the
southern entrance
alcove looking out of
the entrance of Fern
Cave, the site of the
largest collection of
pictographs in the
Monument. The lava
tube is also one of the
most sacred sites for
the Modoc tribe that
formerly lived within
the Lava Beds. A CRF
study of the large ferns
found that their closest
relatives are 110w found
along the California
coast some 120 miles
west. Thus these up-to 4 foot-long ferns are
relics of the last Ice Age
in the Monument.

Bruce Rogers
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CARTOGRAPHY OF (AVES IN REDWOOD (ANYON
Jed Mosenfe/der

Although survey and exploration of
Lilburn - California's longest cave - have
slowed down since the dramatic breakout
into the "Low Hanging Fruit" area in 2002,
several small but significant finds have
pushed the cave to a current length of
21.085 miles (33.941 km). My goal is to get
an updated quadrangle book published in
time for the 15th International Congress of
Spcleology in 2009.
Systematic quadrangle checking and
resurvey tasks have proved quite useful
in fixing the map, and resulted in finding
significant "leads" that were not shown
on the existing quadrangles. An example
is shown in the new M2L quadrangle,
featuring about 300 feet of new passage that
was found by noticing a small drain hole in
the floor - not marked as a lead - on the
quad above (M2M) .
Highlights of exploration in the last few
years include (roughly north to south in the
cave):
Several leads in the vicinity of the Alto
Stream were surveyed for 475 feet, while
trips to the nearby Badminton Room
yielded another 112 feet of new passage.
A very tight constriction southwest of
the Blue Passage was pushed by a team
of "world-class tiny cavers;' resulting in
about 60 feet of new passage. Several
leads with strong air were left, headed
off the map. Nearby, a dome was
climbed approximately 70 feet to a dead
end.
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Various trips to the Triangular Ladder
and Schreiber Complex netted about
350 feet of new passage.
A previously unknown lead was
discovered during routine quadchecking in the vicinity of the Canopy,
giving us 130 feet of well-decorated
virgin walking passage.
A new area was found near the start
of Crevice Way, up a short climb that
must have been known for decades. This
lead yielded 213 feet of mostly walking,
virgin passage just five minutes from the
entrance!
An upper level directly above River Pit
was surveyed for about 300 feet in three
trips. Just a little ways down River Pit
Avenue, a small "breakout" on an upper
level above River Pit Avenue yielded
384 feet of new passage. Meanwhile,
five other trips totaled 380 feet more of
passage in lower and intermediate levels
near River Pit Avenue.
While on a routine resurvey/resketch
task at the south end of River Pit
Avenue, a small drain hole was found
in the floor that the chief cartographer
boldly proclaimed couldn't possibly be a
real lead. A couple months later a survey
team returned to this hole and surveyed
almost 300 feet of new, apparently virgin
passage directly below where hundreds
of boots have stomped on their way to
the far south end of the cave.
A mazy breakdown area was surveyed
at the upper end of Thanksgiving Hall

2006-2007
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for 116 feet . This area is inching steadily
closer to the south end of the stream
passage down River Pit, where the river
sumps. An enticing (dry) lead remains
at the very south end of the cave for
anyone who feels like swimming across
the South Seas!

Author contact info:
Jed Mosenfelder
Division of Geological and Planetary
Sciences
California Institute of Technology
M /C 170-25
Pasadena, CA 91125
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MoJAVE CAvE SuRVEY
Bern Szuka/ski
Expedition Coordinator

April 20 - 23, 2007
Mojave National Preserve &
Providence Mountains State Recreation
Area Expedition
Providence Mountains, CA
The expedition was the first CRF project
trip to California's Mojave National Preserve
and Providence Mountains State Recreation
Area, and represented a joint effort by the
CRF and the Mojave Cave Survey. A total
of eleven cavers attended the weekend-long

so

expedition. l11e goals for the project were
to locate, survey, and inventory several
previously recorded caves in the area, as
well as ridgewalking in search of new caves.
Nine caves were mapped, including
Petroglyph Cave, \Vishbone Cave, and newly
relocated Car- JV!el Cave, a small vertical

cave that had been discovered in the 1960s
but remained elusive to modern day cavers
until recently. In addition to the mapped
caves, six previously unrecorded caves and
cave features were added to the MOJA
database, including the survey of Keyhole
Crevice Cave, a new find in the area. Several
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Clockwise from top: Dick Maxey reachingfor the
entrance of Keyhole Crevice Cave; Cheryl Early at
the top of the entrance pit of Car-Mel Cave;
Betty Veelik at the scenic entrance of Petroglyph
Cave.
Facing page, far left: Dick Maxey pushing onwards
into Wishbone Cave.
Facing page, near left: fohn Woods and Betty
Veelik adjust the rigging, while Dick Maxey
prepares to descend Car-Mel Cave.
All photos by Bern Szukalski.

other leads were noted including two
potential digs.
Most of those in attendance also enjoyed
a trip into Cave Of The Winding Stair, one of
the historic caves in the area, first bottomed
by Southern California Grotto members in
1949 and formerly California's deepest cave.
The group successfully bottomed the cave
and returned in an 11-hour trip.
A total of 231 volunteer person-hours
were logged.
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Bruce Rogers

Susan Landreth inspects bright red-orange lava drapes in Post Office Cave. This cave is one of the largest caves in
La1•a Beds National Nfonument with 5 super-imposed levels of tube. These basalt drapes formed as the tube cooled
and rivulets o.l molten rock slowly flowed down the still plastic lava tube wall. The color gradation of rich sienna
brown on the right o,(the photograph to very bright red-orange at the left indicates that there was a skylight to the
left that admitted s111face air into the tube. This oxidized the s111j'ace of the original blue-blackferrite lining into
reddish-/wed basalt as it cooled.
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GEOLOGY OF MAMMOTH CAVE
Arthur N. Palmer and Margaret V. Palmer

In troducti 011
on the spot by an independent note-taker.
The Geology of Mammoth Cave has

Later, the entire route from the Grand

been a formal 0JPS project and part of

Canyon to the Lost Passage in Crystal Cave

the CRF science program since the early

was hand-leveled on a single trip.

ll170s. Our initial goal was to determine
the influence of stratigraphy and geologic

Geologic mapping

structure on the location and pattern of
cave passages. Since then it has expanded

We quickly realized that we were

to include the geologic history of the

overlooking critical geologic information.

cave. Results based on the project have

No stratigraphy had yet been mapped in

appeared in print over several decades,

the cave, and it was unknown whether

but current readers will probably not he

individual strata were continuous enough

familiar with it. For that reason this report

to warrant tying the vertical survey to

briefly summarizes the history as well as the

prominent beds. In 1lJ70 we began a

current status of the project.

stratigraphic column in the Turnpike Room
of Crystal Cave and traced several dozen

Leveling surveys

beds through much of the cave. This showed
that the strata are continuous enough to be

Prior to the late llJ60s, C:RF compass-

traced over large areas and that they must

and-tape surveys did not include

have a significant influence on the cave

vertical angles, because the inaccuracy

developillent.

of inclinometer readings was thought to

Later mapping extended the vertical

exceed the passage gradients. Although

range of the geologic column to about 380

the \V,dker transit survey of the main

feet from the base of the sandstone cap-rock

routes in ivlammuth Cave was accurate, the

clown to the lowest accessible limestone bed

survey points were too sparse tu provide

in Logsdon -Hawkins River. This column

information about passage levels, gradients,

spanned the entire

and geologic control. A lew trial surveys

Ste. Genevieve Limestone, as well as 125

'' ith a hand level and rods in the Flint
Ridge system in ll167 -6lJ showed that it was

feet of the St. Louis Limestone (fig. 1).

possible to obL1in this information in a rapid

character, more than 100 individual beds

<mel inexpensive way. On the first leveling

can be correlated through the entire area

trip

of Flint Ridge and Mammoth Cave Ridge.

\\L'

m'tck

'I

se\'l'ral -milc loop through

C~irkin

Formation and

Despite Vclriations in thickness and rock

Colo.ssal and lkdquilt Cl\'cs th<lt closed

Reconnaissance trips to Procter, Long,

\\ ithin a couple of inches , as calcubtcd

Ruppel, and hsher Ridge showed that

Cm'e Research Fowulation
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broad correlations were still va lid, but some
individual beds were lost or ga ined, and that
certain others changed their character over
that distance. In the late 1990s we extended
the stratigraphic column to Hidden River
Cave, on the American Cave Conservation
Association property, and extended the
column about 50 feet deeper into the St.
Louis. The study of these beds and their
correlation with those in the Mammoth
Cave System are still underway.
Dr. E.R. Pohl of Horse Cave, a geologist,
CRF member, and former manager
of Crystal Cave, had made a detailed
stratigraphic survey of central Kentucky
but had apparently relied mainly on
surface outcrops for his study (Pohl, 1970).
Farther north, in Indiana and Illinois, the
main limestones had been subdivided into
several members, and Pohl extended that
nomenclature into central Kentucky. We
applied Pohl's member names to our own
column and added many informal sub-units
that can be recognized in the caves (Fig. 1).
They are difficult to recognize at the surface,
owing to scattered and discontinuous
exposures. The exact placement of some of
the Girkin members was at first uncertain,
but consultations with Dr. Garland Dever of
the Kentucky Geological Survey steered us
toward the placement that appears in Figure
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Throughout this study our primary
focus has been on Crystal Cave. It spans a
large part of the geologic column, and it also
includes very clear passage levels, mainly
because it is so close to the Green River,
which serves as the local base-level control.
The cave includes the highest (and oldest)
major level in the Mammoth Cave System.
The cave is so complex that there are
multiple examples of all types of passages,
intersections, and levels. It's also a short
walk to the entrance.

Stratigraphic Column
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Figure 1.

Geologic ir~fluence on cave passages
Our original goal was to determine
the influence of geologic structure on the
cave pattern, if any. This part of th e project
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worked fairly well. It became obvious that
th e structural contours on the geologic
map bore little relation to the structure of
th e limestone beds in the cave. This is no
refl ection on th e quality of surface mapping,
because in th e cave we have continuous
exposures of every bed, whereas at the
surface th e exposures are scattered and
discontinuous . Structural contours on the
Mammoth Cave Quadrangle were drawn at
the base of the Big Clifty Formation, which
is easy to map but has poor relation to the
de tailed structure. Some of the underlying
limestone beds are missing in places because
of erosion soon after they were deposited,
and in othe r places interstratal dissolution
has re moved much of th e limestone. The
sandstone also tends to slump downslope,
and although a competent geologist can
spot this problem, it certainly complicates
the mapping.
Each limestone bed varies in thickness
from place to place according to its original
depositional environment. This causes
each bedding plane to have a unique clip
and strike at each point. Each bedding
plane has irregularities that vary from
insignificant wiggles to minor bumps and
hollows a few ce ntim eters to meters across,
and to broad variations on the scale of tens
to hundreds of meters. Broader ones are
overwhelmed by gentle warping of the strata
by tectoni c stresses within the crust. These
structures te nd to be much broader than the
depositional on es and are generally the ones
that dominate th e geologic maps.
Fro m the standpoint of a cave passage,
howeve r, it is th e combination of local
and regional structure that counts . Even
th e small irregularities can affect the flow
direction o f a small tri ckle of groundwater,
whereas progressively larger amounts of
!low arc atl"c cted by proportionally la rger
stru ctures.
\Ve f(JLmd that even in th e almost

horizontal beds of the region (dip < 0.5
degree) the vadose canyons and perched
vadose tubes tended to follow the dip very
faithfully. The wiggly pattern of the passages
is controlled by irregularities in the dip
that are imperceptible to the eye. They
showed up well in the leveling surveys. In
places , canyons that seemed to be heading
up the dip were actually following local
dip reversals. Likewise, tubular passages
such as Cleaveland Avenue tend to follow
the strike of the beds, although with some
major deviations. Echo River, for example,
heads more or less down the dip, because
that happened to be the most favorable
path to the Green River. Some examples
are described in Palmer (1977, 1981, and
1989a).
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Geomorphic interpretation
In 1970-71, Franz-Dieter Miotke, of
Hanover, Germany, was pursuing a Ph.D.
dissertation on geomorphology of the
Mammoth Cave region. He proposed that
we co-author a paper that combined his
surface observations with our cave leveling.
This was a bit premature, as we had only
begun to sort out the meaning of the various
cave levels, and the interpretation of erosion
levels at the surface was still rather sketchy
(it has been superseded since then). But
the little monograph that resulted (Miotke
and Palmer, 1972) gave a boost to the
geomorphic interpretation of Mammoth
Cave. An example of the geologic portrayal
of cave levels in that publication is shown in
Figure 2.
We later revised the interpretation, so
that the estimated dates were older. This reinterpretation was based on paleomagnetic
elating of cave sediments by Victor Schmidt
(1982). His measurements showed a
magnetic reversal at the Cleaveland Avenue
level, which indicates an age greater than
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780,000 years. He extrapolated the dates
upward into the highest levels and estimated
that they were one or two million years old.
His extrapolation of age was linear with
elevation, however. We considered that the
highest levels were much older, since they
were formed during a more stable period
of river erosion, when slow downcutting
alternated with gradual filling of passages
with sediments.
We reckoned that the highest level,
Collins Avenue, in Crystal Cave, must be
tens of millions of years old. The reasoning
is that its elevation is considerably higher
than the local level of the Pennyroyal
Plateau. Its ceiling is ungraded (looping up
and down along its length) and the passage
is strike oriented, which indicate that the
passage began to form below the water
table. Because it is located so close to the
Green River, the river must have also been
at or above that elevation. Since Collins
Avenue formed, the Pennyroyal Plateau
must have been eroded downward several
tens of meters to the position the plateau
occupied when the next-lower passages
were formed (e.g., Audubon Avenue in
Mammoth Cave, main passage of Salts Cave,
etc.).
To clarify the passage levels, we ran

leveling surveys through many of the main
passages in Flint Ridge and in Mammoth
Cave, and used the local stratigraphy as
a way to estimate passage elevations in
other passages. l11e results showed that
the major levels in the cave were quite
consistent in elevation throughout the cave.
Passage elevations alone are not very good
indicators of level, because many phreatic
tubes wander up and down below the
water table. To avoid misinterpretation of
the levels, we used the point where vadose
canyons changed character to phreatic
tubes. An example is where the upper part
of the Boone Avenue canyon changes to
a tube that was tributary to Cleaveland
Avenue in Mammoth Cave.
The various major levels (A, B, C, and
D) and their relation to the stratigraphy are
shown in Figure 2. From this figure it is clear
that the levels are also not controlled by
stratigraphy or structure, because passages
at any given level throughout the cave are
located in different beds. We interpreted the
difference between the large upper levels
and the smaller lower levels to be the result
of changes in flow pattern in the Ohio River
(Miotke and Palmer, 1972; Palmer, 1981,
1989b).
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Cosrnogenic dating
In the mid-1990s, Darryl Granger of
Purdue University was developing a
technique for dating quartz-rich sediment
in caves using cosmogenic radionuclides,
expanding from his Ph.D. work at the
University of California at Berkeley. At the
surface, sediment is bombarded by cosmic
radiation, which produces tiny amounts
of radioactive aluminum and beryllium
isotopes in quartz sand and pebbles. When
the quartz sediment is carried underground,
it is shielded from cosmic rays, and the
two isotopes begin to decay without being
replenished. The isotopes decay at different
rates, so their ratio in the sediment can
be used to determine the time that has
elapsed since the sediment was first carried
underground. The limit of the technique is
about 5 million years.
We invited Darryl to study the
sediments in Mammoth Cave, which are
ideal for this sort of study because of their
rich quartz content. The results (Granger
and Palmer, 1997; Granger eta!., 2001)
showed that sediment in level B was up to
4 million years old. In levels C and D the
elates clustered around 1.5 million years
and 1.0 million years, respectively (see
Figure 2). These elates correlate well with
the suspected elates for the diversions in the
Ohio River. In fact, this kind of information
is helping to sort out the complex drainage
history of the entire east-central U.S. (see
also Anthony and Granger, 2004).
An odd result of the elating was that
ncar the river valley, almost all the elates in
levels A and B were about 2.6 million years.
This made no sense at first because level
A and the two parts of level B are clearly
sequential and not contemporary. Then we
remembered a paper that we had published
back in 1975, based mainly on studies by
M.V. Palmer, which proposed that the
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Mitchell Plain of Indiana (and therefore also
the Pennyroyal Plateau of Kentucky) had
formed in two stages: an erosional phase
followed by a period of thick sediment
accumulation, especially in the vicinity of
river valleys (Palmer and Palmer, 1975).
The sediment dates clearly supported this
idea and gave a concrete date as well. All
the major passages in the Mammoth Cave
System show evidence for thick sediment
accumulation, which has been partly
excavated from most of them by later cavestream erosion. The reason for this period
of sedimentation is not yet known, but it
probably relates to a temporary drying of
the climate.

Chemical interpretations
Chemical measurements of cave water
were also part of the cave geology study.
Some of the results are reported in Palmer
and Palmer (1995) and Palmer (2004). Some
of the conclusions are as follows:
Carbon dioxide levels in the cave are
extremely low (about 0.07%). These are
the lowest we have ever recorded in a cave
(although it is likely that other caves in the
region beneath the sandstone caprock have
similar values). The reason seems to be
that inputs of high-C02 water are limited
to areas where the sandstone cap has been
eroded away. Furthermore, water that seeps
through the sandstone starts dissolving
the limestone beneath the cap, where
C02 cannot be replenished from the soil.
Dissolution of limestone in these essentially
closed conditions causes the C02 to drop
to almost negligible values. Meanwhile the
pH of the water rises to 9 or even 10. When
this water finally emerges into the cave, it
quickly absorbs C02 from the cave air and
becomes solutionally aggressive again. Some
results of this process are etching of the
limestone bedrock where water seeps in,
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and replacement of limestone by gypsum.
Nearly all of the cave streams are
undersaturated with limestone and are
dissolving. This may not seem unusual, but
in many caves the water is supe rsaturated
and is able to enlarge the caves only during
high flow. The most undersaturated streams
in Mammoth Cave are those that are
perched on resistant beds. The highest levels
of saturation are in base-level streams and
pools at or near the Green River elevation.
In separate studies, Chris Groves and
Darlene Anthony (Western Kentucky
University) and Joe Meiman (National
Park Service) monitored the chemistry
of the main Logsdon River in Mammoth
Cave. Their studies show that most of the
solutional enlargement of the passage takes
place during highest 5-10% of the flow.

status of geologic studies in th e Park. There
was a focus on opportunities for integrating
the geologic mapping into an interact ive
3-D map, in coo peration with the CRF
ca rtographers.
This sort of interaction with the Park
Service staff is especially mea ningful,
because it gives validity to all th e scientific
work that has been done in the Park and is
a way of acknowledging the encouragement
that the Park Service has given us over the
years.
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY OF THE REDWOOD
MouNTAIN PENDANT, SEQUOIA AND KINGS CANYON
NATIONAL PARKS
Dr. Marek Cichanski
De Anza College
Cupertino, CA

Overview:
This geological study is being performed
in conjunction with the CRF Lilburn Cave
project in the Sierra Nevada of California.
The purpose of the study is to understand
the metamorphic and deformational history
of the body of metamorphic rock that
hosts Lilburn Cave. This body of rock is a
small remnant of the rock that made up the
majority of the Sierra Nevada mountain belt
before the intrusion of the granitic rocks
that now form most of the range.
Studying the tectonic history of the
Sierra Nevada is an exercise in dealing with
missing evidence. Magma, which intruded
the crust and cooled to become the granitic
rocks of the Sierra Nevada, obliterated most
of the rocks that once existed in this area.
These o lder rocks would have recorded
the history of deposition, metamorphism,
and deformation that occurred in this part
of North America as it interac ted with the
plates of the Pacific Ocean basin. Thanks
to the intruding magma, however, only
scattered remnants of these non-granitic
rocks remain, and Lilburn Cave is hosted
in one of them - the Redwood Mountain
pendant (the term 'pendant' indicates that
these masses of pre-granitic rock have
long bee n envisioned as masses that would
appear to hang down into the bodies of
gra nit ic rock).

I seek to elucidate the history of
deformational and metamorphic events
that affected the rocks of the Redwood
Mounta in pendant. Numerous workers
have co nducted studies like this in other
pre-g ranitic rocks of the Sierra Nevada
(c.f. Girty, 1977, Saleeby and Busby, 1993),
and my study aims to extend this work into
the area around Lilburn Cave. The events
that I seek to study are, for the most part,
not strictly related to speleogenesis or
other topics that traditionally fall under
the heading of 'speleology: I am interested
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The Redwood Mountain pendant
consists mostly of quartz-biotite schist,
with minor quartzite, marble, and
metaconglomerate (Sisson and Moore,
1994). The marble hosts Lilburn Cave.
Previous workers have divided the pregranitic rocks of the Sierra Nevada into
several domains, and the Redwood
Mountain pendant is thought to be part of
a belt called the 'Kings Terrane' (Nokleberg,
1983). The rocks of this belt are envisioned
by many workers to have been origi nally
formed as marine sedimentary rocks
deposited on th e outer edge of the North
American continental shelf.

Objectives:
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Redwood Mountain at
sunset.

in the Paleozoic and Mesozoic events
that created and affected these rocks. The
influence of rock structure on the genesis
of Lilburn Cave has already been studied by
McCoy (1982). These events took place long
before the modern Sierra Nevada existed as
a block of high-standing topography, and
long before the marble of Redwood Canyon
was exhumed by erosion or affected by
near-surface groundwater flow. The cave,

bedrock outcrops in Redwood Canyon,
and recording the lithology and structural
features of these outcrops, as well as
collecting samples of them (this sampling
is done under a research and collecting
permit from the National Park Service). The
underground field work is essentially the
same, with sand and mud replacing trees
and soil as the obscuring agents that conceal
the bedrock in most places.
The rock samples are being prepared
for thin-section analysis, which will involve
examining 30-micron-thick slices of rock
under the microscope. This microscopic
examination will allow the mineral
composition and microstructures of the
rocks to be seen clearly.
I had hoped to do field work in 2006,
but my scheduled time for field work
was preempted by the illness of a family
member.

Observations to Date:

During the summers of 2005 and 2007,
I conducted surface field work in Redwood
Canyon, and I have conducted underground
field work in Lilburn cave as opportunities
have arisen during CRF expeditions. This
field work consists of locating and reaching

My field work in 2005 and 2007 has
enabled me to come to grips with the
major questions raised by the rocks of the
Redwood Mountain pendant, and to explore
the limitations of what I can learn from the
rocks.
This study was originally conceived as
an attempt to elucidate the various events
that gave the metamorphic rocks their
present-day mineralogy and structure. For
example, metamorphic rocks like schist and
marble exhibit layering, but this layering is
distinctly different from the sedimentary
bedding that characterizes the limestone in
which most caves are found. This layering,
called 'foliation; may in itself show evidence
of a complex history, in which pre-existing
layering (such as an older foliation, or the
even older sedimentary bedding) has been
folded and overprinted by minerals that
grew during metamorphism. Multiple
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then, provides a convenient outcrop to
supplement the surface outcrops, which are
somewhat sparse due to their being in an
old-growth montane forest . Additionally,
the marble occupies only a small portion
of the pendant, and therefore much of
my study concerns non-cavernous rocks
exposed on the floor and flanks of Redwood
Canyon.

Approach:
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such episodes of folding and metamorphic
mineral growth are common in rocks like
those that comprise the Redwood Mountain
pendant.
Outcrops of metamorphic rock often
show multiple generations of overprinting
deformational and metamorphic events,
and I have sought to find and document
such a history in the rocks around Lilburn
Cave. Unfortunately, however, field work
in 2007 showed that outcrops of sufficient
quality almost certainly do not exist in the
Redwood Mountain pendant. Although a
surprisingly large number of outcrops are
present, despite being in an old-growth
forest, these outcrops are almost uniformly
covered with reddish-brown weathering
varnish and /or thick encrustations of lichen.
Large outcrop surfaces would be necessary
in order to work out, say, a sequence of
folding events, and such surfaces simply do
not appear to be present. The only really
useful outcrops are along Redwood Creek,
which flows along the bottom of Redwood
Canyon, and in Lilburn Cave. Most of the
marble in Lilburn Cave is a banded marble
with planar, steeply-dipping foliation, and
shows only scattered exposures of folding or
other structural elements.
As a result of the field work in 2005
and 2007, I now know that a detailed
investigation of outcrop-scale structures
is not likely to be feasible. There remains
the possibility that the thin sections may
tell a microstructural story. Examination
of thin sections from rocks collected in
2005, however, has been delayed by issues
with the thin-section preparator. His lab
has been very overloaded with work, and
the preparation of the sections is several
months behind schedule. I hope to have thin
sections to examine in early- to mid-2008.
Rocks collected in 2007 and later may have
their thin sections prepared by my students
or myself in the coming years, depending

on funding and acquisition of the necessary
equipment.

Despite the unfortunate lack of
suitable outcrops of the pendant's noncarbonate rocks, the marble of Lilburn
Cave still holds the promise of answering
some questions about the structural
history of the metamorphic rocks. For
example, the marble contains numerous
inclusions of non-carbonate rock, and
the contrast between brittle deformation
of the inclusions and the simultaneous
ductile deformation of the marble may
provide constraints on the conditions of
metamorphism.
While the field work to date has shown
that a detailed structural story may not
be forthcoming from the pendant rocks,
there may be interesting questions yet to be
answered related to the role of fluids durin g
the metamorphism of the rocks. Each of the
three main types of rock in the Redwood
Mountain pendant - schist, quartzite, and
marble - appears to have its own unique
features related to the movement of fluids
during metamorphism. For example, the
schist is characterized by abundant quartz
(+I- feldspar and mica?) veins, and abundant
calcite veins characterize the marble. I hope
to answer questions raised by these veins,
and the lack of each vein type outside of its
host rock. For example, is the confinement
of the quartz (possibly granitic?) veins to the
schist a sign that it formed at a very different
location and/or time than the quartzite
and marble? Or did each rock unit simply
produce its own fluid-related features
during metamorphism? Is it possible that
the veins in the schist are, in fact, granitic,
and thus potentially datable by radiometric
means? These are the sorts of questions that
I hope to answer during the remainder of
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the project.
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LAVA BEDS NATIONAL MoNUMENT
IcE LEVEL MoNITORING PRoJECT
William C. Devereaux
LABE!CRF Onsite Manager

The Ice Level Monitoring project in
Lava Beds National Monument (LAB£) has
been going on since the 1970's under the
guidance of Mike Sims. I have helped him
since 1988 when this project became one
of the initial Cave Research Foundation
(CRF) projects. I have now taken on the
job of Principal Investigator, with Mike
assisting me in the final report writing
for the year. This last year we made eight
measurements in the nine designated ice
caves during four expeditions. We use
a digital thermometer that measures in
tenths of a degree. We use a fiberglass tape
to measure the distance from a stainless
steel pin mounted in the cave wall to the
surface of the water and to the ice surface
in hundredths of a foot. We record the date,
the measurements, brief remarks on quality
of the ice, debris including dead critters on
the ice, and conditions of the room at each
measuring station. During this last year's
expeditions, the ice floors in Merrill, Frozen
River, Incline, Big Painted, Caldwell, Cox,
and Crystal Ice Caves have declined or
disappeared.
The height of the ice floor in Skull Cave
has held steady for three years. The stainless
steel gate has stopped traffic across the
ice floor and the floor has recovered well.
In some areas, however, the ice floor has
melted back and exposed bone materials
including Bighorn and deer long bones,
vertebra, and other smaller bones. As these
melt out of the ice, CRF personnel have

carefully covered them with thin slabs of
basalt to protect them from damage and/or
pilfering until they can be documented and /
or recovered and studied.
Heppe Cave's ice floor has regenerated
after being water- and ice-less for exactly six
years. As of March 2007, the pool extended
nearly across the tube passage and measures
about 26 feet x 33 feet (7.9 x 10m). By
late summer about 6 to 10 inches (15 to 25
em) of melt water covered the ice-floored
pool, making it a major water source for the
wildlife in the Monument.
Captain Jack's Cave is still iceless with
no indication of ice floor regeneration.
Two pins were initially installed in
Upper Ice Cave, but now only one can be
relocated. Freeze-thaw action or other
agents may have removed the pin from its
former location.
In Merrill Ice Cave, the ice pond and
flanking ice rivers are virtually gone. The
remaining ice is now only found on two
sides of the pond. A five foot high stratified
ice fissure deposit still exists along the NW
corner of the pond area while the north side
of the pond area has a stratified lens of ice
about three feet thick . USGS researchers
sampled this lens late in 2006; we await their
findings . The measuring pin #l was initially
mounted at knee level above the ice floor,
but is more than ten feet above the existing
brea kdown floor. The aluminum catwalk
has been moved since its supports were
left hanging in air after the ice melted and
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the underlying breakdown compacted. A
viewing platform and interpretation panel
was installed by the National Park Service
(NPS) at the north end of the ice pond area
and the cave re-opened to visitor traffic.
The two ice rivers feeding the ice pond from
both upstream and downstream passages
have disappeared.
In Frozen River Cave the ice floor and
pool are gone. The measuring pin is directly
above the now dry breakdown floor.
The spreadsheet and graphs created by
David Haske! show the trends in ice levels
and water between 1990 and 2005. NPS
personnel Angela Buckley and Shane Fryer
have revised and expanded this spreadsheet
and deserve full credit for the effort to

make the spreadsheet and data current. Mr.
Fryer has also written a report on the NPS
evaluation of the ice situation.
In 2007, former LABE Cave Specialist
Kelly Fuhrman published a paper in
the Journal of Cave and Karst Studies
documenting the disappearance of the
ice rivers and pond in Merrill Ice Cave
(Fuhrmann, K., 2007, Monitoring the
disappearance of a perennial ice deposit in
Merrill Cave: Huntsville, AL, Jour. of Cave
and Karst Stud., 69:2, pp. 256-65).

Charles Fox in Skull Ice
Cave.
R. Scott House
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R. Sco tt House

Steve Samoray in the entrance to Cookstove Cave, Pioneer Forest, Shannon County, MO.
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R. Scott He se

Pickerel frog in Bunker Hill Cave, MO.
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A VIRTUAL TouR oF VALENTINE

CAvE"
Bill and Peri Frantz

is predetermined, the user can choose
between multiple paths, view as little or
as much of the scene as desired, and even
revisit places if so desired. All it took was
one demo, and the idea of making a virtual
cave tour was irresistible. Little did we
guess how large this project would grow,
and how many different activities it would
encompass.
The first step was to learn how to
produce panoramas and link them together,
a process called QuickTime VR authoring.
\Ve picked Valentine Cave in Lava Beds
National Monument , because it is mostly
easy walking passage, but has enough

crawlways and complexity to be interesting.
Furthermore, the cave is clean and dry,
allowing us to avoid typical caving problems
while we were trying to work through the
photographic problems. During our first
in-cave session we shot five panoramas.
These were soon assembled into a prototype
tour that we could show to cavers and to
the Monument staff. Their reactions were
positive, and the staff was quite excited
about the potential for developing it into
an interpretive exhibit for the new Visitor
Center.
As we watched people use this first
prototype, it quickly became obvious that
it was a lot easier to become disoriented
and get turned around in the virtual reality
environment than in a real cave. To mitigate
this problem we decided to try connecting
a map of the cave with the user's progress
through the virtual tour. A small flashlight
would track the explorer's progress on
the map, and indicate the direction being
viewed. Linking the VR, the map and the
flashlight required programming, and so
one of us (Bill) developed the first version
of the VRMap program. When we showed
this expanded prototype to the Monument's
staff, they became even more enthusiastic,
and approved an official project, with the
goal of building a display for the Visitor
Center.
From this new effort, the monument
staff' wanted a state of the art exhibit that
would off'er a "caving experience" to the
physically limited and provide all visitors
with a wide-ranging interpretation of lava
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In the mid 1990s, Apple Computer
released a technology called QuickTime
Virtual Reality, or QTVR. This technology
allowed a developer to create a virtual
world from panoramas in which the user
could rotate through 360 degrees of view,
look up and down, and zoom in and out
on objects of interest. In addition, parts of
the panorama could be designated as hot
spots that could be used to link to other
panoramas, and cause other actions. Unlike
a video, in which the order of presentation
Valentine splash screen.
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tubes and of the National Monument. We
wanted to learn to create and deploy virtual
reality cave tours. Because the potential of
the technology extended far beyond a single
cave tour, we decided to build an extensible
and reusable software environment that put
the user in charge while maintaining a visual
relationship between the VR and the cave
map.
By the time we finished this project, we
had developed six major components . In
addition to a vastly enhanced version of the
VR movie, with twenty-five stations, and
a greatly expanded version of the VRMap
program, there was the cave map itself, an
audio narration for the computer to play
as the user moves through the tour, and
extensive spot photography to highlight
selected features of the cave. Last, and
by no means least, we needed a way of
coordinating all of these components, and
pulling the presentation together into an
integrated whole.
Each station in the cave consists of a VR
movie, or panorama, plus associated spot
photographs and audio narratives. For the
photography we used a Nikon SLR camera,
color negative film, a tripod, lots of flash
gear, and a panoramic tripod head. The
panoramic tripod head allowed us to rotate
the camera by precise increments from shot
to shot, while keeping the center of the lens
on the axis of rotation to avoid distortion.
Each panorama consists of either twelve
or eighteen 35 mm photographs that are
stitched together into a single panoramic
image. To minimize the amount of
equipment we had to carry into the cave, we
developed a technique that involved moving
the flash units between each of the pictures.
After some experimentation, we learned to
do this without creating anomalous shadows
in the overlapping areas of the photographs.
Most of the photography for the VRs
was done in four cave trips, however

there were numerous return trips to rephotograph flawed images and make spot
photographs. If we were doing this project
today, we would use a digital camera.
However, when we started the project in
1999, the digital age was just dawning, and
print film was our preferred medium. Our
local camera store provided us with a photoCO of the images along with th e developed
film.
Once we had the digitized images, we
used Apple's QuickTime/VR Authoring
Studio to stitch them together into
panoramas and to link the panoramas into a
QTVR movie. The first stitching operation,
involving eighteen high-quality images, took
11 hours of computer time. The application
of money, in the form of additional
computer memory, reduced this time to less
than an hour per panorama.
The VRMap program, which runs the
QTVR movie and coordinates it with the
map, is written using QuickTime for Java. It
will run on both Macintosh and Windows
computers, and is available under the
Gnu Public License. Keith Johnson kindly
helped us debug the software in a Windows
environment.

Opening scene.

Bill Frrwlz
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Going into the cave.
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We were fortunate that the USGS had
published an excellent map of Valentine
Cave that was not encumbered with
intellectual property restrictions. Using this
public domain map as a base, we removed
unneeded complexity, added markers for
each panorama station, and, in short order,
had our map.
Developing the narration was another
learning experience. In order to make the
experience more realistic, each station
provides at least two narrations, one for
travel into the cave and the other for the
trip out. At junctions there are additional
narrations depending on how the explorer
enters the room. With help from Janet
Sowers, Peri began to look for places in
the VR that illustrated typical lava tube
features. A script began to emerge. As this
script evolved, it was repeatedly reviewed
both by Janet and the Monument staff. This
process also helped identify features that
could be more thoroughly interpreted with
the aclclition of close-ups and other spot
photography. In all, the script went through

18 revisions before it was ready to
record. The recording was done
in the sound studio of Flowinglass
Music, courtesy of Kristof Klaver
and Margaret Davis.
With an idea at last of what
spot photography was needed,
we made numerous trips back to
Valentine Cave. We also combed
through our own photo-archives
and those of the Monument,
seeking suitable pictures.
Although most of the spot
photographs are indeed taken in
Valentine in the end, we added a
few from other Monument caves.
At the core of Virtual
Valentine is the VRMap Control
File. The VRMap program
consults the Control File to
determine where to place the
flashlight on the map, what sound files to
play when entering a station, and what
spot photographs to display when the user
clicks on a hot spot. The Control File is a
self-documenting text file, and is easy to
edit. By changing it, one can change the
presentation of the overall VR without any
need for programming skills.
Virtual Valentine was subject to
extensive testing on multiple platforms.
Apple Computer even used it to test
new versions of QuickTime for Java
and QuickTime/VR, thereby providing
additional testing. To get some idea of how
a naive user would approach the tour, we
frequently asked our houseguests to play
with it while we observed their problems
and frustrations. This process enabled us
to tune and enhance the presentation, and
improve its usability.
In spite of all the testing, when the tour
was initially deployed in 2005, there was a
show-stopping problem. It was all too easy
for visitors to inadvertently launch multiple
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copies, rapidly consuming all available
memory and bringing the tour to a halt. This
required intervention by the Visitor Center
staff, making the tour unusable. The exhibit
was temporarily removed from the Visitor
Center, and we then worked to harden the
software.
To speed the process, the Monument
loaned us the PC that eventually would
be used in the exhibit. With this in hand,
and after considerable reprogramming, we
were able to develop a "kiosk mode;' where
a user could not escape the program to
access the operating system. This version
of VRMap seems to have solved the
problems experienced at the Visitor Center,

and Virtual Valentine is now once again
running in the Visitor Center. Judging from
the comments in its logbook, visitors are
enjoying it.
Future plans include a further revision
of the script based on 3-6 months of actual
use, additional tours of other caves both
in the monument and elsewhere, a CD for
sale in the Visitor Center, and encouraging
others to use VRMap for their own tours.
One other tour that is available today is a
tour of Hurricane Crawl Cave included with
the 2003 NSS Convention Guidebook.
For information about using VRMap for
your own projects, contact us at vrmap@

pwpconsult.com.

Passage to the entrance.

Bill Fra11tz
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LILBURN RESTORATION PROJECT

2007

Bill Frantz

Hi// Frr111l Z

1l1e lo ng running exploration and
scientific resea rch activities in the caves of
Redwood Canyon, dating back to th e late
1940s, have had adverse impacts on the
caves. In particular, sediment and mud have
bee n tracked a nd dropp ed onto previously
cl ea n formations . The primary goal of the
Redwood Ca nyon Cave Restoration project
is to mitigate human- caused impacts in
Lilburn Cave and other caves in Redwood
Ca nyo n.
Soiled formations are clea ned using
water spray, water flooding and sc rubbing
with soft brushes. In severe cases, as a last
reso rt, physical or chemical removal of

as required to achieve a visually improved
result.
In addition, trails in frequently traveled
areas, and in those that traverse deco rated
reaches of the caves, may be flagged to
designate routes that minimize the potential
impact on form ations, substrates, and cave
habitats.
During 2007, fiftee n people participated
in seven restoration trips, all in Lilburn
Cave. Several people participated in
multiple trips. Most of these trips had
specific restoration goals, while a few
included additional objectives such as
newcomer orientation and survey.
The major areas of the cave that were
cleaned were:

•
•

The Canopy Area (cleaning and trail
flaggin g),
The Ice Formations (cleaning),
BX passage nea r BX4 (clea ning and trail
flagging), and
The Bacon Rind Room (cleaning and
delicate area flagging) .

1l1ere are still a number of areas that
need work. They will be visited in future
yea rs.
I would like to thank this year's
participants:
Diana t'vlihn escu
c/callillg at BXtl.

thin layers of calcite may be used to release
detrital particles from th e surface of the
cave's secondary formation s. Resto ration
begins with techniques that produ ce the
least adverse impacts on th e cave. More
aggressive techniqu es may be empl oyed
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Shannon Mathey
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Clockwise from
upper left: Elaine
Garvey, Kristen
Anklewits, and
Mishka Balunova
in the Bacon Rind
Room; Elaine Garvey
and Chuck Lee clean
the Ice Formations;
Paul Nelson and
Elaine Garvey clean
near the Canopy
Area.
All photos by Bill
Frantz
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CAvE BooKs 2006- 2007
Paul Steward

com

to form CAVE BOOKS, a non-profit press
devoted to th e publishing of cave and karst
related material. Who better to publish

Please send inquires to:
Paul Steward, Editor

books about caves than cavers?
The first book was The Grand Kentucky
jun ction, a companion to The Longest Cave.
Since that first book, CAVE BOOKS has
gone on to become the largest publisher of
ca ve and karst books in the world. We also
publish CRF annual reports, newsletters,
research monographs, historical reprints,
and cave maps. Solicitation of manuscripts
is an ongoing endeavor and new items are
continuously being added to the inventory.
Publishing books is expensive. To
keep costs clown and prices low, we
depend entirely on a staff of volunteers. At
present, CAVE BOOKS staff consists of
Roger McClure, Publisher; Paul Steward,
Managing Editor; Elizabeth Winkler, Editor;
Pete Lindsley, Web Design; David Hanson,
Sa les, and many other CRF volunteers who
help with shipping. Reve nu e from this effort
provides the primary support for many
Foundation programs.
Books published by CRF under CAVE
BOOKS (ISBN prefix 0-93978) are listed in
Books In Print. CAVE BOOKS is also listed
in the standard directories as a publishing
house with interests in nonfi ction and
f-iction having to do with caves, karst, and
speleology.
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Find us on the web at: www.cavebooks.

In 1981, several cavers com bined their
money, knowl edge, and their love of books

Cal'e Researclt Foundation

Cave Books
277 Clamer Road
Trenton, NJ 08628
pddb@juno.com

CAVE BOOKS Publications
through 2007
Alpine Karst, 2004, Volume 1
Tina Oliphant, editor. 2004. Illustrated.
130 pp.

Alpine Karst, 2006, Volume 2
Tina Oliphant, editor. 2006. Illustrated.
170 pp.
Archeology of the Mammoth Cave Area
Patty Jo Watson, editor. 1997. Illustrated.
255 pp.
The Art of Caving
Linda Heslop. 1996. Illustrated. 50 pp.
Atlas o(the Great Caves of the World
Paul Courbon, Claude Chabert, Peter
Bosted, Karen Lindsley. 1989.
Illustrated. 376 pp.

Carlsbad, Caves, and a Camera
Robert Nymeyer. 1978. Illustrated. 318
pp.

Cave Geology
Arthur Palmer. 2007. Illustrated. 454 pp.
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Cave Research Foundation: Origins and the
First Twelve Years 1957-1968
Richard A. Watson, editor. 1981.
Illustrated. 495 pp.
Cave Research Foundation Personnel
Manual, 3rd edition.
Diana 0. Daunt-Mergens, editor. 1981.
176 pp.
Cave Research Foundation Personnel
Manual for Eastern Operations
Karen Willmes, editor. 1999. 290 pp.
Caverns Measureless to Man
Sheck Exley. 1994. Illustrated. 325 pp.
The Caves Beyond: The Story of the Floyd
Collins' Crystal Cave Exploration
Joe Lawrence, Jr., Roger W. Brucker. 1975.
Illustrated. 318 pp.
Caving
Richard Watson. 1994. 17 pp.
The Darkness Beckons
Martyn Farr. 1991. Illustrated. 280 pp.
The Darkness Beckons, revised edition
Martyn Farr. 2000. Illustrated. 304 pp.
The Darkness Beckons Supplement:
Postscript, The 1990s
Martyn Farr. 2000. Illustrated. 23 pp.
Deep Secrets: Discovery and Exploration of
Lechuguilla Cave
Stephen Reames, Lawrence Fish, Paul
Burger, Patricia Kambesis. 1999.
Illustrated. 381 pp.
Diamond Caverns: jewel of Kentucky's
Underground
Stan Sides . 2007 . Illustrated. 22 pp.
Emergence, a novel
Marian McConnell. 1999. Illustrated. 173
pp.
A Geological Guide to Mammoth Cave
National Park
Arthur N. Palmer. 1981. Illustrated. 210
pp.
The Grand Kentucky function
Patricia P. Crowthers, Cleveland F. Pinnix,
Richard B. Zopf, Thomas A. Brucker,
P. Gary Eller, Stephen G. Wells, John P.
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Wilcox. 1984. 96 pp.
A Guide to Speleological Literature of the
English Language 1794-1996
Diana E. Northup, Emily Davis Mobley,
Kenneth L. Ingham Ill, William W.
Mixon, editors. 1998. 539 pp.
Guide to the Swface Trails ofMammoth
Cave National Park
Stanley D. Sides. 1991. Illustrated. 100 pp.
Hidden Beneath the Mountains: The Caves
of Sequoia and Kings Canyon National
Parks
Joel Despain. 2003. Illustrated. 128 pp.
The jewel Cave Adventure: Fifty Miles of
Discovery Under South Dakota
Herb and Jan Conn. 1981. Illustrated. 240
pp.
The Life and Death of Floyd Collins,
by Homer Collins as told t0 John J.
Lehrberger. 2001. Illustrated. 206 pp .
Memoirs of a Speleologist: The Adventurous
Life of a Famous French Cave Explorer
Robert de Joly. 197S. Illustrated. 200 pp.
The Mammoth Cave National Park Research
Cente1; A Cave Research Foundation
Study.
Richard A. Watson, Philip M. Smith.
1963. Illustrated. 50 pp.
Prehistoric Cavers of Marnmoth CaFe
Colleen O'Connor Olson. 2004.
Illustrated. 64 pp.
Rambles in the Mammoth Cave, During tlie
Year 1844, by a Visitor
Alexander Clark Bullitt. 1985. Illustrated.
134 pp.
Scary Stories of Mamrnoth Cave
Colleen O'Connor Olson, Charles
Hanion. 2002. Illustrated. 92 pp.
South China Caves
Ronda! R. Bridgeman, Karen B. Lindsley.
1991. Illustrated . 62 pp.
Speleological Resea rch in the Mammoth
Cave Region, Kentucky, Elements ofan
integrated Prograrn.
Philip M. Smith . 1960. 18 pp.
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Speleology: Caves and the Cave Environment
George W. Moore, Nicholas Sullivan.
1997. Illustrated. 176 pp.
Subterranean Climbers: Twelve Years in the
World:s Deepest Chasm
Pierre Chevalier. 1975. Illustrated. 248 pp.
Ten Years Under the Earth
Norbert Casteret. 1975. Illustrated. 320
pp.
True Tales of Terror in the Caves of the
World
Paul Jay Steward. 2005. 141 pp.

Under Plowman's Floor (reprint)
Richard Watson. 2006. 224 pp.
Wilderness Resources in Mammoth Cave
National Park: A Regional Approach
Joseph K. Davidson, William P. Bishop.
1971. Illustrated. 34 pp.
Wupatki National Mounment Earth Cracks.
Ronda! R. Bridgeman, eta!. 1976.
Illustrated. 59 pp.
Yochib: The River Cave
C. William Steele. 1985. Illustrated. 164
pp.
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Annual Reports 1969-1973, Richard A.
Watson, editor. Illustrated. 265 pp.
Annual Reports 1974-1978, Richard A.
Watson, editor. Illustrated. 341 pp.
Annual Report 1979, Thomas L. Poulson,
Bethany J. Wells, editors.
Illustrated. 74 pp.
Annual Report 1980, Margaret V. Palmer,
editor. Illustrated. 51 pp.
Annual Report 1981, Karen B. Lindsley,
editor. Illustrated. 55 pp.
Annual Report 1982, Margaret V. Palmer,
editor. Illustrated. 45 pp.
Annual Report 1983, Kathleen H. Lavoie,
editor. Illustrated. 42 pp.
Annual Report 1984, Karen B. Lindsley,
editor. Illustrated. 60 pp.
Annual Report 1985, Karen 13. Lindsley,
editor. Illustrated. 48 pp.
Annual Report 1986, Karen 13. Lindsley,
editor. Illustrated. 51 pp.
Annual Report 1987, Karen 13. Lindsley,
editor. Illustrated. 74 pp.
Annual Report 1988, Karen 13. Lindsley,
editor. Illustrated. 91 pp.
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Annual Report 1989, Karen B. Lindsley,
editor. Illustrated. 79 pp.
Annual Report 1990, Karen B. Lindsley,
editor. Illustrated. 80 pp.
Annual Report 1991, Karen B. Lindsley,
editor. Illustrated. 76 pp.
Annual Report 1992, Karen B. Lindsley,
editor. Illustrated. 68 pp.
Annual Report 1993, Karen B. Lindsley,
editor. Illustrated. 68 pp.
Annual Reports 1994-1997, Paul Cannaley,
Patricia Kambesis, editors.
Illustrated. 136 pp.
Annual Reports 1998-2000, Patricia
Kambesis, Elizabeth Winkler, editors.
Illustrated. 129 pp.
Annual Reports 2001-2003. Patricia
Kambesis, Elizabeth Winkler, editors.
Illustrated. 128 pp.
Annual Reports 2004-2005. Diana
Tomchick, editor. Illustrated. 90 pp.
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CRF

LIBRARY AND ARCHIVE

Joyce Hoffmaster

CRF has officially reached "middle age:'
We have nice homes in our field stations
but need closet space. So a proposal for a
combined library/archive/storage building
at Hamilton Valley was presented to the
BOD and the annual meeting in 2007 and
approval to proceed was granted.
We have amassed a huge amount
of data in 50 years. We have collections
of books bequeathed to us, including
historical papers of the organization, maps,
photographs, slides, microfiche, and over
4,000 original survey books. All this is
presently scattered among the homes of
our members. It is safe, but most of it is not
readily available. The proposed structure
will have fire-resistant storage for survey
books and other irreplaceable items. There
will be a circulating library for many of
the books and journals and an archive for
more fragile or sensitive items. We hope
to cooperate with other cave and karst
institutions in the sharing of much our
information.

Cave Research Foundation

There will be storage for the bulk of
the inventory of Cave Books. A working
inventory will be maintained in Ohio where
the daily business of Cave Books transpires.
The library will double as a meeting room
for smaller groups. A copier, computers and
accouterments, and wireless capabilities will
also be available.
Designs and details are under
consideration but the overall appearance
will be similar to the existing structures.
Cave Books proposes to provide most of
the funding for the structure. Please contact
Roger McClure or Joyce Holfmasler fur
more information.
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